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The puncturing of blood vessels is often a "hit and miss" 
procedure which may take even a skilled physician considerable 
time to perform. Perhaps even more important than the time 
taken by medical pe~sonnel is the trauma inflicted on patients 
when the procedure is unnecessarily prolonged. 
A needle guide was developed, based on the well-known Doppler 
ultrasound principle. Two transducers,on sliding bars,are used 
to locate the vessel. A unique mechanical arrangement was 
devised for aiming the needle at the intersedtion point of the 
two ultrasonic bsams. 
An account is given of the theory, engineering philosophy, 
design parameters and step~by-step development of .the guide. 
Full mechanical and electronic drawings and photographs of the 
prototype also appear in this work. 
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There is at present no general purpose instrument available to 
medical personnel to help them insert needles into blood vessels. 
When one reflects on the amount of costly time wasted and the 
dangers to the patients of prolonging the puncture procedure, 
one wonders why this problem has earned so little attention. 
There have been some attempts at using ultrasound to guide needles 
into blood vessels. These have involved very simple adaptations 
to existing ultrasound equipment. Perhaps this simple approach 
has not been adequate in addressing the problem. For this reason 
a very different approach was used in developing the lllt~aguid~. 
No effort was spared at making the instrument as clinically 
acceptable as possible. 




*Electri cal engineering 
*Mechanical engineering 
The major part of this work deals with the development of the 
guidance mechanism. Design of the transducers and associated 
-
driving circuitry is given less emphasis, since commercial blood 
flow detectors are already well established. 
Since this was a Biomedical Engineering project, it was not 
considered sufficient to simply demonstrate the feasibility of 
such a system, but rather to design, construct and test an instru-
ment which would be clinically useful and which was likely to be 
used. This has necessitated limiting the discussion of certain 
aspects, such as acoustics. Some of these aspects, such as the 
design of a suitable transducer ~ystem, l~nd themselves to thesis 
topics in their own right. 1 
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§1.1 NEED FOR THE GUIDE 
During my visits to various hospital departments at the beginning 
of 1981, I came across several blood vessel puncture procedures, 
most of which appeared to be inordinately lengthy. One such proce-
dure which made a lasting impression on me was a Swan Ganz 
catheterization performed on a seriously ill patient in the 
respiratory intensive care unit. The young doctor was clearly 
inexperienced and nervous. He fought bravely for about an hour 
and a half before the consultant arrived and with his skill managed 
to insert a fresh catheter within a few minutes. The patient was · 
visibly distressed by the whole procedure and the doctor seemed 
very relieved when it was all over. A catheter: costing R100 
was di s carded. 
Subsequent investigations revealed that this was not an isolated 
case. Discussions with an experienced consultant in Angiography 
brought up some interesting information. For example, while an 
expert can puncture an Internal Jugular Vein in the first 'stab' 
on average, an inexperienced intern- takes more than !hour 
(Appendix 1-1) . While he had done over 150 .Jugular Veins himself, 
about 3 ·% still gave him trouble, and that means they take more 
than !hour. A Subclavian Vein can take over two hours, while a 
Femoral Vein takes a novice between 20 minutes and an hour. 
An anaesthetist I spoke to was of the opinion that it can take 
between five minutes and !hour to find a single artery. 
Although time taken for these procedures has been emphasized, it 
is perhaps not so much the time wasted that is important, as the 
danger to the patient in unnecessarily prolonging such invasions. 
The risks involved in invading the body are well known. 2 
Catheterization of the Subclavian Vein. for example, is fraught 
with dangers. Pneumothorax is a typical complication that can 
result and was reported in one study2 to be as high as 6%. 
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The accidental placement of catheters in the mediastinal or 
pleural spaces has also been known to occur, sometimes followed 
by the infusion of large volumes of fluid into these spaces.
2 
A study has shown that out of over eleven hundred attempts at 
cannulating the Internal Jugular Vein, 4.2% ended with a cannula 
in the carotid artery. While this in itself is not that serious, 
subsequent heparinization of the patient can lead to haematomas 
forming in the neck and this could lead to compromised airways.
2 
Damage to blood vessels is a problem commonly encountered in 
puncture procedures. This is particularly serious in the case of 
the Subclavian where haemothorax can occur. Other results of 
vessel damage include .exsanguination from the puncture site and 
one attempt on the subclavian was reported to have resulted in 
an arteriovenous fistula. 2 
A survey was carried out to determine the frequency with ~hich 
vessel punctures are performed at Groote Schuur hospital. In 
order to get some idea of the total number of vessel punctures 
performed at the hospital the surgical stores were approached 
for information on the issue of needles that are known to be 
used exclusively for puncturing blood vessels. These include 
small vein sets, cannulae needles, butterfly infusion sets and 
butterfly intermittent sets. Not included are short and long 
bevelled hypodermic needles, since there is no way of knowing 
what proportion is used for simple subcutaneous puncture. 
Catheters are also not included since some are used for urina~y 
puncture. The number of needles in all four classes issued annually 
is 17 200 000. If we consider that there are 600 doctors working 
at the hospital, it turns out that on average 78 needles are 
used per doctor every day. Although quite obviously n~t all the 
needles can be inserted by the doctors, this figure does give some 
indication of the importance of blood vessel puncture. 
A second estimate on the number of punctures performed at the 
hospital was obtained from the chemical pathology laboratory. 
One of the doctors there revealed that the laboratory receives 
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more than 234 000 blood samples annually; each sample requires 
a fresh vascular puncture. There are a number of other laboratories 
in the hospital, of which Haematology was likely to get a similar 
numbe r of samples. 
The point here is that even if a small percentage of the needle 
punctures performed give trouble, the numbers are still enormous 
and any attempt at helping the situation must surely be worthwhile. 
§ 1 • 2 THE STARTING CONCEPT 
The next question to be asked was: "What do the medical doctors 
think about the idea of using a needle guide for percutaneous 
puncture of vessels?" So discussions were held 111ith some of the 
people who would ultimately use the instrument. 
First a model was built, based on an idea that evolved as a result 
of some work I had previously done on a commercial Doppler 
ultrasonic velocimeter. The guide was initially conceived as 
a black box containing the electronic circuitry necessary for 
ti.g.1-1 
driving two ultrasonic transducers. The transducers were to 
be mounted on one end of a pole protruding from the box. 
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One of the transducers would transmit ultrasound in the form of 
a pencil beam into the tissue, while the other would receive the 
reflected signal. By processing the two signals electronically, 
the . sound of blood flow could be heard from the speaker mounted 
in the other end of the box, when the transducers point -directly 
at flowing blood. A special guiding mechanism could then be used 
to steer the needle down the length of the two beams towards the 
vessel. This model was intended to serve as a basis for discussing 
the concept with medical practitioners. 
18 Medical doctors were approached for their views on the proposed 
instrument. Their comments are summarized in appendix 1-1. 
Of the 18 questioned, three did not consider the device to be a 
potentially useful instrument. It is interesting to note that 
these three were the only ones no longer routinely practicing 
blood vessel puncture. The other 15 ranged from being pleased 
with the idea to being very enthusiastic. Enthusiasm was 
particularly marked among the anaesthetists. 
One po i nt that came up several times during earlier discussions 
with various medical doctors was the problem that young doctors 
might have in developing skills associated with vessel puncture 
if they were to rely on a 'gadget.• There are two important · 
observations to be made here. Firstly, it takes a good few 
months of practice before a doctor is reasonably competent with a 
needle. Since practicing percutaneous puncture . on dummies is not 
a feature of medical training, one supposes that human beings at 
various stages of illness are being used for practice. This is 
no fault of the medical profession since they have no alternative. 
However, to reject the concept of an assist device which could 
prevent iatrogenic complications on the grounds that doctors would 
be deprived of medical experience, is patently immoral. 
The second point that should be made is that the instrument could, 
in fact, assist the doctor in getting experience in percutaneous 
puncture much more rapidly than he might without it. One could 
argue that if he had an assist device he would soon learn how and 
where to position the needle to optimize his success rater . He would 




The large number of vessel punctures performed, the difficulty 
in c e rtain cases of performing the procedure, the danger to 
pati ents, the waste of costly time, the potential aid to teaching 
and the strong support particularly from the anaesthetists all 
go to indicate a strong need for a needle guide. 
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L I T E R A T U R E S U R V E Y 
The research work was started with a search for literature on 
instrumentation for transcutaneous blood flow measurement. Such 
instruments are widely used and the principle or determining the 
location of the blood vessel by detecting the blood flow in it 
forma the basis of the needle guide. The next step is to decide 
on a physical principle to use for blood flow de.tection. The 
principle should be well established and understood. The object 
of this work is not to re-invent or improve a particular detection 
technique, but rather to exploit it for use in the needle guide. 
Of the various techniques that were considered (§2.1), the doppler 
ultrasound method suggested itself as the most suitable. 
Over the last ten years ultrasound systems appear to have dominated 
the field of blood flow measurement. Many of the papers written 
on this subject discuss ways of improving the dependability of 
velocimeters. However, since we are concerned with blood flow 
detection and not velocimetry, most of these works are of little 
value to us. 
The search for literature uncovered about fifty papers that were 
at first thought to contain potentially useful material, but few 
of which were to prove relevant to the project. In an attempt to 
get some order into this survey, the papers were classified under 
the following headings: 
1. Non-invasive blood flow measurement other than ultrasound. 
2. Ultrasonically guided percutaneous puncture. 
3. Relevant signal processing. 
4. Modulated Doppler techniques. 
5. Ultrasonic transducers and fields. 
6. Ultrasonic catheter probes. 
?. Clinical aspects of cannulation. 
8. General. 
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Only papers that were to prove useful to this project are discussed 
here. Thus only topics 1 and 2 will be covered. Pertinent aspects 
of clinical cannulation have already been discussed. 
§2.1 NON-INVASIVE BLOOD FLOW MEASUREMENT OTHER THAN ULTRASOUND 
Roberts 3 wrote a review article on non-invasive blood flow measure-
ment techniques most of which, while not .lending themselves to the 
localization of blood vessels, should nevertheless be mentioned for 
the sake of completeness. 
Plethysmography for example, is the most reliabl~ and simplest 
technique for the quantitative determination of net volume flow 
I 
rate to a limb. 4 Since it does not relate to any particular blood 
vessel but rather to blood flow to the extremity as a whole, it 
cannot be used to detect vessels. 
Impedance plethysmography is a technique in which the change in 
electrical impedance across a limb or body section is used as an 
indicat or of change of blood volume in that section. It also does 
not lend itself to vessel detection. 
The nuclei of various atoms, such as those of hydrogen, can be 
considered as extremely small magnets which line up in the presence 
of an external magnetic field. 3 Both the .alignment and disalignment 
processes are functions of time. By. measuring the extent of 
alignment or residual magnetism downstream from an applied magnetic 
field, one can calculate the rate of blood flow. This technique 
is know as ''nuclear magnetic resonance." It is unlikely that 
this tec hnique could be adapted for detecting blood vessels. 
Lee 5 described a method whereby skin electrodes pick up voltages 
generated by blood flowing through powerful magnetic fieids. 
Since blood can be considered as a moving conductor, this is just 
an application of the Hall effect. What makes this technique 
particularly unsuitable for blood flow detection is that a computer-
ized data processor is required to distinguish blood flow signals 
from background noise. 
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Powers 6 , Phung Le Cong 7 , and Phillips 8 discuss the application 
of LASERS to blood flow velocimetry. These instruments are 
extremely bulky and very complex. They are used, for example, 
for tracking individual erythrocytes as in microcirculation studies 
before grafting. They frequently require surgical procedures to 
gain access to the proximity of the study region. One would 
only resort to these instruments when the work is too delicate 
to be handled by ultrasonic equipment. While laser doppler 
anemometers may not be useful for general blood v·essel location, 
there CTay well be potential for this technique in paediatrics as 
in scalp vein puncture. 
Finally, a technique that should be investigated further is the 
thermal blood flow detector. No literature was found on this 
instrument, but it is thought that it depends on the elevated 
temperature of arteries for detection. Obscurity ~lone was 
deemed sufficient grounds for rejecting this technique. 
§2-2 ULT~ASONICALLY GUIDED PERCUTANEOUS PUNCTURE 
Ultrasonically guided puncture has become indispensible as a 
clinical procedure in aspiration biopsy, nephrostomy, liver 
biopsy,intra-abdorninal fluid collection and amniocentesis amongst 
others. These applications of transcutaneous puncture have been 
comprehensively discussed in a recently published text book 9 • 
The basic technique is a logical extension to ultrasonic diagnostic 
imaging and can be considered analogous to missile guidance by 
radar. Short pulses of ultrasound are transmitted through the 
tissue. Reflections are either presented on A-scan where the 
amplitude of the returned signal is plotted as a function of time 
from the pulse transmission, or on B-scan where the amplitude 
is used to modulate the brightness of a spot along the line. 
In the B-mode a full map of the area scanned can be drawn on the 
screen. In order to achieve this the transducer has to be 
attached to articulated arms that are ground referenced by means 
of position sensors. The problem of ground referencing has been 
overcome in some instruments by the development of multi-element 
transducer arrays. 
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The earliest reference to ultrasonically guided puncture suggests 
that it was first tried before 1969 by Kratochwill 10 , who discussed 
it at the first world congress on ultrasonic diagnostics in 
medi c ine in Vienna in June 1969. Subsequently Holm and Kristensen 
appear to have dominated the pioneering work done in this field. 
In 19 72 Holm 11 described a method whereby a biopsy needle was 
Tig.2-1 
passed through a canal made in 
a transducer of a standard ultra-
sonic scanner. Firstly the target 
is mapped on · B-scan. Then the 
range of the target is measur~d 
from the A-scan presentation and 
marked off on the needle. The 
needle is then guided through the 
canal in the transducer to the depth 
marked off. One of the ~ifficulties 
with this system is that the progres s 
of the needle cannot be monitored 
since it passes down the centre of 
the ultrasonic beam. So in 1975 
Holm 12 designed an attachment to 
guide . the needle across the axes 
of a multi-element array mads up of many small transducers lying 
next to each other and fired sequentially to produce a real time 
B-scan map of the area under examination. Since the needle crossed 
t h e ultrasonic beam at an angle, its progress could readily be 
monitored on the screen. A number of other researchers applied 
Holm's ideas directly or in modified form. 
Pulsed echo ultrasonic imaging could unquestionably be used for 
localization of blood vessels. It does, however, have certain 
disadvantages. The equipment is relatively bulky and expensive 
and the output i s visual, which is not thought ideal for vessel 
puncture. One could also conceivably mistake blood vessels for 
other structures. 
This latter problem was very cleverly solved in 1972 by Mozersky 13 
when he used a pulsed ultrasonic velocity detector in which only 
the Doppler shifted return signals were used to brightness modulate 
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the beam of a CRT. In this way a plot was obtained of intensity 
as a function of time after pulse transmission. This then was a 
typical B-presentation map, but only targets having a finite 
velocity showed up. This principle is ideal for angiography. But 
far more interesting from the point of view of this project, was 
a Doppler controlled needle director he described in 1973 14 • It 
was developed as an aid in angiography to puncture arteries in 
paediatric patients and in those patients with proximal occlusive 
vascular diseases. 
The guide was very similar in design to that of Holm. It consisted 
of a 35mm cylinder axially pierced by a canal. Two 4mm 2 , 8MHz 
piezoelectric crystals were mounted at one end on either side of 
the canal and at . 75° to it. These were connected to a standard 
Tig.2-2 
PARKS Doppler flow detector. 
Once a blood vessel has been 
detected and the position of the 
dowel optimized for maximum 
doppler intensity, the needle 
could be passed down the central 
canal and out between the two 
t 'ransducers into the target area. 
The two ultrasonic beams from the 
two c~ystals were focused at a 
distance of 10mm. They converged 
for 5mm on either side of this 
point. The diameter of the 
converged ultrasonic beam was 
said to be about 20mm, but optimal 
signals were obtained in a much 
narrower range. In the laboratory, 
dog vessels as small as two millimeters in diameter were success-
fully impaled with the device. However, Mozersky's discussion is 
very concise and comments on the success of the instrument are 
sparse. 
In 1976 Petzoldt 15 developed a similar device, primarily for 
puncturing the subclavian vein. A detachable clip mounted over 
a transducer pair was designed to accommodate the needle. A feature 
of this clip was that it could be opened for 
-12-
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convenient separation of the 
needle following successful 
puncture. 
The criterion for successful 
vessel location was considered 
to be maximum intensity of the 
returned signal, since this 
occurs when there are a maximum 
number of scatterers in the beam 
intersection volume •. (One could 
argue that if the velocity 
profile in the vessel is para-
bolic, then the optimum position 
occurs when the frequency or pitch is at a maximum.) 
Of 50 punctures, 48 were successful and entirely without complica-
tions. In two cases puncture was contra-indicated for various 
reasons, although the vessels had been successfully located. 
Petzold suggested that the system could be used £or other vessels 
but failed to mention why he did not try this himself. 
Whil~ both Mozersky and Petzoldt developed very interesting 
instruments, there are a number of objections to their schemes. 
These include: the problems of puncturing vessels at shallow 
angles to the skin; the accommodation of standard needles such as 
short butterfly infusion needles and the location of vessels 
beyond the focal point of the beams. 
Of great interest is also why the instruments are not corrim-only 
seen in hospitals. This alone has led me to conclude that there 
may be faults associated with their concepts, and that some new 
_ideas are required. While this may not necessarily be true, this 
line has been adopted and some new ideas will be discussed in 
chapter 6. 
-13-
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B I O M E D I C A L R E Q U I R E M E N T S 
§3.1 BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 
A crucial and perhaps most controversial task is that of marrying 
an engineering solution to a clinical problem. 
The first step is to clearly identify the problem. It is quite 
possible for an engineer in a field such as medicine to miss 
something while trying to read a problem. This may not become 
evident until the equipment has been designed and built. 
The second step is to clearly identify the important parameters and 
constraints within which the engineering solution is to be found. 
Since these parameters are open to subjective interpretation, 
there is yet another weak link in the design chain. 
Thirdly , an engineering solution must be conceptualized and 
created on paper before it can finally be constructed. Now, 
assuming that the instrument has been constructed correctly and 
works according to the drawing, it may still fail as a result of 
something having gone wrong in one of the two steps. discussed above. 
The problem was approached with these three pitfalls very much in 
mind. The idea was to build a prototype from a design based on 
a personal assessment of the problem, ·a subjective evaluation of 
the design parameters and an engineering ~olution which appeared 
appropriate at the time. (Since two engineers examining the ~ame 
problem are likely to come up with entirely different solutions, 
there must be a very significant role played by subjectivity, 
foreign though this is to scientific thinking.) 
The prototype was to be an instrument that could be used by 
medical personnel in the clinical environment, in order to generate 
more objective design parameters for a final model. While the 
prototype is not expected to be the final answer, it was hoped that 
by careful planning it might be possible to get very close to it. 
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This necessitated a considerable amount of attention to detail, 
while ironically, the major concepts could still be considered 
under debate. 
Perhaps a more controversial issue is that of deciding to what 
exten t the end user should have a say in the design of the system. 
It is my opinion that the Engineer alone should decide what sort 
of information he requires from the physician and what sort of 
parameters are important. He alone should also decide on what 
sort of instrument is appropriate for the task. The following 
factors influenced the formation of this opinion: 
* Doctors often do not know what they want. 
* Doctors often do not know what sort of solution is practically 
feasible. 
* Various potential end users frequently have contradictory 
requirements. 
* Medical personnel are often so well established in some or 
other technique that they cannot see past the methods they 
are used to. This ~loses the doors to potentially very 
us eful engineering ideas. 
* Experience has taught senior Engineers that one can frequently 
not trust the "experts." 16 
* Good ideas can be destroyed by exessive interference from 
those who hav.e different ideas. This can seriously 
demoralize the designer. 
This does no t imply that one should not consult the end user. 
What it does mean is that the Engineer . should in the final analysis 
trust his own judgement more than that of others. 
§ 3 .2 CLINICAL ASPECTS 
In order to start the project and to get a feel for the problem, 
several percutane ous puncture procedures were attended, and some 
discussions with physicians took place. It soon became clear that 
there were five identifiable difficulties associated with vessel · 
puncture: 
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1. Locating the vessel in the first instance may not be that 
difficult in superficial vessels of normal, healthy people. 
However, obese patients tend to have their vessels obscured 
by fat rendering arteries impalpable and veins not visible. 
(Veins cannot be palpated since they do not pulsate 
suf fi ci en tly. ) 
2. Once a vessel has been successfully palpated, it may still 
be difficult to aim a needle at it, particularly in the 
case of children, where these structures are small. 
3. A major problem in puncturing vessels is that of "furrowing". 
This happens when a first attempt is unsuccessful. A furrow 
or groove is formed in the tissue and .it is. often impossible 
to get the needle out of this groove. Often fresh punctuie 
sites have to be chosen, but these will get progressively 
more difficult to deal with since the easiest ones are tried 
. first. 
4. Another major problem is that of wall compression, particular-
l y i n v eins. When the tip of the needle presses bn a vessel, 
the vessel gets compress~d and the needle shoots through 
both walls. The situation can usually be saved by withdrawing 
the needle slowly until blood issues out through the lumen 
of the needle. In veins, however, the pressure is often so 
low that blood does not issue from the needle even if the 
tip of the needle is inside the vessel. 
5. The vessel frequently "jumps out of the way" when a needle 
is pressed on it. This is more a problem with the · tough 
skinned arteries. 
I t wa s initially the purpose of this work to examine all aspects 
of the difficulties associated with vessel puncture, but it soon 
becam e clear t hat the last two issues were separate problems and 
could not be covered in this work. However, at this stage it 
might be sensible to make some suggestions on avenues that could . 
be explored in solving these two difficulties. 
Firstly, wall compression can be minimized by increasing the 
pressure inside the vessel relative to the outside at the site of 
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the needle's tip. This could be achieved by proximal occlusion 
of the veins draining, for example _ the limb, with- a suitable cuff. 
One can also increase the hydrostatic pressure inside the veins 
by s imply lowering the puncture site . as far as possible below the 
phle bostatic plane. It was rather surprizing to find that this 
technique _is not employed more frequently. 
Instead of increasing the pressure inside the vein one might also 
be a ble to decrease the pressure immediately outside the vessel 
by applying a negative pressure to the lumen of the needle just 
• 
before it enters the vessel 
wall. In this way it might 
be able to "suck" its way 
through the wall. 
Ti.g.3-1 Another alternatiwe· might be 
to apply a negative pressure 
_____ r. 
ti..g.3-2 
to the area around the puncture 
site by means of s ome sort of 
suction cup. The negative 
pressure under the suction 
cup would t emporarily be 
transmitted through the skin 
and into t h e tissue until the 
extracellular fluid floods the 
area. 
These last two suggestions might also minimise the effect of vessels 
jumping out of the way when stabbed with a needle. 
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§3.3 PROBLEM DEFINITION 
The basic problem that will be of concern in this work is that 
of locating blood vessels prior to invasion and ensuring that the 
needle hits its target, assuming that the vessel does not jump 
aroun d when speared. Given that a solution can be found, the 
probl em of furrowing will no longer be relevant. 
As was discussed in chapter 2, ultrasonic blood flow .detectors 
are commercially available. The best known of these is probably 
the range of blood .flow velocimeters manufactured by PARKS. 
As was discussed earlier, there have also been attempts at guiding 
needles using ultrasound, particularly for puncturing really diffi-
cult vessels such .as the Subclavian. However, there are no general 
purpose instruments to be found in the hospital to aid in vessel 
puncture. 
Comme r cial detectors lack the needle guidance facility. ~hey also 
cannot distinguish between overlying vessels. While they can 
indicate an axis along which a needle has to be driven in order to 
find its ta r get , they cannot indicate the depth of the vessel and 
can t here fore not be used, in general, during the puncture process. 
One would first have to locate the axis, or direction in which the 
vessel is lying, memorize it and then try to place the needle 
accordingly. This can be done if the vessel is reasonably super-
ficial and large. These points will become clearer in Chapter 6. 
It is wor th r epeating that althou gh ultrasound has been around 
for many decad es and ultrasonically guided percutaneous puncture 
was fir st a t t emp t ed over 10 years ago, commercial guides are either 
not available or just not popular. Problems associated with guiding 
a needle between a transmitted and reflected beam will be discussed 
in chapter 6. 
Blood flow detection is already a commercial reality. 7he pu~poh£ 
ot thih p~oj£ci ih ih£~£to~e to u~e thia technology and develope 
a clinically acceptaile guidance mechanihm that will aim a needl£ 
at any flood ve~hel no~mally punciu~ed gy i~ial and e~~o~. It 
is recognized that the prototype will in all probability not be 
sufficiently sensitive to deal with very small vessels such as 
paediatric scalp veins. 
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§J.4. DESIGN CRITERIA 
Having defined the problem, the next stage is to list the 
constraints within which the system has been designed in order 
to make it as potentially successful as possible. The design 
criteria have been rather subjectively selected. Each . parameter 
has been star rated to indicate its relative importance. Setting 
a value to these parameters is essential, since frequently one 
of two mutually contradictory parameters has to be compromised. 
***** The instrument should be a portable device, suitable for 
general use in all wards, theatres and ICU 1 s. 
***** It should be able to deal with most vessels which are normally 
punctured by trial and error. 
**** It should be a single unit not requiring coupling to other 
equipment. It should be possible to take the instrument 
off the shelf with one hand without having bits hanging 
from it. 
* It should be a low cost device which can easily be constructed. 
**** It s h ould be completely washable. 
***** The relevant parts must be sterilizable or disposable. 
***** It should be reliable. 
** It should be durable. 
**** It should be very easy to operate. 
**** It should accommodate most standard size needles. 
***** It should be possible to remove the instrument from the 
nee dle without having to withdraw the needle from the 
patient. 
These were t h e general constraints within which it was hoped to 
find a suitable engineering solution. 
SPECIFICATIONS - Needle Entry 
Before commencing with the design, some more clinical information 
was needed. Although I personally attended several procedures 
to get a "feel'' for what was going on, it was nevertheless 
essential to get some specific information from the doctors. 
Essentially this was a process of translating the clinical art 
of vessel puncture into engineering terms. Specifically what was 
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needed known was the depth of these vessels, their size and 
at what angle they were attacked. It was also important to know 
the relative frequency of each procedure in the event that a 
compromise solution had to be found. To this end a questionnaire 
was drawn up and with the help of an . aneasthetist, copies were 
distributed to 16 medical doctors, together with covering letters. 
Four replies were received. Not al'\together unexpectedly the 
results were not really amenable to exact scientific evaluation. 
For example, different individuals commented on different procedures 
so that there was little or no overlap in some cases. Nevertheless, 
the results were averaged as well as possible and summarized 
diagrammatically in appendix 3-2. A .copy of the questionnaire 
appears in appendix 3-1. 
Perhaps the procedure most difficult to describe is cannulation 
of the Subclavian, and it was not possible to represent this on 
a simple diagram. It is, however~ a very important procedure 
and one for which the guide should be of use. 
The Subclavian vein is a continuation of the Axillary which 
drains blood from the upper limb. It has a tributary, the External 
Jugular from the head. The Subclavian is a short but wide vessel 
joining the Internal Jugular to form the Brachio-Cephalic which 
continues into the Superior Vena Cava. It begins at the outer 
border of the first rib and ends behind the clavicle (hence 
Subclavian) about 25mm from the sterno-clavicular joi~t. Iri order 
to puncture it a needle is lined up at the point where the sterno-
cleido- mastoid muscle joins the clavicle. The needle is driven 
to a depth of 40 to 60 mm under the clavicle (posterior to it) at 
about 45° to the horizontal and in the direction of the opposite 
nipple. Access is extremely difficult for neophytes and poses 
special problems to ultrasonic guidance because of the bony 
covering, limited access window and considerable depth of the 
vessel. This discussion is important when the mechanical arrangemen ' 
for the guide is considered in chapter 6. 
While there were far too few replies to make the results really 
meaningful, they did form a basis for developing the prototype. 
The most important result is that the a~glL 6t zniny ot ihL 
nLLdlL in nLa~ly all ca~L~ va~iL~ t~om 5° to 30° ~LlaiivL to ihL 
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~kin. The Femoral Artery is punctured only rarely and when it is 
it is punctured at 90° , when arterial blood samples are required, 
but this was not reflected in the replies. 
Small vessels that are punctured are relatively superficial, while 
the deeper ones are larger. This stands to reason, since it would 
be unreasonable to attempt piercing a small vessel deep down in the 
tissue. The smallest vessel encountered is in the order of 1,5mm 
in diameter on average. 
The results obtained were for adults although they were marginally 
influenced by a single return from pa.edia tries. While there is no 
question that the guide would be most useful for puncturing infants, 
it was thought that the instrument should first be made applicable 
to adults. Once this has been achieved a paediatric model, or 
better still a more universal model can be considered. Paediatrics 
is a very specialized field where techniques and dimensions and 
even illnesses are very differnet from those in the adult world. 
§3.6 THE ENGINEERING SOLUTION 
There is no doubt that with present technology the answer to detec-
tion lies in Doppler ultrasound. But before discussing the reasons 
for this choice, .it is necessary to outline the principles involved 
here. The continuous wave Doppler ultrasound system works as 
follows: 
-2 fo 1_.-\---\--\-0--- ---rl MULT I Output 
~rt\ ~ fr 1-.:+.++-- C 
fr 1--/-J--o,---.---.J 
Co~ti~uous W~ve Doppler Ultra s ound System 
tig.3-3 
The transmitting crystal is excited by a fixed frequency oscillator 
and transmits a continuous signal. Part of the oscillator output 
is fed to a mixer, where it is multiplied by a signal coming from 
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the receiving crystal. The two crystals are piezoelectric trans-
ducers which simply change electrical energy into mechanical 
vibration and vice versa. The output from the mixer contains 
a signal with a frequency equal to the difference between the 
frequencies of the two incoming . signal.s. All signals .returned from 
stationary objects will yield zero output, be~ause the difference 
frequency is zero. Moving targets, however, cause the returned 
signal to be doppler shifted. That means that they are ~at a higher 
or lower frequency, depending on which way the target is moving. 
Moving targets will therefore cause the mixer to have a signal at 
its output. Output from the mixer is amplified and used to drive 
a loudspeaker, which presents the signal to the operator as the 
sound of flowing fluid. 
Continuous wave doppler ultrasound was chosen £or the following 
reasons: 
1. Apart from some variations on the ultrasound principle, there 
appears at this stage to be no practical alternative. 
2. Doppler ultrasound is well established as a transcutaneous 
bl ood flow detection technique. It is well known amongst 
hospital personnel. 
3. Only moving targets have an output. 
4. The output is in the form of sound in the audio spectrum 
which in itself has certain advantages: 
(a) Input is provided to . a sense which is not being used 
for anything else during the puncture procedure. 
(A video display, for example, would be unacceptable. 
(b) The ear is particularly sensitive to sound colour. 
There is a wealth of information available from the 
mixer which is very useful without any further 
processing. For this reason one can readily 
detect the difference between an artery and a vein, 
since the blood flow pattern differs markedly 
between the two. 
5. The output is readily interpreted as the flowing of fluid. 
6. The system is electronically simple and can readily be made 
portable. 
7. Ultrasound is very directional. In fact one can obtain quite 
a sharp pencil beam from the transducer. 
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8. At the power levels we deal with it is very safe. 
9. It is completely non-invasive. 
10. It is cheap, reliable and rugged. 
11 . Although some of the stages have to be tuned, these stages 
can be made stable without fear of drift. 
As f a r as the mechanical guidance system is concerned, it was found 
that the simple principle of guiding a needle down the ultrasound 
beam had certain drawbacks and a more complex but flexible system 
was developed. The development of the mechanical arrangement 
is Sully covered in chapter 6. 
§3.7 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 
After the Thalidomide catastrophe of the early 1960's, the safety 
of diagnostic ultrasound has come under heavy scrutiny. Innumerable 
investigations have been made into possible side effects associated 
with ultrasound. There has so far been no evidence to suggest that 
at t h e powe r l evels presently used, any damage is caused to in vivo 
tissue . In fact, Sikov and Hildebrand suggest that current clinical 
procedures with doppler techniques have a factor of safety of at 
least 1650 ranging to a possible maximum of 7500 63 • 
Ultrasound is known to be destructive to tissue at high intensities. 
Interaction between ultrasound and tissue can be classified into 
two broad categories. Firstly, there are the effects ielated to 
the mechani cs o f wave propagation, such as cavitation. The second 
cate gory include s those effects which lead to heat generation by 
absorption of u ltrasonic energy. 
In experim ental situations where tissue suspensions are used, 
cellular da ma g e usually results from cavitation. In stable 
cavitation, microbubbles of gas contract and expand, resonating at 
the frequen c y of the sound applied. Together with microstreaming, 
stable cavitation can lead to damage to subcellular structures 
in the liquid. At 1-4 MHz this can take place at intensities as 
low as 0,2W/cm 2 • 64 
In transient cavitation there is a more violent reaction in which 
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microbubbles collapse completely. This takes place in suspensions 
at intensities higher than 300W/cm 2 • 
There is sufficient and conclusive evidence that ~ith c.w. or pulsed 
ultrasound there is no damage to organized mammalian tissues, from 
wave mechanics phenomena and cavitation up to peak interisity levels 
of approximately 1500W/cm 2 at frequencies of 2-3MHz. 63 ' 64 Below 
these intensity levels the potential . for damage lies in the tempera-
ture rise due to absorption of the acoustical energy. There is 
eviden c e that no significant bioeffect of ultrasound occurs in 
mammalian tissues without concomitant elevation of . temperature. 64 
(It is known that organogenesis in fetuses is extremely sensitive 
to te mperature. It is for this reason that ultrasonic power levels 
in obstetrics are kept especially low.) 
After a study of the biological effects reported with the use of 
ultrasound, the American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine (AIUM) 
issued a ~tatement on mammalian in vivo ultra~onic biological 
effect s (AIUM Committee Report 1977/78). This in part states: 
In the l ow m.egah.e~z t~.equ.ency ~ang.e ih.e~.e have g.een (ab ot thi.~ date) 
no ind .ep .en dznt f.. y con/.i.~m.ed ~i gn i./i cant R,.io f..o gi cal e//.eci:o in mamma f..i ar.. 
ii~~u.e~ .expo~.ed to int.en~iiie~ ielow 100mW/cm 2 • Tu~ihe~mo~e, 
to~ uf..i~a~oni.c expo~u~.e time~ f...e~~ than 500 ~.econd~ and g~eate~ than 
1 ~econd , ~uch ettect~ have not R,.een demon~t~aie.d even al highe~ 
i.nten~itie~, when the p~oduct o/.. inlen~ity and e.x.po~u~R.. time i~ f...e~~ 
than 50 jouf..e~/cm 2 • 63 ' 64 
For peripheral work as in blood flow detection, high frequencies 
(8-10MHz ) ar e u s e d. These are less penetrating and because of the 
sma ller signal s associated with blood flow detection, higher 
inten s ities are applied. Baker 58 indicates that some commercial 
machines have in t ensities as high as 600mW/cm 2 • 
In view of the fact that this instrument is to be used for peripheral 
blood flow dete c tion in th~ high Megahertz region where penetration 
is low, and since the on-time is likely to be s hort, intensities 
of a few hundred mW/cm 2 can be tolerated. 
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CH.AP7E.R 'fOU.R 
A C O U S T I C S 
DOPPLER PRINCIPLE 
Up till now not much has been said about the Doppler principle 
or how it is applied to the detection of blood flow. The Doppler 
effe ct is the change in pitch that is observed when a source of 
sound changes its velocity relative to the observer. 
Consider a source of ultrasound and a receiver focussed at a small 
tube carrying blood at velocity u as illustrated. 
R.e.c.e.i.v.e.JZ. 
7 /1.. an -tJm i. it.e.JZ. 
'fi..g.4-1 
If the trans mi tter transmits ultrasound at velocity c and 
frequency to then the frequency of the reflected signal t r 
is obtained as follows: 
and fro m appendix 4-1 we have that 
~t = t- 0 (
2
~ cose) 
hence tr = 10(1 2u ) - - cos8 C ) 
(4-1) 
( 4-2) 
. . . . 
The receiver does not hear only this doppler shifted signal. There 
is also leakage flux from the transmitter which is added to it. 
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If the transmitted signal is given by Acos(woi) and the 
doppler shifted signal is given by Bcos{(w 0 + Aw)i + t} where 
¢ represents the phase difference between the two signals, then 
the signal picked up at the receiver is given by 
C = Acoswoi + Bcos{(w 0 + Aw)i +· ¢} (4-3) 
Physically these signals can be represented by two vectors~ 17 
The transmitted or leakage flux A is added to the doppler shifted 
one B to yield resultant C. C can therefore be considered to 
result from the modulation of carrier A in phase and amplitude by 
the doppler shifted reflected signal B. 
(wo+Aw)t+¢ 
rig.4-2 
Fig.4-2 shows the 
importance of keeping 
the leakage flux as small 
as possible. The smaller 
the signal to leakage 
ratio, the greater has 
to be the sensitivity 
of the multiplier. 
If the returned signal is electronically amplified and multiplied 
by the transmitted signal, then the output from the ~ultiplier 
would be: 
E = (Acoswi + Bcos{(w+Aw)i + ¢})Dcoswt 
= AD cos 2 wi + BD coswi cos{(w+Aw)i+ ¢} 
In general we have 
and substituting for 81 and 82 we get 





E = !AD(cos2wi+1) + !BD(cos(2wi+~wt+~) + cos(Awi+¢)) (4-5) 
Equation 4-5 shows us that the output contains frequency components 
at 2w , 2w+Aw, Aw and O. Both the very high frequency components 
and the DC value can be filtered off, . leaving just the Aw term. 
This is done in practice and its full implementation will be con-
sidered in chapter 5. 
BANDWIDTH OF OUTPUT 
Numerous texts were consulted for information on blood flow 
velocities in the type of vessels to be puncture. This was found 
to be difficult to extract, because the available information for 
man does not lend itself to such an assessment. There are, however, 
tables available for blood flow in the vessels of dogs 18,19:20 
Since 1888 the vascular bed of dogs has been carefully analysed 
and extensive tables of blood vessels have been drawn up giving 
the to t al a~ea of all the vessels of a given size in the vascular 
tree. From thi s information the blood flow rate can be estimated 
by di vi ding the cardiac output by the total area of vessels of a 
particular diameter. In principle one could therefore make a 
reasona ble estimate at least for a dog. Sadly, neither the type 
of do g used, nor the animal's mass, nor its cardiac output appear 
on these tables , making extrapolation or interpolation to the 
p hysi ology of man impossible. 
A concise table of blood flow rates through some selected vessels 















While the Aorta, Vena Cava and arterioles do not fall into the 
categories of vessels to be punctured by means of the guide, 
figures for these vessels provide absolute upper and lower limits 
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of blood flow velocities likely to be encountered. It should be 
mentioned that systolic blood flow in .. the Aorta has been estimated 
at roughly three times the average flow rate 22 • It _should also 
be remembered that the flow profile is such that higher velocities 
are obtained in the centre of the vessel than at . the walls. 
Typi cal ultrasound frequencies used for blood flow velocimetry are 
between 5 and 10 MHz. The frequency to be used in the prototype 
is 9,1MHz. In order to determine the bandwidth of the doppler 
spectrum, we have to estimate the peak arterial flow. Estimates 
of peak flow are usually given at around 3 times average flow, 
which from the table on p25 gives us a peak flow rate of 0,75 m/s 
in the Aorta. The minimum flow rate would be the average found 
in the smallest vein to be punctured, or half -that in an arteriole 
(say 5mm/s). If we assume that the beams will impinge on the 
vessels at around 45°, and using a value for c of 1500m/s : (Wells 23 ), 
the Doppler equation (4-1) tells us that the maximum shift 
in frequency we can expect is 
ti/max "" 2u t cos8 C 
2·0,75.9 1 •10 6 0 = cos45 1 500 ' 
= 6 400 Hz 
and the minimum 
ti/min = 
2•0,005 •9,1•10 6 cos45° 1 500 
= 43 Hz 
Apart from the very low end of the spectrum, these maximum and 
minimum values are coveied neatly by the audio range. While one can 
accept that this estimate of the lowest frequency encountered could 
be considerably lower than we might expect for reasons already 
discussed , then from the point of view of ensuring inclusion of 
the smaller veins in the range of vessels to be successfully located, 
one would hesitate to use carrier frequencies much below 9MHz. 
In fact it might be desirable to shift the whole spectrum a little 
higher. However, there are other consideration that have to be 
taken into account in determining this frequency. 
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RADIATION FROM A TRANSDUCER 
Fundamental to the principle on which the needle guide is based, 
is t h e ability of ultrasound to be contained in a narrow beam, 
so t hat the position of the blood vessel can be determined by the 
rela tive positions of the transducers when doppler returns are 
recei v ed. It is therefore important that we have some idea of the 
shape of the ultrasonic beam produced by the transducer. 
The intensity distribution of the ultrasonic beam follows Huygen's 
principle in that it can be considered - to be established by the 
summation of all the little wavelets arriving at a particular point. 
Wavelets that are in phase interfere · with one another to form 
intensity peaks, while out of phase wavelets cancel each other. 
The intensity distribution along the axis of a circular transducer 
is given by: 24 
1 eo = 2pocU~sin
2 (~k{/r 2 +a 2 ~r}) (4-6) 
where k 2rr w ( 4-7) = -r· = C 
and is known as the wavelength constant 
and Po = density of the acoustic medium 
C = velocity of sound in the acoustic medium 
Uo = peak velocity at the surface of the transducer 
r = distance from the transducer 
a = r adius of the transducer 
Along the axis we therefore get intensity peaks and troughs 
whenever 
~k(lr 2 +a 2 -r) = ~nrr 
when n = 1,3~5 .•••. we get maxima and 
when n = 2,4,6 .••.. we get minima 
Substituting fork (eq.4-7) and rearranging we get: 
~~(lr 2 +a 2 -r) = ~nrr 
= knA +r 
(4-8) 







The last trough occurs at · r= 2A 
(4-9) 
a2 
and the last peak when r = -X-
This holds for a>>A as is usually the case. The axial intensity 





Axial distance (),zfa2) 
Ti.g.4-3 
Before the last peak in the nea~ ti.eld region we get Fresnel 
type diffraction, while in the ta~ ti.eld region Fraunhofer 
diffraction takes place. 




In the far field region the intensity distribution is given by: 26 
I = QCk2Ui1r2a4 81r2r2 (D2) ( 4~ i 6) 
where D = 2Ji{ka sin8) ( 4-11) ka sine 
and i s called the Di~~ciiviiy Tunciion. 
J1 is a first order Bessel function of the first kind and 8 is the 
off axis angle as shown . in Fig.4-4. 
Apar t from the directivity function the expression is the same 
as t h e intensity for a simple source in an infinite baffle. The 
direc t ivity function for a circular piston appears conveniently 
tabulated in appendix 4-2. Plotting 2Ji(x) from this table we get:27 
X 
-o.5~~~2_ ......... _4~~~6--~8-~~10 
.x-
Directivity function for a circular piston. 
Tig.4-5 
Now, along t he axis 







8 = 0 
a n d D = 1 
So intensi ty 1
eo = 
QoCk 2 a 2 Ui 
8r2 (4-12) 
This s h ow s us that the intensity along the axis in the far field 
r e gion fall s off with the square of the distance from the source. 
The intensity at a point on a spherical surface of radius 'r' 
decreases with increasing 8 and becomes zero whenever 
ka sin8 = 3,83; 7.02; 10.15 etc 
the values being derived from Fig.4-5 or appendix 4-2. 
(4-13) 
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The intensity distribution therefore consists of a central lobe 
of beam width 2 arc sin(3,83/ka), surrounded by many smaller lobes. 
If ka is larger than 3,83, then there is one major lobe surrounded 
by minor lobes. The larger ka is the more lobes we get and the 
smaller is the angular width of the major lobe. If ka is less 
than 3,83, then there is no angle that satisfies arc sin(3,83/ka) 
and only the major lobe exists. It will be remembered that k is 
the wavelength constant and is proportional to frequency. 
ka = 2rr -X •a 
The polar radiation patterns of a flat piston are plotted in 





11. = 8a 
11. = 2a 
11. = a/2 
(ka = rr/ 4) 
(ka = 1T) 
(ka = 4rr) 
Radial distances in this graph are proportional to log I. 
(a) 70" 
+10 0 -10 ·-10 0 +10 
log I log I 
'Tig.4-6 
Since the first side lobe has a maximum intensity at the first 
turning point of the directivity function (Fig.4-5; or appendix 
4-2) one can readily calculate the intensity of this side lobe 
relative to that -0f the major lobe. From the t~bles, the maximum 
was found where: 
1. e. : 
Also since IDI = 
we have that 
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x = ka sin81 
= 5,0 




1 81 = 
= 








Since the side lobes have relatively little power, we need to 
look at a system with as narrow a major lobe as possible, while 
the proliferating minor lobes can be ignored. To this end we have 
to ensure that the wavelength A is very much smaller than a as 
was shown above. 
Sound lnien~iiu in the Nea~ Tield 
In the near field the sound intensity pattern is so complex that 
it is not general ly discussed in elementary text s. The field 
consis t s of a number of complex rings about t he central axis as 
illustrated in the following diagram: 28 
0 1·0 2 ·0 3 ·0 4·0 
Axial distance ( A z/a 1 } 
Ti.g.4-7 
Along the axis the intensity in the near field region is given 
by equation 4-6. For the sake of completeness we should demonstrate 
that this reduces to equation 4-12 in the far field region. 
~· 
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(r2+ a2)i = r(1 + (~)2)i 
= r(1 + i(~)2 - ~.4(~)4 •••••• ) 
which is simply the Taylor series expansion. For a<<r we can 
truncate this after the second term. Therefore from eq.6 
I . · a 2 
80 = 2pocU% sin 2!k(r+i- -r) r 
and since in general we have that for small e. sin8 = 8 








8r 2 Q.E.D. 
In the near field region, the radiated sound may be thought of as 
being confined within a cylinder of radius a. 29 
-11·} ----, ---------. :.... ------- 8 






Divergence beyond this depends on the directivity function. 
Beamwidth could be defined as the angle containing the major lobe 
and therefore twice the angle at which the intensity first is 
zero. From eq. 4-13 we have that: 
81 = arc sin(3.83 /ka) 
therefore team wi.dth = 281 
= 2arc sin(0.61A/a) 
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Since, however, the intensity is never in practice measured to 
be zero, definition of the angular beam ~idth is somewhat arbitrary 
and has not been standardized. 
It should also be pointed out here that the equations derived above 
are based on . a piston radiating from a point on an infinite 
baffle, which is never the case in practice. The discussion is 
therefore somewhat idealized. 
A grea t deal of importance is attached to the radiation pattern 
of the transducer which is to be used. The polar radiation pattern 
could give some insight into the directivity of the instrument, 
which is of fundamental importance in the needle guide. It has 
been plotted as follows: 
The average intensity transmitted by the crystal into the medium 
is given by: 
I' Power = Area 
= Mean square vel. of face x Acoust. impedance 
Area of Transducer 
by analogy with electric circuit theory. 
I' = !U~(pcA)x 1 (4-14) 
where pc is the ~p.eci/ic acoustic impedance .and must be multiplied 
by the area of the transducer to give the acou~i.i.c imp.edanc.e. 
Hence, froB eq uation 4-10 we have: 
I (21r 12 a 4 IT = rJ I:? x n2 ( 4-1 5) 
wher e D is again the directivity factor. 
The iso-intensity lines where I/I' = a are given by 
r 
In the table of appendix 4-2, 
Since 
x = ka sin 8 




is given for various x. 
X 
Thus we can plot r(8) from equation 4-16~ This was done using 
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a computer program shown in appendix 4-3. 
Values of a and A for the transducers used in the prototype were 
chosen as follows: 
a Was made as small as possible, but not that small that it became 
unmanageable to handle. It was felt .that a transducer with a 1mm 
radius was about as small as could comfortably be · handled in a 
prototype. A factor that still had to be considered was .that the 
crystal had to have wires soldered onto its faces. The amount of 
space these take up has to be small relative to the area of the 
transducer so that the sound field pattern and resonance of the 
transducer are not disturbed too much. ~he .crystal had to be small 
since the smaller the cross sectional area of the beam becomes, the 
more likely it is that small diameter blood vessels can be isolated. 
Although the sound field was to have a diameter in . the order of 
2mm, it was still thought possible that 1mm vessels could be 
located, since the peak intensity of the beam was to be found along 
the central axis (as is indeed well illustrated in the field plots 
(Fig.4-9). 
A frequency of 9,1MHz was chosen (to be discussed later). The 
average speed of propagation of ultrasound in tissue is around 
1500m/s 30 and thus the wavelength is 
A = c/f 
= 1500 9,1x~ 
= 0,165mm (i.e.: a > A) 
What is very interesting about the plots in Fig.4-9, is the 
insignificance of the side lobes and the excellent .directivity 
one should be able to obtain because of the high axial intensity. 
The picture indicates very clearly that any misalignment of the 
beam relative to even a minute target, should be readily detectable 
as a drop in intensity. In principle one should therefore be 
able to locate blood vessels much smaller than the diameter of the 
transducer, especially in the far field. 
What we have not taken into account, however, is the scattering of 
ultrasound by the tissue which is likely to smudge these curves. 
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f = 9,1 MHz 
a = 1 mm 
e.2/>. = 6 mm 
ak ... 3 8 
Ti.g.4-9a 
f = 5 MHz 
a= 1 cm 
OdB 
a 2 / >. =· 3 • 3 mm 












A 5MHz field is plotted in Fig.4-9b. to illustrate the effect of 
frequency. The .high frequency field has a longer near field 
region and improved directivity with which we associate higher 
concentrations of energy along the axis. 
While these results hold for a circular .transducer, the transducers 
that were eventually used were 2 x 2,5mm rectangular ones, since 
this is easier to cut. It should also be said that the circular 
transducers are generally used in pulse-echo systems, while those 
in CWDU systems are rectangular 31 • The rectangular transducer is 
more difficult to analyse, but the results correspond closely. 
The near field region of a rectangular transducer is mathematically 
even more complex than that of a circular one, although the 
itihomogeneities are less marked. The near field also extends 
slightly further 32 
0 .... 
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Computed amplitude contours in the plane of the central axis of a plane 
disc transducer (a/X= 5·0) and a plane square transducer 1/2A= 5·0). (Data of 




Assuming that the transmitting crystal transmits a beam as discussed 
above, how does the receiving crystal respond to signals arriving 
from different regions in the acoustic medium? Is there a 
directivity function associated with the receiving crystal? 
These questions are answered by the general acoustic reciprocity 
theorem first stated by Rayleigh. The mathematical statement of 
the theorem is not important to us, but its application is. Using 
the theorem it can be shown 3 3 11 1.hat th.e. di1t.e.cti..vity pati.e1tn · 
ot a 1tigid plane pi.hi.on acting ah a 1tadi..dio1t ol hound, . ih identical 
with i..ih 1t.e.ceiving pati.e.1tn when it i..h acting a~ Lh.e. di..aph1tagm . 
ot a mic1tophone. 11 This very important result verifies our initial 
assumption that vessel identification ~ould be effected by two 
directional beams, i.e.: a transmitted ultrasound beam and a 
received 11 beam 11 • 
ATTENUATION AND BACKSCATTER 
To establish rigorous design parameters of a doppler ultrasound 
system, one needs to know what fraction of the transmitted signal 
can be expected to be returned to the receiving crystal. Both 
attenuation and backscatter are very complex subjects and are not 
fully understood. In fact Shung 34 commented in 1976: 11 The proper-
ties of scattering in biological tissues, unfortunately, are 
virtually unknown. This is true even in the case of blood, 
despite the fact that the operation of Ultrasonic flowmeters 
in cardiology and blood flow studies depends directly on the 
scattering properties of red blood cells.~ 
In the final analysis it is debatable whether it is entirely 
necessary in a project such as this to discuss these details. 
It is not the purpose of this project to re-invent doppler ultra-
sound velocimetry,nor indeed to improve on it. Having established 
the all-important properties of the ultrasonic beam, it now remains 
to harness this technology. Because of all the variables, it was 
decided to develop the electronic circuit in such a way that the 
gain could be set experimentally at the various stages. Discussion 
on attenuation and backscatter will therefore be very limited. 
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Attenuation of ultrasound in a medium is due to absorption (with 
corresponding conversion into heat) and scatter. Figures for 
attenuation in ultrasound in biological materials are not well 
established 35 but the following graph 36 summarizes information that 
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t.i..g.4-11 
of attenuation a has been plotted as a/t vs. t. Attenuation 
is approximately proportional to frequency. 
Tissue to be p unctured could fall into the general category _of 
"soft", alth ough in practice it is not uniformly so. From Fig.4-11 
a/t for soft tissue is in the order of 1dB/cm/MHz, but this can 
be expected t o vary considerably from one puncture site to another. 
This figure may also be a little low for muscle. 
Scatter by blood, while forming one component of attenuation, is 
also fundamental to the whole concept of ultrasonic blood flow 
velocimetry and detection. It has been verified that only the 
erythrocytes in the blood contribute to scattering 37 • Investiga-
tions into scattering by blood are not common, largely because of 
difficulties in measuring the very weak returned signals which 
in the case of whole blood are at least 70 dB below those reflected 
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from a stainless steel plane surface 37 • 
Some interesting work on this subject was done by Shung 34 • He 
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function of Haematocrit (Fig. 
4-12.) He also measured the 
backscatter as a function of 
frequency and verified that 
it was proportional to the 
fourth power of frequency 
(Fig.4-13). This confirmed 
the theory of Lord Rayleigh 
on scattering from particles 
whose diameter is very much 
smaller than the wavelength. 
Morse and Ingard 37 derived 
a sound scattering formula 
which showed that for these 
small particles the scattering 
depends on the adiabatic 
compressibility and density 
of the particles relative to 
that of the imbedded medium. 
There is, in fact, a difference 
of 7% in density and 17% in 
compressibility between plasma 
and erythrocytes. Ahuja 
elaborated on this formula 
by including a term which 
took into account the viscous 
nature of the pa~ticle 
in a frictional medium. Both 
theories were tested by Shung 
experimentally. The results 
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Morse ond I ngard 
Ahuja 
- . .. 
This curve is relevant to 
us in as much as it gives 
' some indication of the 
directionality of the back-
scattered signal. Since 
.. .. the relevant formulae 
describe the situation of 
blood flowing in a cylinder 
immersed in a tank of water, 
and since this situation is 
very different from that of 
blood vessels buried in 
animal tissue, these formu-
lae are of little real value 
to us. They do provide 
insight into the mechanism 
of scattering, but because 
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. Measured angular scattering intensity normalized with respect 
to I (90°) was plotted along with theoretical predictions. Dashed line 
shows the theoretical curve based on the formula of Morse and 
lngard. Solid line is the theoretical curve based on the formula of 
Ahuja. 
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SIGNAL TO NOISE OPTIMIZATION 
do not warrant treatment 
here. 
Since absorption is a linear function of frequency, and backscatter 
varies according to the fourth power of frequency, there is 
presumably some point at which a system will operate under optimal 
signal to noi s e conditions. Mc1eod 38 formulated such a relationship . 





cr V 0 e p 
. VB R2 n (BW) a (4-17) 
a = cr(f 4 ) 
a(f) Ct = 
is the scattering cross section of blood. 
is the tissue absorption coefficient. 
depth of the scatterer. is the 
is the average emission power. 
is the volume of vessel lumen falling within sound beam. 
is volume of sound beam within boundary set by system 
noise threshold. 
BW = BW(f) 
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is the system bandwidth dictated 
by maximum doppler shift. 
n is the electronic noise component. 
f is the operating frequency 
If only the frequency terms are included, we can rewrite this 
equation as: 
s ex: f i+ e -2afE , 
N fR 2 (4-18) 
In order to optimise the signal to noise ratio, we differentiate 




2 -2afR + h(-2aR)e-2afR d.f F = pe R 
= 0 
· hence f = _3_ 
(4-19) 2aR 
Now t h e a t t enuation, y, is customarily given in dB/cm/MHz, whil e 
a defi nes the power ratio 39 
When R= 1 y 
a 
Substituting eq . 4 -20 
f 
= -aR e 
= -10log .L. 
Ao 
= -10log -a e 
= 1 Oalog e 
= 10log e 
into eq 4-19 
1 5 log e = Ry 




Fig.4-15 shows the range of frequencies considered optimal by 
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Calculations from several laboratories to detennine the optimal fre· 
CjUency for maximum signal-to-noise ratio versus depth all fall with: 
the dotted area. The precise value is influenced by a number of cor 
plex trade-offs concerning the design of specific instruments. New 
instrument developments will probably lead to improved signal-to-no: 
ratios at greater depths • . 
ti.g. 4-15 
( y = 2dB/ cm/MHz) on the same axes in Fig.4-15. 
There are factors other than signal to noise ratio which play a 
role in deciding on a particular frequency. For example, in our 
case a narrow pencil beam is required, which in turn necessitates 
a small transducer. .In' order to ensure that . the beam does not 
diverge, one n eeds to keep ak large, i.e.: the frequency high. 
Then there are practical considerations in prototyping such as 
difficulties in working with high frequencies and the availability 
of transducers. 
Transducer material is virtually impossible to obtain in South 
Africa, but two crystals were found in our stores, one with a 
9,1MHz series resonance frequency and the other resonating at 5MHz. 
Since most of the work was expected to be done at short ranges 
from 5 to 10 mm, with only occasional Subclavian punctures at 40mm, 
the 9,1 MHz crystals were chosen. This turns out to be a good 
compromise frequency. It was also interesting to learn that 
doctors at the . Vascular Laboratory (Deep Vein Thrombosis Clinic), 
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who routinely use doppler ultrasound in assessing vascular 
disfunctioning, prefer working with the 9MHz probes. All 
subsequent design work was therefore confined to 9,1 MHz operation. 
While some investigation was done ~nto the theory surrounding 
reflected waves, it soon became clear that a more heuristic 
approach was necessary. Rigorous design formulae have not been 
developed, and the theory is insufficiently known to allow for 
a formal design procedure. Since this project is primarily 
concerned with the application of ultrasound technology . _and 
since resources .-are limited, · this approach is felt to be Justified. 
The characteristics of a typical CWDU device will be examined in 
chapter 5, and the design of the electronic system will be based 
on that. 
PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS 
The piezoelectric : (PE) effect is exhibited by materials that 
undergo a change in. their physical dimensions when an electric 
field is applied across them. Conversely, these materials generate 
an electric field of their own when subjected to m~chanical stress. 
PE materials are anisotropic, i.e.: their crystal structures have 
no centres of symmetry. There are several naturally occuring 
PE materials, bu~ the most popular ones at the moment are the 
synthetic ferroelectrics .of whi~h the ceramics form an important 
group. They ar i made in much the same way as insulating ceramics. 
They can be grown to any size and shape, and they are chemically 
inert, immune to humidity and mechanically hard. During manufacture 
various chemicals can be added to enhance one or more of the 
properties depending on the application. 
The ceramics are only anisotropic below the Curie temperature. 
They are cooled through the Curie temperature in the presence of 
a strong electric field which lines up all the small electric dipoles. 
They are called ferroelectric by analogy with the manufacturing 
process of ferromagnetic materials. 
When the material is stressed below the Curie temperature, the net 
dipole moment of the crystal is changedw This is a linear and 
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reversible process. Similarly if an electric field is applied 
across the crystal it either elongates and narrows or shortens 
and widens depending on the direction of the field w.r.t. the 
poling axis. 
As has already been discussed, two transducers are to be used 
in the instrument, one being a transmitter and the other a 
receiver of ultrasound. Both must be .connect~d to electronic 
circuits, and therefore their electrical . characteristics must be 
known. It turns out that their electrical properties are largely 
dictated by their mechanical behaviour, which in turn is a 
function of the transducer material, dimensions of the crystals, 
method of mounting and acoustic impedance of the material into 
which they transmit energy. 
The following section deals with the electromechanical relationship s 
of the transducers so that their elictrical characteristics can be 
determined. It will be demonstrated that the crystals can be 
represented by equivalent electrical circuits and that values of 
the various components can be determined. In this way, for example, 
a relationship between driving voltage and output power can be 
obtained. 
There are two electrical and two mechanical variables associate~ 
with PE ma t eri als. These are related to one another by a number 
of interdependent PE constants. These variables are as follows: 
E = Electric Field (volts/length) 
D = Dielectric Displacement (charge/area) 
s = Strain (~l/lo) 
T = Stress (force/area) 
Consider a crystal subjected to a compressive stress T. The open 
circuit voltage and hence field strength E is proportional to 
this stress and is related to it by the PE voltage constant g: 
E = -gT (4-22) 
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We also know that for an unstressed dielectric material placed 
in an electric field E, the field strength and dielectric 
displacement D are related by the permittivity£ of the material. 
Thus: 
or 
D = sE 
E = D/s 
(4-23) 
(4-24) 
Piezoelectricity involves the interaction between the electrical 
and mechanical variables. Thus ·from equations 4-22 and 4-24 
we have the total electric field E given by: 
E = -gT + ln e: 
· Similarly for electro-mechanical conversion, the strain of an 
unstressed material resulting from the application of an electric 
field E is given by: 
S = dE (4-25) 
where d is the piezoelectric charge constant. Again, in the 
absence of an electric field the strain resulting from applied 
stress Tis given by 
S = sT 
where s is the compliance of the material. Thus the total strain 
in a piezoelectric element is given by the sum of these two 
components: 
S = sT + dE 
The choice of independent variables is arbitrary, provided one 
is mechanical and one is electrical. -The: following list is a 
summary of all these relations: 4 1 
s = SET + dE (4-26) 
D = dT + EsT ( 4-27) 
E -gT + D/e: T ( 4-28) = 
s = sDT + gD (4-29) 
E = -hS + D/£S ( 4-30) 
T = CDS hD (4-31) 
D = es + £SE (4-32) 
T = cES - eE (4-33) 
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In each case the superscript refers to the variable being held 
constant when the particular PE constant is de1ined. The 
piezoelectric constants are summarized in the following list: 
s = specific elastic complianc~ (strain to stress ratio) 
E = permittivity of the material 
d = PE charge constant 
g = PE voltage constant 
c = elastic stiffness 
h,e = piezoelectric stress constants 
Piezoelectric transducers are operated in one of ·two classes, 
either resonant or non-resonant. Non-resonant applications of 
PE materials include phonograph pickups. microphones and loudspeaker 
elements. 42 But the most important category covers the PE resonators. 
Another constant which should be mentioned because of its importance 
is the coupling coefficient k, which may be considered to be the 
square root of the ratio of electrical {mechanical) work which 
can be do~e under ideal conditions to the total energy stored from 
a mechanical (electrical) source below resonance. 43 1t · is not 
an efficiency, since dissipative mechanisms are not taken into 
account, and unconverted energy can be recovered.~ 4 Efficiency 
is defined as the usefully converted power to the input power. · 
Properly tuned & matched PE transducers operating at resonance 
can achieve efficiencies of over 90%. If they are unmatched or 
operate at l ow frequencies, the efficiency is very low. 45 
The PE constants depend on the directions of the applied electric 
field, diele c tric displacement, stress and strain. For piezoelec-
tric ceramics the poling axis is taken to be in the z-direction. 
Since the mate rials have symmetry about the poling axis, the sense 
of x and y is not important. Directions x, y and z are represented 
respectively by 1, 2 and 3P while shear about these axes is 
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Piezoelectric constants are associated with two subscripts relating 
to their direction dependence. For example, s 13 is the complianc e 
of a crystal when the strain is measured in the 1 or x. direction 
and the stress is applied in ihe 3 or z direction. The following 
46 table lists the direction dependence of these constants. ·· 
Di./1..e.cti.on o/: 
E D T s 
E •• j i lJ 
s .. j i · lJ 
d .. i i j j lJ 
g .. i i j j lJ 
h .. i i j j lJ 
From this tabl e and from equations 4-26 to 4-33 it is clear that 
d,g and h can be d e fined in two different ways. 
lgui.vaf..eni Ef.. e ci/1..i.c Ci./1..cui.t 47 
Since the transducer has to be coupled to an electronic circuit, 
it is useful to transform the mechanical behaviour of the transducer 
into an equivalent electrical circuit. This can be done using _the 
principles of wave mechanics, electric circuit theory and the 
piezoelectric relations. 
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Fr6m Hooke's and Newton's laws it can be shown that the equation 
of mo ti on of the system is: 
F (4-34) 
wher e the R term has been included to account for damping due to 
m 
friction and: 
M = mass of the system 
C = compliance of the spring m 
X = displacement 
F = force applied . to the system 
This equation has the same form as that describing the charge 
flowing throu gh an RLC circuit, with which . we are perhaps more 
familiar. 
ti.g.4-18 
d 2 q .£9. 1 
V = L cff7 + R dt + C q (4-35) 
By analogy with the well-known solution to the electrical circuit 
equation, the solution to the equation describing the mass-spring 
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system is: 
dx F (4;..36) u = = dt z m 
where z = R + j(wM - w6m) ( 4-37) m m 
z 
m 
Is the mechanical impedance and u the velocity of the mass. 
At resonance the two reactive components cancel and 
= (4-38) 
These results will be used a little later. 
Now, if the two electrodes on the transducer are short-circuited, 
then the applied electric field is zero and equations 4~26, and 
4-27 reduce to: 
and D = dT 
From equation 4-32 we have: 
D = eS 
If we substitute for S from equation 4-26 we get 
D = e(sET) 
hence D E = es T 
Fro·m equation 4-27 we have 
d D = T 
hence d e = E s 
This result will also be used later. 
Consider once again a transducer undergoing a strain S: 




The velocity of' the face 







The current flowing through the device on short circuit is: 
i = £Q. 
dt 
= A dD 
dt 
and from equation 4-41 
dD dS 
dt = ed t --
hence i Ae = T u 
i = a u T 
where h = ~e I 
and is known as the transformation ratio. 
(4-43) 
( 4-44) 
When the crystal is clamped the strain S = 0 and the stress is 
compressive, i.e.: negative. Hence equation 
s -Ts E + dE 0 = = 
T d E = E s 
and from eq uation 4-42 we have 
T = eE 
i.e. : F V = e-A f. 
· hence F Ae V = T 
= aT V 
From equation 4-36 we had 
F u = 





( 4-46) . 
The equivalent electrical impedance looking into the crystal is 
z = V/i V = 
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z 
Hence m z = ~ (4-47) 
T 
Hence the equivalent electric circuit elements are: 
j11c = 1/CmaT2 (4-48) 
I R = R /a 2 (4-49) m T · 
I L = M/aT2 (4-50) 
The next step is to determine R, C and M in terms of known m m 
quantities. 
The boundary conditions for the solution of differential equation 
4-34 were set with one face of the transducer fixed. Under these 
· conditions we can show from wave mechanics that at resonance the 
thickness l of the crystal is equal to A/4 where A is the 
wavelength of sound in the crystal. 48 
From wave mechanics it can be shown that 49 
where 
The resonant 
and eq ua. ting 
c2 = 1 (4-51) s p 
c = wave velocity in the transducer material 
p = density of the transduce~ material 
s = specific elastic complianee (1/mod.of elast.) 
frequen c y is 
f = c/ A r r 
1 = 4llsp ( 4-52) 
this to equation 4-38 we have 
1 1 
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(4-54) 
(4-55) 
To achieve this ~n practice the transducer has to be backed by an 
identical transducer whose free surface radiates into an identical 
acoustic load or into a load whose characteristic impedance is 
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negligible, such as air. This is thus effectively an air backed 
half wavelength transducer. Since the effective thickness -t, i.e.: 
the thickness for which these equations hold is half the actual 
thickness of the transducer we have that: 
I M = !pAt (4-56) 
I Cm 2st (4-57) = 1TZA 
The ~peci/ic acoustic impedance is also derived from wave 
mechanics and is given by: 50 
Z = p'c' 
m 
(4-58) 
where p' = density of the acoustic medium 
c 1 = velocLty of sound in the acoustic medium 
The acousti c resistance is given by 
= Z A 
m 
I Rm = p, c, A I (4-59) 
At resonanc e the impedance of the medium to the transducer 
is given by 
z = R m m 
i.e.: z is m entirely rea l . Hence the power delivered to the load 
is given by : 
w = V2 /R 
aT 
2 
= v2 R m 
Hence 
a 2v2 
w T = p'c'A (4-60) 
[r 
a 2v2 
and intensity T = p 1 c 1 A2 (4-61) 
Apart from the mechanical components that have been transformed 
into electrical terms through the transformation factor aT, the 
transducer also has two electrical components. These are the very 




the parallel resistance R
0 
representing the dielectric losses. 
This quantity is usually omitted since R
0 
is relatively large 
and therefore plays an insignificant role. The capaciatance on 
the other hand, plays a very major role in the behaviour of the 
transducer and usually turns out to be very much larger than the 
equivalent capacitance transformed from the compliance. The value 
of C
0 
as for any parallel plate capacitor is simply 
E A = t 
(4-62) 
The full equivalent electric circuit for the transducer is given 
in Fig. 4-19. 
C = C maT 
2 










R = R /a 2 m T 
'fi..g.4-19 
From this circuit it can be seen that two resonant circuits exist. 
Mechanical r 9 sonance is deter_mined by -c Mand R and is m' m 
responsible for a minimum impedance at the series resonance 
frequency, while the parallel resonance of C
0 
with the mechanical 
impedance produces an impedance maximum. For our application the 
transducer is operated at the half-wavelength series resonance 
frequency so that the driving circuit sees a pure resistance in 
parallel with C
0 
• An inductance can then be added in parallel 
or in series with the crystal to tune out C • 
0 
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Perhaps the most popular modern transducer material is Lead 
Zirconate Titanate which is marketed under different codes by 
several manufacturers. PZT is the trade mark 0£ a British manu-
facturer, LTZ is that of an American company while Philips produces 
the PXE range. Producers seem to specify those PE constants they 
consider important. Comprehensive tables are given by Don Belin-
court51 for the PZT materials. They do not correspond exactly with 
those of the PXE · range; ·although there i ·s some general eorrela tion. 
The electrical capacitance C , for example, was found to be four 
0 
times higher for a 2x2,5mm PXE5 crystal resonating at 9 MHz than 
for a similar crystal made of LTZ material. 
Initial tests were carried out with 9MHz LTZ5 material found in the 
laboratory. Subsequently a Philips publication describing the PXE 
range of materials was found and some PXE5 discs, 0,2mm thick were 
ordered from Philips in Switzerland. Philips crystals are ordered 
not according to their frequency, but rather in sheets of a specified 
thicknes s. Knowing that we want a series resonant frequency of 
9,0 MHz (the same as was used in the initial trials) the ·thickness 
of the transducer is calculated from the velocity of ultrasound 
in the crystal. From equation 4-51: 
C = 
Since both s tress and strain are in the 3-direction, 
The thickness of the crystal tis: 
t = !>.. 
= !(c3/f) 
1 1 
= !·f • ls3 
Appendix 4-4 contains a list of PXE materials together with their 
piezoelectric constants. For PXE 5 we have: 
E S33 
p 




18,9 x 10- 12 m2 /N 
7, 6 X 1 0 3 kg/ m 3 
0,147 mm 
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At the time the ~rystals were ordered there was still some 
uncertainty about the relationship between crystal frequency 
and thickness, since the obvious constant C3 is not given in the 
Philips tables. Although 0,2mm crystals were ordered erroneously, 
numerous laboratory tests on these crystals indicated .that a 0,2 
mm crystal has a series resonance frequency of 9,1 MHz. It was 
explained later 52 .. ·. that when the crystal is coated with a silver . 
electrode, the silver diffuses into the ceramic material reducing 
the effective thickness of the crystal and therefore increasing 
the resonant frequency. One would imagine that such an electrode 
syste~ (which was found to make the crysttl 10% thicker) would 
in any case influence the theory dev~loped in this chapter. 
The Philips crystals were tried and proved to be. much less successful 
than the LTZ crystals. So a fresh look was taken at the differences 
between the various types of PIE material in an attempt- to find 
a more suitable one. 
PZT4 and PZT5 are the materials commonly quoted in medical ultra-
sonics tex t ooks and seem to be the most readily available. Philips 
manufactures a PXE41 which appeared to be an improved version of 
PXE4. PXE41 has a very high mechanical Q of 1000, making it 
more suitable for narrow bandwidth applications such as CWDU, since 
the detector is then more sensitive. PXE5 has a low Q of about 80, 
making it suitable for pulsed applications where a wide bandwidth 
is necessary . PXE 41 also has a much lower permittivity in the 
33-direction, thus reducing the capacitative loading. It has a 
lower dielectTic loss factor and a marginally higher receiving 
constant. I t would therefore seem that PXE41 is a good choice 
for a CWDU instrument. 
More crystals were ordered from Switzerland, but this time the 
order was for PXE41. The order caused the supplier some consternation 
It would appear that PXE41 cannot be manufactured in such thin 
sheets because of its brittleness. In fact, .the only material 
available in this thickness is PXE5. 
There is a valuable lesson here. On retrospect I should have stuck 
more rigorously to the "cut and try" approach and left the rather 
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complicated theory to the physicists. Ultimately the original 
LTZ material was used in spite of the fact that there were no 
specifications available for it. 
The transducer material was mounted on a small block of chip-board 
with shellac. It was then cut into 2x2,5mm
2 rectangles with a 
0,3mm thick diamond saw at a very slow speed. Two of these were 
removed with spirits and then clamped in a heat sink. A 38 gauge 
tig.4-20 
wire was soldered to each surface. 
Great care has to be taken not to 
get too much solder onto the surface 
and to keep the soldered area as 
small as possible so that the 
resonance characteristics and the 
ultrasonic field are .not unduly 
compromised. Care also has to be 
taken not to prolong the procedure 
unnecessarily or to overheat the 
area, since the silver electrode 
dissolves readily in the solder. 
tig.4-21 
The two wires were cut and soldered onto a thin screened cable. 
The transducer was then mounted on a polystyrene.block with 
Araldite quickset adhesive. The exposed parts of the wires were 
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also coated and the whole block was glued into a metal housing 
which is to be discussed in Chapter 7. 
There are better ways of mounting such a transducer to improve the 
airbacking and reduce the effects of solder on the faces. However, 
this is a popular method because it is simple and ideally suited 
to prototyping. The housing was small and made of brass, which 
is generally not recommended because metals are such good~reflectors 
of ultrasound. Ideally one would use~ soft -plastic and line it 
with an acoustic insulator. The prin~tple is really the same 
as for loudspeakers mounted in loudspeaker boxes. However, space 
limita tions and practical construction constraints precluded acoustic 
optimization of the housing. 
Transducer housing and mounting is an enormous topic on its own 
and can not be covered in this work. For large scale production 
it would be worth devoting considerably more attention to this 
aspect. 
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CflAP7E.R 'F I V E. 
T H E E L E C T R O N I C S Y S T E M 
We discussed the principle of extracting doppler signals from 
reflected ultrasound in Ch.4. Because of the 1arge number of 
unknowns, it was decided to base the design on the characteristics 
a typical CWDU blood flow detector discussed by Baker 53 • 
Typically an instrument for shallow peripheral vascular applications 
transmits intensities of up to 600mW/cm 2 , at between 8 and 10MHz. 
Low frequency instrumerits (2MHz) used in obstetrics .have much 
lower intensity ratings, down to perhaps 10mW/cm2 • The lower 
frequency instruments are more penetrating and safety con9iderations 
dominate in obstetrics. As discussed in Ch.4, (Eq.4-17, page 40) 
the signal-to-noise ratio is directly proportional to the insona-
ting power level. 
Because of the very narrow bandwidth in CWDU systems, high Q air 
backed transducers are used for their sensitivity. They have 
typical impedances of 30 to 100 ohms and require 3 to 10V driving pp 
voltage. 
The receiver requi re s abo u t 50dB voltage gain~ Signal-to-noise 
ratio is a very important consideration, since the doppler shifted 
signal is 40 to 60dB below the leakage component level. Doppler 
sidebands are typically 1 to 10µV at the input to the receiving 
amplifier. T:ris requires proper impedance matching between the 
transducers and the input transistor to optimize the signal-to-
noise ratio. Typically, 0,2 to 0,4µV equivalent noise can be 
expected with_ a good design. The final signal-to-noise .ratio will 
be in the order of 20 to JOdB for vessels 1 to 5cm deep. 
Fig.5-1 is a block diagram of the system that was finally implemen-
ted. An r.f • . receiving amplifier was p·ut into the _prototype 
although multiplier sensitivity is about 3µV. An attempt was 
made to drive the multiplier directly through a centre-tapped 
transformer, but the signal was found to be too weak to be 
-acceptable in practice. 
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r.f.amp mix. filter a.f.amp 




The output from the multiplier was passed through an a.f. bandpass 
filter to prevent unwanted r.f. from getting into the audio 
amplifier. Very powerful low frequency signals one associates 
with transducer movements were also filtered off, since these 
are prone ~c saturate the power amplifier. 
No AGC is provided because signal intensity is considered an 
essential element in locating vessels. On retrospect, however, 
some degenerative feedback may have helped overcome stability 
problems that were experienced when prototyping. Instead of feedba cl 
a lo garithmic amplifier was included to cope with the large 
anticipated dynamic range without saturating the amplifier. 
§ 5. 1 THE OSCILLATOR 
Fig.5-2 is a circuit diagram of the Hartley oscillator 54 used 
in the circui t . The MFE131 Motorola DuaL Gate MOSFET has 
excellent thermal characteristics. making this circuit very stable. 
It is designed for amplifiers up to 200MHz. Of particular 
interest when prototyping is the dual gate feature which enables 
the gain to be controlled very easily by simply adjusting the 
d.c. potential on gate 2. This is typically between 1 and 4 
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The inductor used was built on a Micrometals TJ?-6 core. A 30 turn 
toroid of 0 ,4mm (27 gauge) enamelled copper wire, tapped at 6 
turns from the cold end was wound onto the core. 







































Output from the oscillator is about 6Vpp• This is passed into a 
MOSFET buffer, the gain of which is set by R34/35. The r.f. is 
decoupled from the power supply by 13 and C31. The inductor, ofcours e 
also presents a dynamic load impedance. 
The signal on. the Drain of Q4 is about 15Vpp• A small portion of 
this signal is taken to .the mixer through R33, while the rest is 
used to drive Q3. Q3 is an inexpensive high speed switching tran-
sistor with an exceptionally low storage time OI 13 ns. This is 
important in class C operation at high frequencies. Class C is 
associated with very high efficiencies and is appropriate when the 
load is a tuned circuit. 
R.F.OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
The design of the output transformer is based on t he characteristics 
of the transducer. These characteristics can be obtained in two · 
ways, firs tly by calculation and secondly, by direct measurement. 
Caf.culaii.on 
The Resistance R of the crystal at resonance is obtained by 
combining equations 4-44, 4-49 and 4-59. Thus: 
R = Q
1 c 1 t 2 
A e2 
where p' = density of the physiological medium 
ct = velocity of sound in that medium 
A = area of the transducer 
t = thickness of the transducer 
e = piezoelectric stress constant. 
(5-1) 
e Is not given in the table of Philips mat~ri~ls (Appendix 4-4}, 




which from the Philips tables works out to be 20,3 C/m 2 • The 
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thickness t was measured to be 0,20mm. The characteristic 




1,7 X 10 6 kg/m 2 s 
1,52 X 10 6 kg/m 2 s 
1,35 X 10 6 kg/m 2 s 
We have to take some average since the insonated tissue is not 
homogenous . Assuming that c 1 is 1,5 x 10 6 kg/m 2 s, then 
R = 1,5 X 10
6 
X (0,20 X 10- 3 ~ 2 
2 X 2,5 X 10 b X (20,J) 
= 29 n 
The capacitance of the crystal Co is given by equation 4-62: 
Co = 
where £ is the permittivity of the ceramic material. The relative 
permittivi ty of PZT5 is 1800. Hence the capaci~ance is: 
Co = 
1800 X 8,85 X 10- 12 X 5 X 10- 6 
0,2 X 10- 3 
= 400 pF 
Since the crystal is driven at the series resonance frequency, value s 
for L and C (see Fig.4-19) are of no concern since these two 
reactive comp onents cancel each other. 
The calculations above pertain to Philips PXE5 ceramic material. 
As was mentioned earlier, LTZ was used in prererance to PXE because 
performance appeared to be superior. The figures obtained for R 
and C could not be extrapolated to LTZ material. While agreement 
between measured and calculated values for PXE material was found 
to be good, substantial differences were found between values 
calculated for PXE and values measured on LTZ. 
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The radiation resistance R was found to be very difficult to 
measure in circuit because of distortion in the current wave forms. 
So the following circuit was built and driven with a commercial 
sine wave generator, delivering a clean sine wave of 18Vpp at 
9,0MHz. The resistance R1 representing the mounting losses was 
previously ignored but has been included here. An inductance L 
; . I 
L Co 
, Crystal 
' --. - ..... ---- . - ----- . - . - . , 
Ti.g.5-4 
has been included to tune out Co as far as possible. 
We have that: 
1 
Both V1 and V2 were carefully measured in magnitude and phase 
on an oscilloscope. These measurements were taken 3 times with the 
crystal submerged in water and 3 times with the crystal out of water. 
Out of water the crystal is acoustically short circuited, since the 
impedance of air (p'c') is very low. Thus RL can be obtained 
quite readily. Submerged in water, the resistance of the crystal 
is the sum of R1 and R. 
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From these measurements R was found to be 230 n and R1 1 300 n. 
These results are particularly useful when assessing the power 
output from the transducer. However, they were not found to be 
useful in designing the transformer. It was found necessary to 
do this by trial and error. 
7un~nq the ~econda~y 
Using a bridge, Co for the LTZ crystal was measured to be 105pF. 
The inductance of the secondary winding of the transformer (winding 
connected to the crystal) is given by: 
1 
= 3 µH 
41r 2 ff Co 
for a resonant frequency of 9MHz. 
A Micrometals toroidal core T50-6 which . has an inductance of 40µH 
per 100 turns, was used as a former. Since L « N2 (where N = turns ) 
Hence = 100 
= 100 ./3/40 
= 27 turn s 
Since measured values of inductance on these toroids was found 
to be a li ttl e higher than those specified by Micrometals Inc., onl y 
25 turns were pu t on the secondary. 
The primary co i l consisted of 13 turns (by experimentation). 
Using the sam e principles as above, the inductance works out at 
0,676 µH and the parallel tuning capacitance at 463 pF. In 
practice, however, for optimal tuning a capacitance of 220pF was 
used, parallelled by a tunable capacitor. 
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Output Powe~ 
Having constructed the circuit, two questions remain. Firstly, 
is there enough power available for adequate detection by the 
receiver? Secondly, is the power level within safe limits? 
The first question was answered by trying the system out. There 
appeared to be sufficient power· to detect even small veins. 
To answer the second question, measurements were taken of the voltage 
generated across the crystal. This was found to be 20Vpp for the 
LTZ5 crystal. Thus: 
VRMS 
4,6 = = mA R + R1 
Power = I 2 R = 4,9 mW 
Intensity Power = Area = 100 mW/cm
2 
This is currently considered a safe dos~ even in obstetrics. 
However, with a more sensitive receiver it is very likely that this 
could be reduced. Since ultrasound may. hold danger-s of which we 
are not yet aware, it is as well to reduce output power to an 
absolute minimum. Optimization of the electronic circuit, however, 
goes beyond the scope of this work. 
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TUNING THE RECEIVING CRYSTAL 
The two crystals used are identical and . the capacitance was measured 
to be 105pF. The required tuning inductance is about 3uH as was 




The inductor was wound onto a plastic bobbinp wh ich could be 
suitably screened and tuned with a miniature ferrite screw. The 
inductance of a single layer solenoid without a core is given by 59 
where 
Since 
kd 2 N 2 
L = (3d+9t'.) 
k = 7,874 X 10- 3 
N = number of turns 
(5-2) 
f.. = Nt (where tis the thickness o~ the wire) we have: 
3d1 + 9Nt1 
Hence: N = 9Lt ± /(9Lt)
2 + 12kd 31 
2kd 2 ( 5-3) 
36 Gauge (0,21 mm) wire was used. Thus t = 0,21. d Was measured 
to be 5,7mm. Substituting all these values into equation 5-3 we 
get N= 29 turns . Actually 27 turns were wound onto the bobbin, 
relying on the ferrite slug to make up the extra inductance that 
would be required for fine tuning. 
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§5.5 R.F. INPUT AMPLIFIER 
R1 R.1 100k 
R.2 l,lk 
C1 R.3 56Q 
R.5 5,6k 
C1 1,0µT 7ant 
CZ 10nr 








The input stage consists of a common source dual. gate MOSFET in a 
tuned a mplifier arrange ment, driving an emitter follower buffer. 
For pro t otyping the dual gate MOSFET is particua.rly attractive 
since it lends itself to AGC if this proves desirable. In the 
present circuit the gain has been fixed with the same voltage divider 
on G2 as was used in the oscillator circuit. CJ and 12 are tuned 
to provide a ve ry high r.f. impedance for high gain. Voltage gain 
for this stage was measured to be about 20dB. 
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§5.6 THE MIXER 6 0 
The Motorola MC1496 balanced modulator is designed for use where 
the output is required to be a product of input voltage and a 
swit ching functLon. Since operation of the device is not obvious 
from the circuit diagram of Fig.5-9, it is discussed in a little 
more detail. Consider Fig.5-8, which is a functional diagram of 
the device itself, together with externally applied d.c. bias 
circui t ry. 
···-----------6 ----------- · --·------ ---------------- ·· ·-----, 
9 . 1------i--:-----.. 
7 ( +) -~--.r----1 Q1 Q4 
R7 
R8 

















:. - - .. - .... - .... - - - - . - .. - - - - ...... - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - ... - - .. . - - - - .... - - .. - ..... - .. - ... ! 
MC1496 
Ti.g.5-8 
For the sake of simplicity, base currents are ignored with respect 
to the magnitude of collector currents. A differential amplifier 
consisting of Q5 and Q6 drives a dual differential amplifier 
composed of Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4. Q? and QB are constant current 
sources. 
The 1496 is usually driven with a high level carrier switching the 
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two upper amplifiers on and off. The signal input, however, is 
kept small enough to operate in the linear mode. The resulting 
output signal then contains only sum and difference frequency 
comp onents and amplitude information of the modulating signal. 
Emitter degeneration resistance between pins 2 and 3 is set 
externally to tailor the linear dynamic range of the modulating 
input signal . This resistor also determines device gain. 
Vm(peak) = Ie RE (ref.60) 
Since I is equal to the current into pin 5 ( I _s) we can write: e 
V m(peak) = r .~ RE ( 5-4) 
It can be shown 60 that provided the carrier input is greater than 
100mV, the conversion gain of the single ended output for each 
funda mental sideband is: 
A = (5-5) 
For the differential output this is 6dB higher. At room temperature 
D. C, Bi. a-0 
= 26 ohms 
Is ( mA) 
Current levels are set by controlling Is (where subscripts refer to 
pin numbers.) Hence : 
7he manufacturer recommends that Is is set at 1mA. If the voltage 
divi de r is desi gned for a minimum current of 1mA, then base 
currents can be ignored. The bases should be biased as follows: 
( V 6, V 9) - ( V 1, Va) > 2V 
( V 1 , V a ) - ( V 1 , V 4 ) > 2 , 7V 
(Vs) > 2,7V 
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A negative voltage of -4,?V was generated to supply pin 10. The 
positive supply was regulated at +8V. Bearing in mind the biasing 
constraints mentioned above, R5, R6, R7 and R8 were chosen as in 
Fig.5-9. The load resistors were made small enough to ensure 
operation in the linear region. Some additional resistors have been 
inserted into the base circuits. These do not affect the d.c. bias 
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The maximum voltage at the input was found to be 500mV. 
Hence: 





2 X 0,637 X 2k7 
( 560 t 2 X 26) 
= 5,6 (or 15dB) 
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§5-7 THE PASSBAND FILTER 
The purpose of the filter stage is to cut out any r.f. as well 
as the low frequencies associated with movement of the transducers 














The gain of this amplifier is ~ 






C15 1 OOn"f 
C16 100n"f 
C17 1, On"f 
C18 1, On"f 
where zo and z1 are the feedback and input impedances respectively. 
From this we can show that 
A(dB ) = 20 log(R19.C15)+ 20 logw - 20 log 17R 1~.c,s 
w 20 log 1/R19.C18 
A (dB) 1 




The lower corner frequency was established experimentally, the 
governing factor being low frequency stability and sufficient 
attenuation of transducer movement noise. For the components 
chos e n this corner frequency is 1 kHz. The higher corner frequency 
was ch osen at 20kHz, this being less critical. For this filter 
midband gain is 14dB, while the gain at 1Hz is -26dB. 






The current into R. is equal to the current through the diode. in 
Hence, from t h e diode equation we have: 
where 
For the 1N4148 
h enc e V out 
V. i n 





= kT/q ~ 25mV at room temperature 
= 10mA 
= V l (-1- ~ Vin + 1) T n I R. 
s in 
[ V 1] = 0,025 ln 100 in + R. in 
A bipola r version of this amplifier was built (Fig.5-13). The 
positive input was d.c. biased to midway between the positive rail 
and ground. A feedback capacitor and resistor are included to 
smooth out high audio frequency noise and to linearize the zero 
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DJ R.21 10k 
R.2 2 10k 
R22 R.2 3 100k 
R23 il.24 10k 
C13 100n'T 




§5.9 A.? . POWER AMPLIFIER 
An LM3 88 1,5W audio power amplifier was configured as suggested by 
the manufacturer 61 • Gain is set with R27 to close on 46dB. This 
was selected experimentally, circuit stability being the major 
cons traint on the gain. 
R25 
VR1 10k 
R.2 5 680Q 
R26 680Q 
R27 12Q 
C23 R.2 8 2,7Q - C21 100n1 C24 C22 10n1 
C26 s 1r C23 10µ1 
1 3 QJ-(o-P·~ C24 10µ1 
t25 JO C25 47n1 C26 220µ1 VR1 R28 C49 10µ1 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































§ 5. 1 O NEGATIVE VOLTAGE GENERATOR 
10 Volts is not really sufficient for IC1 to function properly. 
So a negative voltage of -4,7V was generated using IC6 (555 multi-
vibrator) and a diode pump. The output was crudely regulated 
with reference to the positive rail by means of an operational 
ampl ifier. IC2 was also supplied with the negative voltage. 
This negative voltage generator caused some trouble by interfering 
with the 9MHz signal, causing an irritating,frequency unstable 
whis t le at the output. Careful screening of the inverter circuit 
was t ried as well as using completely separate power supplies for 
both t he invirter and the negative rail. However, as long as the 555 
was osc~llating, the whistle was present. It has been minimized 
by ca r e ~ully tuning the multivibrator to get the interference out 
of t he audio spectrum. This has been largely successful. It is 
suspected t hat one or more of the harmonics generated by the 
multi v i brator is modulating the very sensitive receiver by electro-
magn etic interference resulting iri the a.f. noise. 
The 555 multivi brator runs at about 22kHz. 
§ 5. 11 POWER SUPPLY 
Power is supplied by eight 1,2V Eveready NCC24 rechargeable NiCd 
cells. They have a capacity of 240mAH. Current consumption is abou t 
120 mA . Sin ce the ins t rument is switched on intermittently, it 
has the potential to give continuous service for a full day. 
Re.qu f.. aio //.. 
It was found t hat the only efficient means of de~oupling the 
very sensiti ve receiver from the power circuits was by means of 
an 8V regulator. The LM2930 is excellent for this application 
since it require s only a 0,6V drop from the raw supply to the 
regulated output. 
Cha/l.qe./7.. 
A trickle charger was built to deliver a constant current of 25mA. 
An LED indicates whether or not the batteries are receiving charge. 
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§ 5 12 DEVELOPMENT OF THE CIRCUIT 
The circuit of Fig.5-15 was developed from an initial design which 
was built on an experimental printed circuit board for testing. 
A platform was built to hold the P.C. board and a scaffold to hold 
the two transducers was constructed. The transducers were fitted 
into empty 0,22 cartridge cases and mounted on swivel joints 




Various diameter silastic tubes immersed in a water bath were 
used to simulate blood vessels. A fish tank pump was used to 
pump water through these tubes. Particles of talcum powder were 
mixed into the water to serve as reflectors of ultrasound. 
The p urpose of this exercise was not only to develop the electronic 
system, but also to experiment with the directivity and sensitivity 
of ultrasound, and to acquire a feel for the subject. These tests 
showeci , for example, that tubes less than a millimeter in diameter 
could be located very easily, even with very slow flowrates of a 
few millimeters per second. 
§ 5. 13 PERFORMANCE 
Apart from an occasional return of the interference whistle 
attributed to the negative voltage generator, the circuit appeared 
to be very sensitive and functioned well. There is little doubt, 
however , that there is much room left for improvement. A different 
approa c h co uld result in a current saving which could reduce the 
batte ry pack. Component count could certainly be reduced, the need 
for a negative voltage could well be eliminated and perhaps 
sensitivity could be further increased without losing stability. 
Indeed, a pencil blood-flow detector is on the market. It is the 
size of a pen-light torch and uses a single pen-light cell which 
is said to las t for 40 hours of operation 62 • 
Apart from these aspects, noise reduction could be accomplished 
through better design and the filtering could be improved to 
allow more of the lower frequencies t hrough without sacrificing 
gain or stability. 
Never t heless, as a prototype this circuit is more than adequate. 
It can certainly be used to prove whether or not the mechanical 
needle guidance system is effective. 
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CH.AP7E.R S I X 
T H E M E C H A N I C A L S Y S T E M 
The mechanical system developed for this project is the heart 
of the needle guide. It is the original nature of this system 
that mak es it the most important part of this work. 
It s hould be pointed out here that it evolved :from a very simple 
concept with some basic limitations, into a rather complex 
mechanism. While every effort was made at keeping the device 
simple, requirements that were thought should not be subject to 
compromise, were those involving biomedical aspects. A great 
deal of the complexity can therefore be ascribed to a recognition 
of the need for the device to be clinically acceptable in the 
first instance. 
§ 6. 1 REQUIREMENTS 
It has been shown in Chapter 3 that needles are commonly inserted 
at an angle to the skin of from 5 to 35 degrees. Often, however, 
arterial blood samples are taken with needles inserted at 90°. 
A truly universal guide has to be able to guide needles into 
tissue a t these angles to a depth of around 60mm, this being the 
depth at which one occasionally finds the Subclavian vein. In 
addi tion the guide should be able to cope with some of the very 
shor t needles such as the butterfly needle one ·finds in intra-
venous infusion sets . 
DE.VE.LOP~E.N7 S7A~lS 
§ 6. 2 COMMON AXIS 
The guidance system was developed through a number of stages. 
Initial concepts were based on the work of Mozersky. However, 
there are no needle guides in common use in hospitals today, 
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and one wonders why Mozersky's system failed to gain popularity. 
It will be reme~bered that he used a two transducer probe with a 
central canal through which needles were inserted between the 
transmitted and reflected beams. This approach certainly has 
merit when the procedure involves nothing more than collecting 
specimens or administring intravenous injections. However, as 
soon as it becomes necessary to separate the needle from the 
probe without first withdrawing the needle from the patient, the 
system runs into difficulties. Instead of a canal through the 
probe, some sort of groove would ~ave to .be made. 
A model was constructed of a proposed guide in which the needle 
passes through a groove between the two transducers. A little 
catch allows the needle to be locked into the groove. This very 
primitive system as initially envisaged is illustrated in Fig.6-1. 
1ig.6-1 
It soon became apparent that the proposed system suffered from 
a number of wea knesses. In the first instance, the length of the 
guide along which the needle slides has to be as great as possible 
to optimise the axial stability of the needle. On the other hand 
it also has to be as short as possible to accommodate the full 
range of needles commonly used. 
The second drawback revolves around the whole principle of guiding 
a needle along the axis of the beam. 
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1. When ultrasonic beams enter sheets of media in which the 
velocities differ, they tend to get scattered by reflection 
as a result of acoustic impedance changes. They also undergo 
r efraction. Refraction is a recognized problem in, for example, 
ul t rasonically guided aspiration biopsy. What is particularly 
s eri ous in blood flow detection at shallow angles is the problem 
of to tal internal reflection. Consider for example, ultra-
sonic waves travelling from fat into muscle. (The beam has to 
t~avel through fat and muscle to get to the blood). 
where: 
cos 8 
cos 8' = 
8 is defined in Fig 6-2 
(Snell's law) 
8 1 is the angle of the refracted ray 




* Multiple reflection 
'f i.g. 6-2 
The veloci ty of sound in fat is 1443 m/s at 1,8MHz and that 
in muscle i s 1580 rn/s.(These figures apply to fresh pig 
samples 6 5 ) • 
The critical angle of incidence occurs when the refracted 
angle is zero. 
8' 






arc cos C c• = 24° 
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This is very important when one considers that most of the 
vessel punctures are done at angles substantially less than 
24 degrees. 
2. In practice, small vessels that have to be punctured are 
i n evitably superficial, the deeper ones being larger. Tiny 
superficial ve~sels which have to be approached at a very 
s h allow angle, are located some considerable distance from 
t h e ultrasonic source. This has three drawbacks: 
Ti.g.6-3 
a . The beam tends to diverge (at about 5° in our case), 
maki n g it impossible to pin-point small distant vessels. 
Deep vessels are not affected by divergence since they 
are always much larger. 
b. One can expect smaller signals to be reflected from the 
smaller vessels since there are fewer reflectors in the 
target volume. This is made worse by attenuation in the 
tis s ue. 
c. It i s axiomatic that it is difficult to aim at small 
target s that are far away. 
3. Vessel iden t ification may be nebulous in a very vascular 
area. One could conceivably confuse two vessels overlying 
one another, since the two beams overlap each other along 
their ~ntire useful lengths (Fig.6-4). 
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* Difficult to identify overlying vessels 
'fi..g. 6-4 
4. Sterilization could be a problem since the probe has to touch 
the skin at the point of incision. 
5. Since the transducers are in the same housing or at best just 
very close to each other, the signal to leakage ratio (Gh 4) is 
small making detection of very small signals irom deep vessels . 
difficul t . 
§6.3 SEPARATION OF NEEDLE AND BEAM AXES 
A totally new approach was developed in order to overcome these 
problems. Essentially the idea was to separate the ultrasonic 
beam from the axis of the needle (Fig 6-5a). In this way: 
a. The needle could be inserted at any convenient shallow 
angle while the ultrasonic beam could be applied at an 
angle which best suits the properties of ultrasound. 
b. The transducers could be located much closer to the target 
area. 
c. Vessel identification can be made precisely if the beams 
intersect at only one "point". 
d. Sterilization is less of a problem when the transducers are 
well away from the point of skin incision. 
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e. If the two transducers are seperately housed, transmitted 
power can be increased closer to the physiological limit. 
The higher signal to leakage ratio would enable easier 
recovery of weak signals from the deeper targets. 
Howe ver, separating the beam axis from the needle axis brings 
about its own set of problems. The major problem is that the 
two axes must intersect, and furthermore, the intersection point 
must take place at the target. 
Cross at Target Cross. but not at Target 
(a) (t) 
Tig.6-5 
This can only be achieved if the transducers are separated from 
each other by a reasonable distance and the intersection point 
of the beams is fixed to coincide with the axis of the needle. 
A: ~eedle inci•ion point 
E,D: 7~an •duc e~a 








§6.4 FIXED TRIAXIAL INTERSECTION 
The possibility of building a system with a fixed intersection 
point was considered. It might well work, particularly if each 
puncture procedure has a particular fixed geometry dedicated 
to it. Thus the guide might consist of an electronic box with 
detachable guide heads for various procedures. Alternatively, 
in order to accommodate vessels at various depths, the needle 
support mechanism could be made to slide along the needle axis 
as illustrated ·in Fig.6-7. This arrangement will be examined 
more closely below. 
==~U===0~====-




The first suggestion, a box with detachable components is not 
deem e d suitable in a medical environment. 
a. The set would have to be kept together, implying that 
some components could get lost. 
b. The wrong head might be used for a particular procedure, 
leading to frustration. 
c. A patient may be of such a size and shape that his blood 
vessels are located outside the range or a head prescribed 
for a particular procedure. 
d. The extra complication of having to select and fit a head 
may make the device unacceptable to a large number of 
medical practitioners. 
The second suggestion was actively pursued for a while. A 
model was made of the adjustable "foot guide" system (Fig.6-9). 
The mechanism consisted of three separate me·mbers which slid 





The innermost member (a) is simply a brass rod vith a flange 
attached down its length. The flange presents a means for 
attaching the guiding element to the main housing and at the same 
time prevents axial rotation of the other two elements that slide 
over . + l VO 
The cantral element (b) slides over this rod. A slot cut along 
its length accommodates the flange. A rod (d) is attached at 
right a ngles to the base of this member. The needle runs through 
a groove at the end of the rod, and is held dovn by a spring clip. 
Rod (d) we call the foot guide stub. 
The outermost element (c) slides over the two members (a) and (b). 
It has an identical guiding rod, but because it is associated 
with the head of the needle we call it the head guide stub .(e). 
The assembled unit is illustrated in Fig.6-9. 
The system works as illustrated in Fig.6-7. Bearing in mind that 
the two axes of the ultrasonic beams and the axis of the needle 
remain fixed, one rocks the transducers over the area of interest 
and listens for doppler sounds. Once the operator is satisfied 
that the vessel has been accurately located, the central element 
is slid down until the foot guide and tip of the needle just 
touch the skin. The needle is then pushed into the tissue by 
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tig.6-9 
sliding the outer element down, parallel to the axis of the 
needle. During this procedure the needle slides over the foot 
guide, through the skin and ultimately into the target area. 
It soon became obvious that this system ~as not sufficiently 
versatile. 
1. The distance of the vessel from the transducer is always 
fixed. Since the Subclavian can be found at a depth of 
60 mm (the deepest vessel to be located), the focus would 
have to be set a 60 mm. Not only would such a long focus 
make shallower Subclavians difficult if not impossible to 
locate, but all superficial vessels would also be difficult 
if not impossible to locate. 
2. The system would be very difficult to operate because of the 
lack of versatility in the method that would have to be used 
when hcanning for vessels at various depths. 
However, one good point to have emerged from this model, was the 
unique two point needle support system discussed above. The 
system has the following important advantages over the earlier 
suggestion: 
1. The needle is guided down along a rigid shaft parallel to 
its axis. The direction along which the needle is inserted 
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can therefore be precisely defined, and there is no need 
to rely on the rigidity of the needle. 
2. The needle should enter the tissue straight along the correct 
axis without any deviation, because at the crucial initial 
stage of entry, the needle is supported at its ends. 
3. Even short needles can be accommodated, because the two 
supports close up tightly together at a time when axial 
gui dance is no longer important, i.e.: when the needle has 
already cut a tract into the tissue. 
J. The parts holding the needle can be made disposable, making 
sterilization easy. 
4. The bulk of the apparatus is well away from the point of 
incision. 
This principle was ultimately to be used in the prototype. 
While on the subject of the actual guidance mechanism, it should 
be mentioned that an attractive alternative was a system based 
on that just described, but without the foot guide. Instead, a 
small light is focussed on the skin at a point through which the 
needle has to travel to reach the target. It would then be up 
Tig.6-10 
to the operator to pivot the 
needle on the head guide 
until the tip was on the light 
spot. The principle is 
exactly the same as above but 
now the foot guide becomes the 
initial incision spot itsself. 
There are some important advan-
tages to this system: 
1. There is no contact with that part of the needle that 
enters the tissue. 
2. Absence of a foot-guide makes it even easier to accommodate 
shorter needles. 
3. Sterilization is much easier. 
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However, an inherent flaw in this system is that the guide and 
tissue have to be kept very still relative to each other for the 
duration of the puncturing procedure. Any small movement or 
lapse in concentration on the part of the operator could cause 
a significant deviation in the axis of the needle from the 
direction of the target. 
§ 6. 5 INDEPENDENT NEEDLE AXIS 
It became clear that some system would have to be devised whereby 
the needle axis could be made adjustable relative to the axes of 
the ultrasonic beams. The following diagram represents the 




The axis of the needle ~ passes 





through the incision point 
which we call the triaxial 
intersection point because the axes of the ultrasonic beams 
originating at D and C. also pass through this point. 
A. 
7he que~ti.on whi.ch now a~i.~e~ i.~ whethe~ i.~ i.~ po~~i.lle to 
devi.~e a ~cheme whe~eiy the i.nte~~ecii.on point ot the iwo team~ 
could ie a~Ri.t~a~i.ly alie~ed to accommodate ve~~el~ at va~i.ou~ 
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depth~ , and at the ~ame time en~u~e that the axi~ ot the 
needle ~tiee pa~~e~ th~ough that inte~~ection point . 
Firstly we need to establ ish how to manipulate the transducers 
in order to alter the depth h , where h = dtana . 
There are three alternatives : 
a . The transducers can be rotated , making a the variable . 
b . The transducers are moved towards each other for locating 
shallow vessels and away from each other for deep vessels . 
This means that dis the variable . 
c . Both a and d are variable . 
Having a variable o has an advantage in that the transducers can 
be kept well away from the skin incision , even for shallow 
vessels . In addition the ul trasonic couplin g gel would tend to 
stay in one place during depth scannin g . However , any adjustment 
to angle a will alter the angle of incide nce and reflection of 
the ultrasonic beam . This means that subjective assessment of 
the signal strength can no lon ger be relied on to give any useful 
information , since the returned signal can be expected to change 
with this angle . 
A second point against the variable o scheme i s that the system 
would have to be able to accommodate a very large range of angles 
between incident and reflected beams at the target . It is 
difficult to envisage how well superficial vessels could be 
located, because this angle would become very obtuse for shallow 
vesse ls. 
Finally it will be shown later that i t is difficult to link the 
needle axis mechanically to angle a . 
If o is kept constant and d is made the variable , none of these 
difficulties arise . Perhaps the most important point in favour 
of the variable . d 
implemented . 
system is the ease with which it can be 
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7h.e. n.e..e.df...e. Axi...ti 
The next step is to investigate what has to be done to the needle 
axis to ensure intersection at the .triaxial intersection point. 
Again there are three alternatives. With reference to Fig.6-11: 
a. The angle of entry B can be made adjustable or 
b. The distance e. can be varied or 
c. Both B and e. can be made adjustable. 
Fixing i and making B variable means from a purely functional 
point of view that the operator is able to insert the needle at 
any angle to the skin, .but is unable to chose the incision point 
'fi.g.6-12 
Fixing B and making e the 
variable means that the operator 
can c hose the incision point of 
the needle, but cannot chose the 
angle of entry. The only way 
around this problem is to use 
this system in conjunction with 
the adjustable foot-guide 
mechanism discussed earlier. 
Nevertheless, even with this 
system the distance l would 
become very large for deep 
vessels. In the case of 
on the skin relative to the 
vessel puncture site. In 
general, superficial vessels 
tend to be punctured at a 
shallow angle,with the skin 
incision point relatively far 
away from the vessel puncture 
site. The converse is true 
for deeper yessels. The sort 
of flexibility that will allow 
the operator to do that is not 
possible with this system. 
Tig.6-13 
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Subclavian cannulation, for example, this would not work since 
there is only a very small anatomical window through which to 
operate. 
The second problem associated with such a system is that the 
particular angle of needle entry the operator may choose, 
automatically dictates the angle at which the ultrasonic beam 
enters the tissue. Finding arteries with the beam at right 
angles, say, to the blood flow would not be a problem since 
pulsation of the arterial walls gives a very powerful signal on 
whic h one can home in, but veins do not pulsate sufficiently for 
the detection of wall movements. 
In the light of these limitations it can be argued that: 
7he optimum ~ol.ution i~ one which allowh complete t~eedom 
ot movement ot the needle, whe~e ioth the bkin inci~ion 
l.o cation and the angle o./. en.l~y can £.e cho-t>€.Jt independently 
ot the angle £.etween the ult~a~onic ieam and the ~u~tace ot 
the ~kin . 7he only p~oviho i~ that the inLeg~ity o/ the 
t~iaxial inte~hection point mu~t le maintained. 
§ 6. 6 TRIAXIAL INTERSECTION INTEGRITY 
Consider the geometry of Fig.6-11. 
<BCA = (¢-8)0 
and with reference to ~ABC 
sir.( cp -8) sin(180°-cp) = sinlt> = f_ ~ ~ 
lsin (j) 
~ = sin(cp-8) 
h ~sin8 lsin ¢ sin 8 = = sin(<!>-8) 
d h lsin<!>·sin0 (6-1) = = sin(<!>-8) tan 0 tano 
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Equation 6-1 tells us that if we fix$ and o and keep 8 
constant, then d becomes directly proportional to l. This is 
intuitively obvious, since a change in l then gives rise to a . 
picture which is related to Fig.6-11 by similar triangles. 
We can therefore consider AD as a locus along which D moves as l 
is varied. Mechanically this can be implemented very readily. 
One simply machines a slot (guide rail) into a plate (guide rail 
platform ) which is attached at point A. A pin attached to the 
transducer housing D fits into the slot and runs freely in it. 
Relative to ground reference, however, it is constrained to move 
in the z-direction only. 
In order to get a feel for what was happening in three dimensions, 
a model was built from pieces of perspex and brass rod. 
Tlg.6-14 
R represents the axis of the needle. D & tare the two 
transducers with the long brass rods representing the axes 
of the ultrasonic beams. A short vertical brass rod I 
represents the pin that slides along the guide rail. 9 is the 
plane of the skin. A cross has been cut into this plane with 
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the long axis representing the locus of the needle sliding 
bodily along the skin surface. The short axis of the cross 
represents the locus of the two transducers as they move to 
and away from each other. His the guide rail platform. 
In this photograph the guide rail which operates transducer E 
is missing. This was left out for simplicity since the model is 
symmetrical about the vertical plane in which the needle axis moves. 
The triaxial intersection point always lies in this plane and 
any analysis based on one transducer will hold for the other. 
Anothe r point that needs to be mentioned here is that the slot 
representing the guide rail falls neither directly over the needle 
incision point A, nor over the transducer D. This is quite in 
order provided that the guide pin in the transducer housing I, 
the origin of the needle axis platform J, the needle incision 
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The three mo ving parts on this model move in t he following way: 
1. The needle and guide rail are constrained from rotating. 
2. As the needle axis platform slides forward along the major 
axis, the guide rail slides over the guide pin I on the 
transducer platform, causing it to slide inwards along the 
minor axis. 
J. Integrity of the triaxial intersection point is maintained 
as it rises towards the surface plane. 
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4. The triaxial intersection point drops when the needle 
axis platform slides backwards. 
In Fig.6-16 an idea of a practical implementation has been sketched. 
The needle passes through two notches A and K cut into the guide 
stubs. The two guide stubs can slide towards each other along 
brass rod L, which is firmly attached to guide rail platform H. 
As the guide rail slides across I and ~, transducers D and E are 
forced to move towards or away from each other. Meanwhile, the 







* All labels are consi s tent vi th 
previous drawings and ara 
explained in the text 
--.. , ·,: : .•.. ::.- ·-:. ~~~-- ··;.·. · ·:·-·.-· 
ti..g.6-16 
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Having established a mechanism for moving the transducers in 
sympathy with needle movement along the x-axis, we now look at 
a method for relating the angula~ position of the needle to the 
position of the transducers. 
We hav e from equation 6-1 
d = sin¢ lsin8 tano sin(¢-8) 
It is not immediately obvious from this expression how one could 
related to : 8 mechanically and keep las a variable at the same 
time. But by working with the model it soon became clear that 
it might be possible to relate w (the angle between the guide 
rail and the x-axis) mechanically toe. In fact 
w = arc tan(d/l) 
= (
sin¢ sine ) 
arc tan tano sin(~-8) (6-2) 
which i~ to~tunately indep~ndent o/ 'l'. 
While t he expression looks messy, it is clear that a profiled 
cam could be used to mechanically link 6 with the angle of the 
guide rail w. Every point on this cam would ha ve to be calculated 
accordin g t o equation 6-2. 
Some thought was given to the possibility of making o variable 
instead of d when adjusting the system for vessels at vari ous 
depth s . From equation 6-1 we can write : 
0 (
l sin¢ sine) 
= arc· tan d sin(o-e) (6-3) 
Equation 6-3 was rearranged, broken down and carefully related to 
the model, but the link between this equation and the mechanical 
solution could not be found. 
I 
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§ 6-7 DEVELOPMENT OF A PRACTICAL CA~ SYSTEM 
Development of a satisfactory cam arrangement was a process that 
took unexpectedly long. What follows is an account of the major 
steps i n the development of the system. 
The p roblem was one of linking rotation of the needle about the 
z-axis to rotation of the guide rail about its y-axis pivot. 
(The axe s are defined in Fig 6-11). A simple gear system is 
clea~l y n ot possible since the relationship between wand 8 is 
not li n ear. 
7 htl bJi.J te.. Cam 
Dozens of po s sibilities for doing this spring to mind almost 
imme di ate l y . The first promising idea was one in which a loop 
of s t iff wire in the form of a semi-circle was linked to the 
needl e axis R as illustrated. 
\ --
Ti.g.6-17 
The intersection of the loop with 
the surface plane is denoted by 
P. It will be seen that as 8 
changes, so P moves along the 
surface of this plane. The guide-
rail driving the transducer is 
cut into a platform~ which 
rotates about pivot J, which 
in turn, is part of the needle 
axis platform. Th e cam-follower 
profile~ cut into the guide rail 
platform is calcula ted from 
Eq.6-2 and from a knowledge of 
P for the various values of 8. 
Pis readily calculated from the 
geometry of Fig6-17. 
The model was built with o=75° 
and ~=40°, and is illustrated in 
Fig.6-18. After playing with it 
for a while, it soon became clear 
that this was a poor design. 
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1. The sliding action of the wire through the slot in the guide 
rail platform tended to jam the system at certain angles. 
This results from the fact that the wire has to be pulled 
thro ugh the slot at an acute angle to the surface of the 
platform. If it entered at right angles ·then P would 
not move along the x-axis. 
2. The driving element was made a wire arc rather than a profiled 
cam, since thi system had to operate in both directions. 
Mechanically this is not a simple arrangement to implement. 
3. The sys t im gave the impression of being mechanically clumsy. 
7he Inv olute Cam 
The ~ext major advance was made when a cam was developed, attached 
to the needle axis Rand sliding at all times at right angles 
to the cam follower CT which was cut into the guide rail platform 
H (see Fig.6-19). A spring return mechanism was to ensure that 
the system would operate in both directions. The principle of 
operation can be established from this diagram, bearing in mind 
that both members are only capable of rotating about their 
respective pivots A and J. 






We still have the same relationship between 8 and w given by 
equation 6 - 2, and plotted in Fig.6-20 for a= 75° and ¢ = 40°. 
The r ea son for chosing these values is not important at this stage 






turned out to give trouble was 
profiling .the cam on the needle 
pivot axis, to ensure a meeting 
with the follower at right 
angles for all values of e In 
fact, unless one realizes 
that this profile is nothing 
more than an involute, the 
problem appears to be impossibl e 
to solve. 
It will be reme mbered that the involute is the locus of the end 
of a string that is being unwrapped from around a cylinder of 
diameter 2a. 
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r2 = a2 + (a8) 2 
.l 
r = a ( 1 + 82)2 (6-4) 
n = 8 arc t a8 an -a 
= 8 - arc tan8 ( 6-5) 
Since both 'r' and n are functions 
of the variable 8 only, a table 
can be drawn up of r vs. n. 
These are marked off on a suitable disc, and from this the involute 
profile can be cut. The contact point P between the cam and cam 
follower must be located a distance 'a' above the needle pivot 
axis. 
The profile on the cam follower can also be readily calculated. 
Since the horizontal displacement of P along the x-axis is given 
by a8 a nd w corresponding to each 8 is given by equation 6-2, a 
unique s po t can be found on the guide rail platform for each P • . 
Th e line joining these dots is the cam follower profile. 
Ti.g. 6-22 
ti.g.6-23 
Several cam follower profiles 
were calculated based on some 
arbitrary guide rail pivot points. 
Consider point P(x,y), the point 
at which the cam and cam-follower 
meet when w = O. Four profiles 
were calculated for P = (O,a); 
(O,ta); (a,a) and (a,ka) where 
1 a 1 is a constant. Of the four 
it was decided to build the last 
one into the model. The criterion 
used for judging these schemes 
was based on the need to obtain 
a maximum slope at the tail end 
of the cam follower, where the 
mechanical advantage is smallest. 
( d\JJ . 1 t 1 1 de is very arge a arge va ues 
of w - see Fig.6-20.) 
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Clearly the greater the slope at this end, the less is the risk 
of jamming. Fig.6-24 illustrates the outline of the guide rail 
pla tform that was actually cut for this model. 
Ti.g.6-24 
Before discussing the model that was built, we need to recap on 
an important concept. It should be. understood that there are 
thre e platforms that move relative to the base. The first repre-
sen ts the t=ansducer housing and ultrasonic beam and slides along 
the z-axis -only. For t he sake o f simplicity the othe r transducer 
platfo r m has been left out. The second platform carries the 
nee dle axis and is constrained to slide along the x-axis of the 
base only . Finally , the guide rail platform pivots on the needle 
axis platform. 
At this stage i deas on t he practical implementation of the system 
were considered, and it was decided to incorpor ate these into 
t h e mod el. Refer rin g back to Fig. 6-16, it will be seen tha t if 
(j represent s the box in which the 11 mechanical computer" is housed, 
t h ree elem ents have to protrude fro m the housing and move relative 
to it . The first two are the bars carrying the transducers. 
Since these slide axially out of the box they are easily sealed 
with 1 0 1 rings. What presents a major sealing problem, however, 
is the shaft that holds the sliding mechanism which clamps the 
needle, since this moves radially along the outside of the box. 
The possibility of usin g a concertina seal was not seriously 
considered for a medical instrument. One solution lay in having 
the shaft holding the ne edle transport mechanism enter the back 
of the box axially as illustrated in Fig.6-25. While this idea 
EMH 
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LS Loudspeaker Openinine 
tig.6-25 
EM! Electronic and mechanical 
housinG 
TTB Transduce r trancport bars 
was to be dropped later, it served as a basis for the prototype. 
The principle is well illustrated in Fig.6-27, which is a photo-
graph of the model. It was built on the same base as was used 
previ ously , but in addition to the base a new needle axis platform 
had to be constructed (Fig.6-26). A cam idler was installed 




The system operates as follows: As needle axis R pivots about 
axis A it transmits the angle through which it has turned to N 
via pus hrod Q. The involute edge of N slides in a notch at the 
end of , idler P. A return spring mounted on P ensures that the 
two surfa ces n ever part. The other end of the idler £its into 
the c am follower surface y~ of the guide rail platform R. A 
rolle r at its extremity was installed to reduce frict i on in 
order to prevent jamming. Now, as R is turned about axis A, the 
guide rail edge y~ pushes the transducer platform outwards. 
Return spring 7 (poorly illustrated here) ensurei a meeting of the 
two surfaces . Thus it can be seen how sliding of the needle 
axis platform in the x-direction, or angular rotation of the 
needle about the axis A causes the ultrasound beam S to move in 
the z- direction, thus main ta ining the triaxial intersection 
poin t C. 
No t alltogether unexpectedly the system tended to jam for large 
values of$ (Fig . 6-23). In addition, the return spring mechanism 
tended t o load a portion of the system that was already experiencing 
a mechanical disadvantage. The third problem area could only 
be identified by working with the model. It was obviously going 
to be very difficult to make the system accurate. The forces 
operating the follower had a tendency to push the cam idler out 
of alignment. Any minute movement here was reflected in a very 
large angular misalignment of the guide rail platform. 
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7he ln t e~mediate Sc~oe~ Sy~iem 
The tendency of the system to jam was viewed with great concern. 
The p e culiar relationship between 8 and¢ (Fig.6-20), meant that 
at s mal l angles there would always be a mechanical advantage 
fro m 8 to¢ while at large angles the reverse was true. At this 
poin ~ it was therefore decided to introduce an intermediate stage. 
Thi s would inevitably complicate the system, but there is no doubt 
t~a t any attempt made at resolving this mechanical advantage 
pro blem wo uld be well worth while. 
The p ri n ciple was to make an intermediate part that would drive 
both the ne e dle axis and the guide rail platform with a mechanical 
advan t a ge towards both these elements for all angles. The new 
concept is best discussed by referring to a p h o t ograph of the mod e l 
that wa s bu i l t (Fi g .6-29). The platform used i n the previous 
model wa s altered slightly to accommodate the n ew mechanism 
(Fi g . 6-2 8 ). 
tig.6-28 
The cam idl e r was replaced by a link P (Fig.6-29) which was 
attach ed a t one end to the involute lever by me ans of a pin. 
(The in volute surface was therefore no longer utilized). The 
other end fitted into the slot of a scroll (scroll pin Sp, 
Fig. 6-JO). By turning the scroll, the link P is pushed or 
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pulled in the x-direction, pulling lever N and thereby setting 
the needle axis to any desired angle. Because of the f~rward 
mec hanical advantage it was not possible to turn the scroll by 
tilting the needle. In fact, the scroll was designed to go around 




The scroll system was composed of two separate scrolls with an 
isola ting disc sandwitched between them (Fig 6-31). The purpose 
of the top scroll has been discussed above. The lower scroll 
was used to turn the guide rail platf9rm. Thus, by turning the 
scroll through 360°, both the needle axis angle and the guide 





loth ancho~ed to needee 
axi~ plattoll.m. 
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For this modei the lower scroll driving the guide rail platform 
was made a linear function of the scroll position. Thus if n 
is t he angle through which the scroll rotates and k is a constant, 
Since for each w there is a unique 8 given by equation 6-2, a 
table can be drawn up between the displacement of link P 
and then the upper scroll can be cut accordingly. 
An exact geometrical analysis will not be given here. A comprehen-
sive calculation for a similar scroll which was used in the proto-
type is given in appendix 6-1. 
By this stage the model was very pleasing. All possible problems 
appeared to have been ironed out. The fact that the needle could 
not be tilted without setting the scroll was found to be superior 
in concept, since the operator would not have to worry about 
keepiug the angle steady while pushing the needle home. 
The next s t ep was to build a mod~l of the p~o1olyp€ (as opposed to 
the con cept). During construction it became painfully obvious 
that the rear entry into the box had a serious drawback. Since 
the ne edl e axis platformwas to be a U-shaped structure (Fig.6-25), 
any s mall forces at the needle could throw the axis of the 
needle right off the beam intersection point. To make this 
U-shaped structure completely rigid did not appear to be a practical 
solution. 
A secon d disappointing aspect was the clumsy system of links and 
pushrods located in the needle axis platform. This would have 
involved a complicated mechanical arrangement to implem~nt in 
practice. 
Since the basic concept appeared to ba sound, however, there 
was no need for any further development along these lines. Only 
the practical implementation would require further attention. 
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§6-8 PRE-PROTOTYPE MODEL 
The next stage in the development of the guide was marked by an 
intense search for some alternative way of linking the needle 
axis platform to the external needle guide slide whilst ensuring 
a satisfactory seal. 
During this stage I learnt of the existence of a clockmaker. While 
visiting him it became clear that custom made gears could form an 
important basis for the design, since they vastly improved design 
flexi bility. 
There appeared to be only one alternative to the rear entry problem, 
and that was front entry. Since entry had to take place well 
behind the transducer transport bars, a recess had to be cut into 
the base of the box. This is illustrated in Fig. 6-33. 
· Fig.6-33 is a diagram (not an accurate mechanical drawing) of the 
internal mechanical arrangement necessary to maintain triaxial 
inters ection between needle axis and the axes of the ~ltrasonic 
beams. The ne edle transport slide and the transducer mountings 
have been omitted in this drawing. The system operates as follows: 
(Note: Labels no longer conform to previous drawings.) 
The needle axis platform (b) slides through seals (o) and (p) 
in the x-direction. Position control knob (i) engages a thread 
on the plafrom position shaft (u), so that x-direction movement 
is controlled by this knob. For example, clockwise rotation of 
the knob wo uld cause the needle axis platform to slide back 
towards the knob. 
(j) And (k) are the two transducer transport bars. The needle 
transport slide (not shown) is attached to shaft (q). The needle 
axis angl e control knob (e) is linked through the drive shaft 
(v), a worm (d) and a gear (g) to shaft (q). As this knob is 
turned, so the needle axis angle 6 tilts from about 5° through 
0 to about 40. At the same time the angular position of the 
scroll (h) is controlled also through the angle drive shaft, 
a second worm (c) and a gear, by the needle axis angle control 
knob. The angular position of the scroll is therefore directly 




{a) Aluminium box 
(b) Part of n e edle guid e platform 
(c) Scrcll drive worm 
(d) Needle oxis angle driva worm 
(e) Needl e axis angle control knob 
(f) Position control knob 
(g) Needl e axis angle dri~e gear 
(h) Scroll disc 
(i) Guid e r ai l platforra 
(j) Inner transducer transport bar 

















(o) PTFE seal 
(p) PTFE seal 
{j) {k 
(q) Iiecdle Axis ang1e shaft 
( r) Gl!ide rail pla tf'orm pivot 
(s) Guide rail platf'orm crank roller 
(t) 'i'ran::duccr transport 1.,ar crank roller 
(u} Needle axi~ pla~forrn pociticn shaft 
{v) Geedlo axis~- gle control shaft 
/ 
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cut into scroll disc (h). 
The guide rail platform (i) rotates about its centre of 
rotation (r). A pin (s) attached to the guide rail platform 
is free to slide in the spiral groove. As the disc (h) rotates, 
t h e guide rail platform will swing about (r). The exact 
r e lationship between the angle through which the needle axis 
tilts and the guide rail platform swings is determined by 
t t e geometry of the spiral. 





(t) is attached to a platform which in turn forms part 
transducer transport bar (j). A rack (n), also attached 
bar, drives pinion (1) as bar (j) slides along its axis 
z-direction. As the pinion rotates it drives rack (m) 
opposite direction to (n). thereby establishing 
reciprocal movement between (j) and (k). 
With proper calibration, the system incorporates all the principles 
that have been established earlier for maintaining triaxial 
inters ecti on between beam and needle axes. 
Design of the system reached a fairly advanced stage when it was 
decided to build a model as illustrated in Fig.6-J4. 
tig.6-3~ 
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The model showed up some serious operational weaknesses in the 
system. These weaknesses resulted from poor location of the 
transducer transport bars. Because they slid out of the housing 
next to each other they tended to: 
1. Obscure the skin incision point. 
2. Obstruct the external needle transport slide mechanism. 
3. Make mounting of the transducer housings awkward, because 
of the complicated bends in the transducer transport 
bars. 
4. Give rise to difficulties in designing a rack and pinion 
system that would function correctly and which could 
readily be assembled. 
§6.9 PROTOTYPE MODEL 
A new look at the instrument from an operational point of view 
gave rise to the system illustrated in the model of Fig.6-35. 
This mod9l represents no more than the mechanical part of the 
instrument . As can be seen, the two transducer transport bars 
no longer interfere with the vi ew of the skin incision point. 
There is also far less apparatus around the transducer in contact 
with the skin of the patient. The transducers are housed neatly 




Consider Fig.6-33. The two transducer transport bars in the 
final model (Fig.6-35) were to be located one over the other, 
either in position (j) or (k). Position (j) had to be excluded 
as an alternative, since in that position the guide rail platform 
could not be accommodated. For this reason position (k) was 
chosen. One of the main problems with this system was the fact 
that the two transducer transport bars had to be much further 
away from the guide rail platform roller (t) than before. This 
means that the axial force applied to the bars is not on the 
axis, but some distance away from it. This results in a moment 
being applied to the bar which can result in jamming. 




tig .6-3 6 
Normally we would expect a 
force W to cause the bar to 
slide through the two ring 
supports at either end. 
Intuitively we might worry 
about the system jamming. The 
question is "When and why 
would it jam?". 
Jamming ot the ~y~iem would !e 
con~ideRed a caia~lnophe! 
If Wis applied on the axis of 
the bar, the bar will definitely 
slide for large enough W. 
However, if & is applied far 
away from the axis, the system 
will almost certainly stick. 
(This principle is employed in 
some common workshop clamps.) There must therefore be some 
radial distance from the centre of the bar at which a force 
being applied causes the bar to be on the point of sliding/sticking. 
From an analysis of the force diagram we can show that for large 
values of g the reactions are statically indeterminate. For 
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small values of i i.e.: when the system slides, the problem 
becomes one of dynamic equilibrium. But at the critical 
distance, when the bar is at the point of sticking/sliding, then 
the problem reduces to one of static equilibrium, which is 
analysed in Appendix 6-2. From this analysis we have that the 
critical distance is given by 
£. ·t cr1 = 
L 
2µ ( 6-6) 
whereµ is the coefficient of friction and w = 0. 
Therefore for sliding to take place i < i ·t and for cri 
sticking i > i ·t· The interesting result here is that 
Crl 
whether or not the bar will stick depends on £, d and u. It is, 
in fact, independent of W. This independence of/;/ implies 
jamming, for irrespective of the applied load, the system will 
remain stuck if i is large enough. 
In the final instrument the transducer transport bar is not 
subjected to an axial force only. One of the problems here is 
that the guide rail exerts a force on the roller at an angle w 
(the same angle that the guide rail makes with the x-axis). 
b 
Ti.g.6-37 
Consideration of Fig.6-37 will 
show that the forces have 
been arranged for small w. It 
was shown in appendix 2 that for 
small w 
d 
= 2µ t ( C - !µa !d)tan ¢ 
As w increases from Oto a point 
beyond which F = 0, the forces 
X1 
F and F will flip to the 
X1 Yl 
other side of the bar. Under 
these conditions the two reactions 
become parallel. The system is 
therefore improperly constrained 
and thus statically indeterminate. 
Mathematically what this means 
is that there are not sufficient 
independent equations to solve 
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for the reactions. The result of this analysis is that we now 
know that for some values ofµ the system will jam. In fact, if 
we put some real values into equation 6-6, we can calculate a 
maximum value forµ. From drawings of the final model we have: 
t = 27mm and d = 45mm. Substituting these into equation 6-6 
we get thatµ .. = 0,83. We could make the rings from material with 
a low coefficient of friction, such as PTFE which has a µ ,· = 0, 1, 
in which case we would be safe from jamming. However, any bit of 
clotted blood on the transducer transport bar could change this 
effective coefficient of fricition. While JJ is not often greater 
than . unity it certainly can be and one could conceive that foreign 
material could produce such a result. 
In addition it must be remembered that when$ goes beyond a 
certain limit, the reactions become parallel and then there is 
no knowing what the system will do since it is statically indeter-
minate. 
Solution i o Jamming 
It was decided not to take any chances with jamming, and the 






The guide rail pushes on a roller, which is not mounted on the 
transducer transport bar as in Fig.6-33, but on a float rolling 
freely in a groove parallel to the transducer transport bars. The 
coefficient of rolling resistance is always much less than that of 
sliding resistance, and in addition can be carefully controlled 
since the float is inside a sealed . box. In principle, therefore, 
it s h ould be possible to eliminate jamming. 
The transducer transport bar is driven so close to it£ axis, that 
jammin g here is also extremely unlikely. When constructing the 
system it must be remembered that the bar may only be driven at 
a point about which the driving arm can rotate. If this precaution 
is not observed the theory will break down and jamming may occur. 
Some of the other advantages of the rolling float system are that: 
1. Whil e it looks more complicated, it can in fact be readily 
made and assembled. 
2. The pinion can be kept clear of the guide rail. 
3. Important friction areas can be lubricated. 
§6.10 NEEDLE AXIS PLATFORM POS I TION SHAFT 
In the model of Fig.6-33 the needle axis platform position shaft 
and t h e n eedle a xis an gl e control shaft were concentric« This 
idea was thought to be ideal fro m an operational point of view, and 
it was t hought that it would be r e latively si mple to build. It 
turn e d ou t , however, that the advance mechanis m wa s very awkward 
to c ons truc t and there were fears about its reliability. The 
difficui t i es a rose because of the need to be able to dismantle the 
structure. 
A second trouble some feature was the fact that the needle axis 
angle con t ro l k nob remained stationary relative to the needle 
guide platform. This meant that during various stages of operation 
the two knobs would be axially displaced relative to one another. 
In addition some form of clutch was thought to be essential for 
the needle axis angle control knob, to prevent damage to the scroll 
and guide rail mechanisms. The only site for the clutch was 
inside the control knob, and this seemed a clumsy arrangement. 
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By separating the two shafts, . the two knobs would lie next to 
each other. The results of such a change were that: 
a. Two seals were needed instead of three. 
b. The advance screw was imm"surably simplified. 
c. Th e two knobs were always flush up against the housing. 
d. Th e unit was much easier to assemble. 
e. Th e diamBter of the needle axis angle control shaft could 
be increased. 
f. Th e clutch system was relatively simple to implement. 
The c l ut ch consists of a brass sleeve fitting over the angle control 
shaft. A slot runs along the length of the sleeve. At the 
K.no (I 
O __ ) O __ )O) 
S f_.e.e v.e 
tig.6-39 
Shatt Sp/1.ing 
knob e nd i t i s driven by a tongue from the knob which fits into 
the s l o t . The o ther end i s compressed over t he shaft by a spring , 
t h e t ension of which can be set for the best po ssible yield point. 
This arrange men t seemed to be so much easier to construct, and 
since op era t i onal inferiority over the pre-pro t otype system was 
by no means e s tablished, t his system was to be i mpl e mented in 
t h e pro t otype . 
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§ 6-11 THE EXTERNAL NEEDLE GUIDE SLIDE 
The first arrangement ever considered was discussed earlier and 
illustrated in Fig.6-J4. While it was neat and fairly compact, 
it did suffer from two fundamental drawbacks. Firstly, it did 
not provide a smooth action and had a tendency to jam. Secondly, 
the groove at the back of the two concentric . cylinders slid over 
the attachment plate of the guid pole, providing angular locking 
so that the head and foot guide stubs were prevented from rotating 
about the cylinders' axes. This groove had to be very tight to 
provide satisfactory locking because of its close proximity to the 
axis. This requirement is at variance with the need for a loose 
fit to prevent jamming. 
A further point worth mentioning is that with a satisfactory 
arrangement having been developed for flexible angle and position 
control of the needle, the requirement for a three part slide fell 
away. 
The seco~c system that was tried is illustrated in Fig. 6-40. 
Since it is possible to obtain high precision hexagonal brass 
tubing that slide one within the other, a model was made using 
this material. Again this is a very neat and compact system. 
but suffers from the same drawbacks as the first design. It was 
felt that angular stability could not be maintained while assuring 
smooth sliding action. 
ti.g.6-40 
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The third design embodies the principles discussed in Appendix 6-2. 
It is illustrated in Fig.6-35. 
+---- d -----+ 
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an cho.1t plate. 
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Care was taken to ensure that the sliding supports were at the 
two ends of the head guide slide. d Was made as long as 
reasonably possible. Angular locking action was provided by a 
separate locking pole some distance away from the guide pole (See 
Fig.6-35). This arrangement makes for a very positive locking 
action and does not affect the smoothness of the slide. The only 
problem that was found was that the radial locking pole tended to 
foul the transducer transport bars at steep angles, so in the 
prototype the two poles were lain next to each other. 
§ 6-12 NEEDLE HEAD AND FOOT GUIDE STUBS 
Soon after t h e project was started, it was decided that: 
1. The he a d and foot guide stubs should be removable and 
sterilizable or disposable, since the sterile needle is 
to pass through these stubs. 
2. Both guide stubs must be polarized to prevent incorrect 
assembly. 
3. The guide stubs have to 'click' reliably into place before 
the needle is loaded. 
4. It must be possible to load and remove the needle quickly 
and easily. 
5. Account must be taken of the variations in needle diameter. 
6. The two guide stubs must be interchangeable. 
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There were scores of different ideas that came to mind. At first 
a solution was sought that would enable needles of different 
thicknesses to be accommodated by one standard guide stub. The 
type of arrangement illustrated in Fig. 6-42 was incorporated in 
the first model (Fig.6-8 and 6-9). The 'V 1 -notch cut into one 
end of the stub was to accommoda t e the needle. A spring clip 
over the n e edle would ensure that it was held down during insertion 
but could nevertheless be removed fairly readily. At the other 
end of the stub a notch was to be cut to allow it to be homed with 
a fair de gree of certainty. 
\ cf_i.ck /!. i.i. notch \ 
() 
tig.6-42 
The foot gui d e stub (din Fig.6-8) is held into the housing or 
anc h or pla t e by a 'click' fit arrangement. A spring and ball were 
soldere d into t h e housing to ensure this action. The head guide 
stub was held in t o t h e anc hor pl a te by a screw with a knurled 
rim, s o that t h e tw o systems could be compared. 
Neith er a rran ge ment was regarded as being satisfac t ory. 
1. Lo ck ing ac t ion of the stub in t h e anchor pla t e was not 
f ool - proo f in the cas e of the screw-lock . 
2. The cl i ck fit was too complicated to make. 
3. Bo t h a nchor plates were too di f ficult to clean. 
4. The ne ed l e was not that easy to remove f rom the guide stubs . 
5. The a n c hor plates were bulk y. This prevented them from 
get t ing close together, · an essential feature when 
inserting short needles. 
The second arrangement illustrated in Fig.6-35 was fabricated 
from a number of precision cut square section tubes. This stub 
also had a V-notch to retain the needle. A freely moving slide 
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prevented the needle from dropping off. A click fit arrangement 
on the other side ensured that the stub would stay in the correct 




11..etai.ni.ng -t>f.i..de ,, 
cf.i.. ck /.i..t catch 
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The system was rejected for the following reasons: 
1. While it might be possible to injection mould the stub, 
it gave the impression of being too 'fiddly.' 
2. Although the needle dropped out very easily when required . 
it wa s awkward to load. 
3. Polarizin g the stub was going to be difficult. 
4. Cl eanability was better than before, but still l'I.O t 
satisfactory. 
The idea of having a single guide stub for all diameter needles 
was dropped . A much simpler arrangement was f inally devised. 
A thin stainl ess steel stub was anchored firmly and permanently 
on each ancho r plate. A plastic sleeve was to fit over the stub. 
At the end o f the sleeve there was a hole , the size of which 
depended on t he needle that was to be used. 
£../1..eak notch 
1:,tu£.. ~ 
e @ =-- :::> -- ) 0 
t 




Some of the interesting features of this arrangement are: 
1. It is very easy to clean. 
2. The stainless steel stub provides rigidity to the sleeve 
to a point very close up to the needle, while at the same 
time being slender. 
J. A p· ~ through the stub provides polarization and locking 




The sleeve provides 
The needle is easily 
sleeve off at its 
hole. 
Since t h e sleeve can 
by a sterile one. 
sterility over most of its length. 
removed by breaking the end of the 
weakest point. i.e.: at the needle 
only be used once, it has to be replaced 
A used sleeve is broken . 
7. The sl eeve looks as if it could be injection moulded 
e conomically. 
Drawbacks: 
1. Since t hese sleeves are disposable, they have to be fabricated 
or hand moulded for initial testing. 
2. Each ne edle has to be matched by its own gauge guide sleeve. 
This problem could be reduced if the needles were packed 
with a set of guide sleeves. 
3. There could be difficulty _in threading the needle through 
the holes , particularly for fine gauge needles. 
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Difficulties associated with threading of the needle could be 
overcome if the needle were pre-threaded into the needle guide 
s l ee ve s with the whole assembly held together correctly by a 
dispo sa ble cartridge. In order to load the needle one would then 
push th e two guide stubs together, break the sterile needle pack, 
clip the two sleeves over the .stubs simultaneously, discard the 
cartridge and pull back the head guide slide. This procedure 
would be very simple and could be executed in a few seconds. 
Tig.6-4 6 
This th~n s ummar i z es t he principl es involved i n th e design of the 
p ro totype. While great care was tak en. to optimi z e the chances of 
the in strum en t be i n g successful, it is not regard e d as the final 
solution. It can in all probability be greatly simplified mechani-
cally. What is more important than the optimization of the mechanical 
arrangement, is whether or not the instrument is clinically 
acceptable. At this stage this turns out to be the only major 
consideration. 
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C H A P 7 E R S E V E N 
C O N S T R U C T I O N 
A mo del was built of the system as finally envisaged (Fig.7-1). 
This wa s shown to the two anaesthetists most interested in the 
devel op3 ent of the instrument. Two criticisms were noted. 
Firs t l y , the two needle supports discussed earlier and illustrated 
again ~n Fig 7-1 were criticised as being awkward. For this reason 
the system discussed at the end of chapter 6 was developed. The 
second criticism was based on a feeling that the needle support 
mechanism and transducer should be further away from the bulk of 
the equipment in order to improve accessibility. This was very 
diffic~lt to achieve in practice, requiring a complete redesign, 
and it was thought that the system as it stood had sufficient merit 
to warrant construction and a trial. It was therefore decided to 
cons tru ct the instrument as planned. 
Tig.7-1 
Most of the concepts illustrated in the following drawings have 
been discussed earlier. 7he name~ ot the pa~th a~e de~c~iptiue 
Ln them~etue~ and appea~ ti~ted on Page 125a Next to each pa~t 
i~ a ti~t ot page~ on which the item appea~h. 
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§ 7 . 1 THE MECHANICAL SYSTEM 
Fig.7 - 2 is a drawing of the mechanical system , excluding the 
transducer housings and external needle guide slide . It is based 
on the pre - prototype model discussed in some detail in section 6 . 8 . 
A complete understanding of the system from this drawing alone is 
difficult, but together with drawings of the individual parts and 
photo g raphs which follow , it should be possible to get a picture of 
the mechanism . 
The two control knobs 70 , and 71 have been so arran ged that they 
always remain flush up against the back wall of the ho using . The 
needl e position control knob 71 simply screws into the needle 
axis platform body 78 , t he reby sliding the whole platform backwards 
and forwards relative to the main housing . The needle axis angle 
control knob 70 co n tro ls the angle at which the needle tilts , 
relative to the ho u s in g . Th e worm 84 drives a gea r at the end of 
shaft 82 , which rotates scroll disc 79 . The scroll itself is no t 
shown . It controls the angle of the guide rail platform 80 , which 
pivots on the need l e axis platform body . A roller running in the 
gui de rail is anchored to the rolling floa t , which in t urn drives 
the upper transduce r transport bar 9 and a pinion 1 7 by means of a 
rack . The pinion drives a second rack which is attached to the 
lower transducer trans port bar 10 . 
At the end of the needle axis angle control shaft 75 is a second worm 
92 , which drives a gear to which the shaft controlling the needle 
axis angle is attached . In this way the needle axis angle and 
guide rail platform angle are linked . 
No Description of Part: (Fi t:. 7- . ..• ) 
Upper mechanical housing : 2 ,( 3), 4 
2 Lower mechanical housing : 2 , ( 3) , 4 

















bush : 2 
bush : 2 , (3) ,( 24) 
bush : 2 
bush : 2 J ( 3) 
bush : (3) 
float rail: 2, (3). 13 
floo. t: 2,(12),1/., 
2 , 13 , 23 
18 LinkinJ plnte : 2 , (9) , 14 
1 9 Rollers : 2 , ( 12) , 14-
20 Rack: 2 , 23 
21 Rack: 2 , 23 
22 Guide rail roller : 2 
23 Guide rail ~oller shaft: 2 ,14 
30 Up.Transduc_er Transport bar : 
2 ,( 5) , 6 
31 Lower Tra,,sducer Transport bar: 
2 J ( 5) O 6 
32 Angular locking slide: 2 , (9),10 
33 Angular locking slide : 2 ,( 9),11 
34 Lower · transport har rack support : 
2 , (9 ), 11 
35 Upper trnncport bar linkin g plate 
suppo1·t: 2 ,( 9),1 0 
36 Upper tran sd ucer transport s l eeve : 
2 ,( 9),10 
62 Manual locking screw : (27) , 28 
70 Needle axis angle control knob : 2 ,( 24) 
71 Needle position contro l knob: 2 ,( 24) 
72 Retaining collar: 2, ( 24 ) 
73 Retaining collar : 2 , (24 ) 
74 Needle axis platform position screw: 
2 , (24) 
75 Needle axis angle control shaft : 
2 , 17, (22) , 23,2.1 
?6 Clutch sleeve: 2 ,( 22 ) 
77 Clutch tennio~ spring: 2 , (22) 
78 Needle axi~ platforlli body : 2 ,(1 5),17 
79 Scroll disc : 2 ,(16),17,(18) 
80 Guide rail plntform: 2 , (18 ), 19 
81 Guid e rail plntfor~ p~vot: 2 ,(1 5),17,1 9 
82 Scroll shaft : 2,(16) , 17,(22) . 
83 Scroll driv~ eear : 17 , (22) 
84 Scroll drive worm : 2,(22) , 23 
85 Angle control shaft r etaining clip: 
(16),17,(25) 
86 Retaining screw for retaining clip: 
17,( 25 ) 
89 Gear housing cover : 21 , (26) 
90 Needle axis angle control sleev~: 
2 ,( 15 ), 21 
91 Gear Housing : 2 ,( 20 ), 21 
92 2 ,( 22) , 23 Needle axis angle dri ·,1e worm: 
93 21 ,( 22),23 Needle axis anlle dri ·,e gear : 
94 Ncedlr. axis she.ft : 21,( 22 ) 
37 Lower tra~ sd ucer tranaport sleeve: 95 Needle axis sleeve: ( 20 ),21 
2 ,( 9) , 11 96 
40 Transduc er housing: (5),6 
41 Ball swbcl join t : (5),6 
42 Clamping screw : 6 
45 Tn.nsducer housing : ( 5) , 7 
46 Ball swi-:d joint: (:i),7 
47 Cla~ping sc rew : 7 
51 Guide pol e : (27),28 
52 Loc:.Cinr; pQle : (27),2 8 
53 Foot gui<: e anchor plate: (27) , 28 
54 Head gu i <:r; anchor plate: (27) , 28 
55 Guide sli1e upper bearing collar: 
(27) , 2il 
56 Upper stnc,ilizing ;:olJ;1.r: ( 27) ,2 8 
57 Foot guic]<, stub : (2?) , 28 
58 Jl-:;nd guide stub : ( 27) , 23 
59 Foot guide s lee ve : (;:>'/) ,28 
60 Jlc,ad guid•J sleeve: ( 2? ), 28 
61 Guide slide : (27), 28 
·---- --
Seal : 21 
~_l: Figures in pnrcnthcr;cs indicate pltotographs. 
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The housing was machined from a section of half-hard Aluminium, 
which was subsequently anodised. The three parts were screwed 
together with brass screws. The photograph shows three of the 
nylon bushes in place. A sealing lip was milled onto the lid 





lip _a.e.11. and L 
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7~an~duce~ 7~an~po~t Ba~~ (30 g 31) 
The two transducer transport bars were built from 5mm$ brass 
tubes. A short piece of stainless steel was fabricated into a 
hollow cylinder and silver soldered onto the end of each tube. 
A chrome plated ball bearing fits inside and projects from one 
end as illustrated in Fig.7-6 and 7-7. A 4mm square section 
of brass 40 was carefully soldered onto the ball 41. An internal 
screw 42 adjusted from the other end of the stainless steel housing, 
clamps the ball. 
A transducer was mounted on a polystyrene block as discussed in 
Chapter 4 and glued into the square section transducer housing. 
The face of the transducer was made flush with the edge of the 
square tubing. The function of the ball-in-socket joint 
is to allow alignment of the transducers. 
The two transport tubes go right through the upper mechanical 
housing and into the electronic box. Two bushes 7 & 8 that were 
designed t o contain PTFE seals, provide a bearing surface where 
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The two transducer transport bars are sleeved at the exit from 
the mechanical housing by means of a locking sleeve. The sleeve 
has three functions. Firstly, it prevents rotation of the transducer 
transport bars by keying into the housing. Secondly, it provides an 
adjustment for rotational and axial positioning of the transducer 
transport bars. Two screws tapped into the key . (or locking slides 
32 and 33) and accessible from outside the mechanical housing, lock 
the transport bars into any desired position. Finally the sleeve 
provides a driving point for the internal mechanical system. 
The lower transducer transport sleeve 37 has a rack support 34 
which a rack is mounted (rack not shown). The upper sleeve 36 is 
driven by a linking plate 18 which is . attached to the rolling float 
16 and clips into the linking plate support 35 of the upper transpor t 
sleeve. As discussed earlier, this coupling may not be solid 
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(35) 
llppe~ l~an~duce~ 7kan~po~t Steev0 (36) 
Ti.g. 7-10 
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Lowe~ 7~an~duce~ 7~an~po~t Steeve (37) 
Ti.g.7 - 11 
Scale: 1,5:1 
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Rolling tloat 16 
The rolling float serves to eliminate jamming problems associated 
with translocation of the transducer transport bars. Two nylon 
rollers 19 on the underside of the float, roll in a rail 9 the 
body of which is screwed down to the base of the upper mechanical 
housin g . The rail is cut into a polypropylene block. 
A rack 20 (not shown) is attached to the float by means of two 
adjusting screws. The pinion 17 is mounted on the float rail block. 
Linking plate 18 is attached to the float and fits over the rack. 
Midway between the two screws holding this plate down is a stainless 
steel stub that screws into the body and accommodates a tiny nylon 
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Needle Axi~ Plallo~m Body 78 
This part supports the scroll shaft 82 (Fig.7-16) and serves as a 
gear box that links it to the needle axis angle control shaft 75. 
It also supports the guide rail platform pivot 81. The needle axis 
angle control sleeve 90 is silver soldered to the body and therefore 
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The needle axis angle control shaft 75 runs through the sleeve. 
It is constrained from moving axially by a retaining clip 85 which 
fits over a notch in the shaft. The retaining clip in turn is held 
down by a retaining screw 86. Another hole in the needle axis 
platform body is tapped to accommodate the needle axis platform 
position screw 74. 
7 h.e S C /Z. 0 f. !_ 19 
The scroll was cut with a numerically controlled milling machine 
according to the formula given in appendix 6-1 into the end of a 
brass bar . The 3mm thick disc containing the scroll groove was 
then cut off. 
( 79) 
S C/Z.0 e_ !_ 
Ti.g.7-18 
(80) 
The scroll shaft · 82 fits accurately into a hole in the centre of 
the scroll disc. A rim around the top of the shaft has two 
slots through which screws pass into the scroll disc. In this 
way it is possible to set the position of the disc accurately. 
There is no other place along the gear chain where this can be 
done. 
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7he yuide Rail PlaiLo~m 80 
The guide rail groove was cut into the guide rail platform. 
A brass shim was soldered over the top of the platfor to retain 
the nylon wheel which runs in the groove. 
20mm 
Pivot 2mm¢ : · . -- T---0c_..._, __ ) 
6 , 82 : 
- _ ---Eb 
Crank 2,5mm<ti 
Tig.7-19 




The gee.r housing was fabricated from brass to link the needle axis 
shaft 94 to the needle axis angle control shaft 75. A needle 
axis sleeve 95 has been silver soldered to the basic 1:DI.o·ck. A 
seal 96 could have been put into this sleeve, but was 1eft out of 
the prototype model. 
The block is screwed onto the needle axis angle control sleeve 
with two screws located under the lid. It could not be permanently 
attached since it has to be remova ble for assembly purposes. A 
fairly tight nylon disc was pushed under the lid of the housing to 
retain t ~e gear while assembling the system. 
Ti g. 7-2 0 
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The first shaft that was tried was made of brass, but after the 
coar s e worm developed cracks it was decided to remake it from steel. 
The clutch sleeve 76 fits over the shaft as was discussed in 
§6.10. It was machined with one end closed and perforated with 
a small hole to accommodate a loosely fitting retaining screw. 
This screw is tightened up against the bottom of the tapped hole 
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(76) (77) (84) ( 92) 
'Fi..g.7-22 
Th e needle a xi s shaft 94 and needle axis angle drive gear were turne d 
fro m a single piece of brass. The scroll dri v e gear 83 could have 
been cut direc t l y onto the scroll shaft 82, but was infact cut 
on a separate steel shaft and pressed into the scroll shaft. 
A supporting bearing on the ends of both the scroll shaft and the 
needle axis angle control shaft is essential to prevent the 
tendency of these gears to ride on each other. 
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Gears as shown. 
82 mm . . -- . _______ _j 
. I 
I 
l ______ _ 40 mm ~ 
I 13 Jim i 
:"'-----·--• j (75) (84) i 
,__p__:.__ _ __J::::===,~1--------'==~~ -· · 1 4 mm 
® ' I / -
1 )5 mm 
, 11 
3.l- ~ -~:J r ·~i-, 1-~ 
6 mm 
. r·, l.9JJ1m - • 1,5 mm wide notch 
cut to a depth 
of 0,8 mm 
l 
2 mm: -.0 13, 8 IV, 
(83) 
Gear 1 3,8 ram diameter 
6 teeth 
!-lild Steel 
7 mm . ?' mm .. - ---•.-- - - ... 
(20) ··~
· 1· 7mm 
~~·-
Teeth on this 
( 17) ed ge 
2,5 
[ ·· ·--- -~--. . - in\ m1 
m pl_!_ _lJ Ll__jJ ,J_ -
(21) 
l 21 tnm ~ ----------· --·--· - - ·• 
I 
3 mm 
.. __ - ! 1. ',::_ i_ 









r ·. ... ___  ., 
(93) 
:! .... I __._I ...... 1..._-4 .?. , 0 mm 
Gear 2 10,5 mm diameter Bra ss 
45 teeth per circumference 
but the gears need only be 
cut ~round 251 (90 degrees) 
or the cog. !he r est of the 
gear shou1d preferably be 
~illed avay to protec t the 
worm during incorrect as sembly 
'!'he Two racks are to be identica l. 
The Number of teeth per unit 
length is not important, as lone as 
they mate with the pinion. 
Pinion 
A single Pinion, also made of 
bras s , · 6 mm in dinmeter . 
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Cont~ol Knoth 70 & 71 
The needle position control knob 71 is integral with the needle 
axis platform position screw 74. It is knurled and made of 
stainless steel. A nylon bush and washer together form the 
bearing surfaces between the knob and aluminium housing. A 
retain ing collar 73 and the knob together constrain the screw 
from moving axially relative to the housing. 
(71) ( 7") ( 5) (73) 
. -
,-,._~ ·-;.· ······r- •,l,-• 
: .. L •• • • :- ... • 
. j1 
(70) ( 7 2 J 
Ti.g.7-24 
The needle axis angle control knob 70 is also made of stainless 
steel and is holl owed to accommodate the clutch sleeve 76. A 
similar bush to that described above is not shown in Fig.7-24. 
The retaining collar 72 on the knob has a lip tha t fitf into the 
slot cut in to the clutch sleeve. 
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Needle Axi~ Platto~m 
Fig.7-25 shows the needle axis platform assembled, but with the 
scroll disc not fully lowered over the guide rail. Fig.7-26 
shows the other side of the same thing, with the scroll disc in 
place. In the background the external needle guide slide can 




Development of this component was discussed in§ 6.11. The guide 
pole 51 is 80mm long, which is long enough for a 40mm deep 
punc t ure. Any needle requiring to go deeper than that can be 
removed from the guide and pushed the rest of the way without it. 
The guide pole was not made any longer to protect the gears from 
e x ce ss i v e accidentally applied moments. 
Nylon bushes, which may still be replaced with PTFE, were fitted 
to both ends of the guide slide 61. With these low coefficient of 
friction materials a jamming problem was thought unlikely to 
occur, t h e slide being 33 mm long. 
The two guide stubs were made of 2,5mm$ brass rod s, 16mm long. 
Th e sleeves were fabricated from Acetal rods, al t hough no final 
decision has yet been taken on the material that will finally be 
used. 
Th e guide sl i de is fitt ed with a locking screw 62 7 which can be 
tighte n e d by hand to lock it". This is useful when the needle 
and t he sle e v e s are fitted and during vessel ~earches. 
The whole .ass e mbly is pushed onto the needle axis shaft. A 1,2rnrn¢ 
steel screw passes into the shaft and locks the a ssembly to it. 
ti.g.7-27 
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§ 7. 2 DISASSEMBLY OF MECHANICAL SYSTEM 
The mechanical system is dismantled very easily. No parts are 
difficult to access and no special tools are needed apart from 
a long, slender screw-driver which is required for adjusting the 
transdu cer transport bars. The four 1,2mm¢ retaining screws have 
to be accessed from the space between the interface plate and the 
mechanical housing. 
When ~ h e lid is opened two plastic blocks will be found supporting 
the needle axis platform body, preventing it from rotating or 
rocking about the needle axis angle control shaft. These were 
added afterwards. 
Dismantling should be done in the following order: 
Sepa rate electronic box (to be discussed). 
Lift out scroll assembly (79/82) 
Lift out guide rail ( 80) 
Remove linking plate (18) 
Remove pinion (17) 
Remove t ran sducer transport bars (30&31) 
Remove rolling float (16) 
Remove control knobs (70&71) 
Remove bush (4) 
Lift out retaining clip (85) with screw provided nearby . 
Remove lid to gear housing (89) 
Remove needle axis shaft and gear(93/94) 
Remove needle axis angle control s haft (75) 
Remove gear housing (91) 
Remove bus h (6) 
Remove needle axis platform body (78) 
~eassembly is roughly the .reverse of the dismantling procedure. 
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§ 7. 3 ELECTRONIC BOX 
The electronic system is housed in a 50mm diameter, grade 4, PVC 
pipe. The pipe is clamped onto the interface plate as shown in 
Fig.7-31 . 
The interface plate is machined from a single piece of half-hard 
aluminium . The groove illustrated in Fig.7-30 accommodates 
a silicone rubber seal. The interface plate has an opening through 
whic h t he transducer transport bars penetrate the electronic box. 
An aluminium T-section is screwed to the plate and supports the 
prin t ed circuit boards. 
The plate is stuck to the mechanical housing with mirror tape. 
This makes separation tedious, although assembly is easy. What 
is very important, however, is that the mirror tape,being spongy, 
introduces a certain amount of acoustic decoupling between the 
speaker and the transducers. 
Tig.7- 30 I nie..11.la ce. Plate. 
The speaker housing is made from a section of Nylon . Two silicone-
rubber rings and a neoprene ring are the only contact between the 
speaker housing and the electronic box (Fig.7-31). This is the 
second stage of acoustic decoupling. 
A third stage of acoustic decoupling is introduced by mounting the 
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of rubber fits into the back of the loudspeaker housing. A brass 
ring covered in wire mesh and overlain with a sheet of silicone 
rubbe r is mounted in exactly the same way as the speaker, to ensure 
a wa t er-tight seal. The back of the speaker is covered in a layer 
of fi bre-glass insulation for further acoustic decoupling. 
A small hole in the speaker housing is fitted with one of the 
thre e plugs listed in the electronics parts list, for charging the 
batte r i es. 
The ele c t ronic box opens as follows: 
1. Slide the speaker housing off the PVC pipe and unplug the 
internal speaker plug and charging plug. 
2. Undo the two 5,5mm nuts holding the retaining clip to the 
housing. Remove the clip. 
3. Slip the PVC pipe off. 
4. Unscrew the upper support rod from the interface plate. 
5. -Swing the upper PC board upwards to open. 
Tig.7-32 
The following are some of the features of this housing arrangement: 
1. The box can be opened within a matter of seconds. The 
only tool necessary is a 5,5 mm spanner, but a knurled 
nut or special screw could be used to replace the nuts. 
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2. A special support arrangement was built so that the PCB's 
remain rigidly attached to the interface plate when the 
opened system is handled. 
3. Acoustic decouplin g takes place at 3 separate places. None 
of the acoustic instabilities encountered in the work 
bench model were present in the prototype. 
4. The whole unit is completely sealed and can, in principle, 
be completely submerged in water for washing. 
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS 
All the electronic components are located on two PCB's. The upper 
board is hinged so that all the tracks and components are immedi-
ately accessible without the need for desoldering anything. 
The boards are laid out as in the Circuit diagram. The upper 
board contains the inverter, Oscillator and r.f. output amplifier. 
The lcwer board contains the receiver, demodulator, filter, 
preamplifi e r and main amplifier. Eight rechargeable Ni Gd cells 
are d i vi ded evenly betwee n the two boards and soldered directly 
onto the tracks. This obviates the need for a special battery 
housin g and ensures short power leads. 
An aluminium screentsandwitched between two pieces of cardboard 
lies between the toards a nd plugs into the mounting platform on 
the interfac e plate . Elec trical contact is therefore ensured . 
ti.g.7-33 
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On/Oll Switch and Volum£ Coni~ol 
The on/off switch and volume control potentiometer were mounted 
direc tly on the printed circuit board as illustrated in Fig.7-32. 
A stainless steel rod pierces the interface plate arid runs between 
the two boards to where it activates both the microswitch and gain 
poten ti ometer. The latter is a modified BOURNS multiturn trimpot, 
converted into a sliding potentiometer. 
Tig.7-34 
The philosoph r behind this arrangement is that the operator should 
oe able to grasp · the instrument with his left hand and operate the 
switch and volume control with his index finger. Not only does this 
leave his right hand free to manipulate the needle, but it ensures 
that the device is off when not in use. A dual spring return system 
ensures that the trigger is returned to the off-position. By 
pulling it into the housing with the index fingeT, the device is 
switched on, this being indicated by the illumination of an LED on 
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A Charger was built for the ultraguide (Fig.8-3 ). Output is 20 to 
25mA, i.e.: 10% of the Amp-hour rating of the NCC24 NiCd batteries. 
The simple circuit was built on a printed circuit board and housed 
in an attractive sealed plastic box suitable for a hospital 
environment. The same care was taken in constructing the charger 
as was taken with the Ultraguide itself. 
An L~D nex t to the output cable indicates whether the batteries 
are baing charged. 
§ 7. 5 TRANSDUCER ALIGNMENT 
This proved to be a task as difficult as had originally been 
expected. Several days were spent on this problem. While in a 
produ ction model transducers would be aligned on a jig and moulded 
into the plastic housing so that no further adjustment would be 
necessa r y , tnis procedure is not suitable for prototyping. Apart 
fro m the need fo r flexibility in being able to preset the transducer s 
for experi mental purpo s es, a jig would require an eno~mous outlay 
in ti me and money and could only be justified for use in mass-
produc t ion. 
To a fir s t app roximation the transducers were aligned by sighting 
t he two o i mens i ona l projections of the transducer housing through 
a protrac t or. The tran sdu cers are set with o = 70° and~= 40°. 
Any chan ge i n the s e an g l es would require the mach ining of a new 
scroll dis c . Ha ving f ixed these ~ ngles roughly, the transducer 
t rans p ort bars were · adjusted by loosening t he retaining screws in 
the an gula r l ockin g sli des . (parts no.32 and 33; pa g e 125a). The 
transducers could thus be symmetrically posi t ioned about the needle 
axis. At the same time the angular position of the transducer 
transport bars was set by viewing them from the side and rotating 
them. The transducer transport bars were then locked into 
position with a very long screw-driver pushed through an opening 
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The distance t (Fig.7-38) is measured between the guide rail 
pivot (88) and the guide rail roller (22) in a direction parallel 
to the pos~tion and angle control shafts. This distance should 
co-incide with that . between the axis of the foot guide sleeve (59) 
and the centres of the transducer faces. 
The angular position of the needle axis can be crudely sighted 
with a protractor. Alternatively, and this is the preferred method, 
the needle axis is set to zero by aligning it with the mechanical 
housing. The needle axis angle moves through 8° for every turn of 
the control knob . By turning the needle axis through 5° (i.e.: 
5/8 turns of the control knob) the zero position of the scroll 
can be found . Provision is made for enabling the scroll to be set 
into the corre ct position. 
d Can be obtained from equation 6-1 (§6.6) and checked on the 
instrument for various values of land e. The two transducer 
transport bars were first set withe= 13° and l = 18,2mm, making 
d = 2,1mm. 
The next step was to separate the two transducers and aim them at 
a remote target. For this purpose a brass tube with a 1mm bore 
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was connected to a fish tank pump. A small window was filed 
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'fi_g.7-39 
into the tube, and the whole 
thing was covered in silastic 
tubing. Water containing 
talcum powder particles was 
slowly passed through this 
tube. The guide was clamped 
in a stand and the transducers 
were dipped into a water tank. 
A very long 20 gauge needle 
mounted on the slide was used 
to position the target. By 
pre-setting 8 and l, ~ can be obtained (§6.6) and the window in 
the brass tube can be positioned very accurately at the tip of the 
. 0 6 needl~. The geometry was set as follows: 8 = 29, l = 1 ,7mm and 
hence~ =56,4mm. The two transducers could then be aligned for 
maximum doppler intensity. 
'fi_g~l-40 
After this alignment was complete, 8 and l were changed and the 
target was moved around for a new maximum intensity. Triaxial 
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intersection could then be assessed by passing the needle down the 
guide sleeves and checking whether it hit the target. The results 
appeared to be very satisfactory, but for shallow targets it was 
difficult to see exactly what was happening because of refraction 
at the surface of the water. 
Alignment Dilliculti~~ 
Apart f rom the obvious tedium involved in the iterative procedure 
required for transducer alignment, there .were some other difficul-
ties that had to be faced: 
1. In spite of the care · taken in construction, there was at least 
1mm of mechanical slack in d • . Differentiating equation 




M == tano 
because of the 1mm slack, 
depth of the vessel is 2,7mm. 
the uncertainty in the 
The axis of the needle axis shaft {94) was located about 
1 , 5'.Jm below the centre of the transducer faces. The 
ini t ial design specified that the transducers should be 
vertically adjustable to permit accurate positioning, 
but construction was so difficult that it was decided 
rather to tackle that problem if and when it arose. 
3. There was play of a few degrees in the needle axis shaft (94). 
4. Perhaps the most serious difficulty was that d was limited 
to a mi nimum of 2mm because the transducers physically 
interfered with one another. Thus the minimum distance 
which can be accommodated between the transducers and the 
vessels to be loca t ed is theoretically 10mm . 
5. Working in shallow water imposes restrictions on optical 
alignment dictated by the refractive interface between air 
and water. 
Slack in the system could not be eliminated by simple spring loading, 
since the moving parts were already a little stiff and could easily 
have jammed. Two alternatives remained. One was to set the two 
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transducer transport bars to the mid-point of the slack. However, 
the arrangement adopted was to align the transducers with all the 
slack entirely to one side. In other words, for vessel detection 
requiring a great deal of accuracy one would set the needle axis 
position and angle in such a way that the transducers are on the 
point of separating. This arrangement also has the advantage 
of c ff setting some of the range limitations imposed by the physical 
dimen si ons of the transducers. At close ranges one could impinge 
into the slack area, knowing that the needle axis no longer passes 
exactl y through the intersection point of the two beams. For 
shallow vessels this type of smudging can be tolerated if the vessel 
is in the same vertical plane as the needle. This principle also 
holds for deeper vessels, so that the needle axis angle and 
position adjustments can be approached from either side without 
affecting accuracy to any significant extent. 
-159-
C H A P 7 l R l I q H 7 
E V A L U A T I O N 
§8.1 PRE-TRIAL EVALUATION 
Phy~ical 
As already stated earlier, it is my view that an extremely 
important function of the biomedical engineer is to ensure not 
only that his creations are technically sound, but that they blend 
in well with the medical environment and especially that they 
are so attractive to the end user that he will want- to use them. 
In line with the importance attached to aesthetics and ergonomics, 
the instrument was housed in a neat, rigid carrying case. A 
polysyrene mould was cut and glued and covered in felt to ensure 
that the pres entation was attractive and that the instrument could 
not be d~~~ged in transit. 
Tig.8-1 
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The instrument itself (arguably) looks attractive. Aluminium parts 
were anodised in gold to make it look expensive and therefore to 
elicit some care and respect when handling. All brass parts 




1 un c:l.i. ona f. 
The instrument is quite easy to hold, can be picked up with one 
hand and is ready for action immediately. The on-off switch and 
volume control are very conveniently located. The feature that 
it need not be connected to other equipment should make it. 
attractive to use. 
Physically, a drawback is that it is still too heavy and bulky 
although this criticism was less frequently encountered than was 
expected . Its bulk, most regrettably, precludes it from use on 
the Subclavian Vein in its present form, since the electronic 
box gets in 'the way. Perhaps a flexible joint between the electo-
nic box and the mechanical housing would enable the instrument to 
fit into this part of the anatomy. Alternatively, a drastic 
reduction in size could have the same effect. 
It is absolutely essential that any future instrument will have 
to be sufficiently rugged to withstand dropping and bumping. This 
was one of the first reactions from an anesthetist. T·he prototype 
has t o be hcndled very gently and is far too delicate for the 
rigours of clinical conditions. The vulnerable parts are, ofcourse, 
the t r ans ducers and the guide slide. The instrument is also 
vulne rable internally. While there is a clutch to protect the 
scroll disk from being overwound, there is no such clutch on the 
p osi tion screw . In addition , operators have to be careful that 
the transdu cers a re not driven too close together, since the 
transducer transport bars could well be forced out of their preset 
positions. Effective blocking or mechanical fusing are needed. 
However, none of these problems is insurmountable. 
A minor criticism is that the control knobs are too close together. 
Although t his problem was foreseen early on in the design stages, a 
compromise solution was not thought desirable. 
The guide sleeves were relatively easy to make with the help of 
a new jig designed and built in the mechanical workshop. The 
jig (Fig.8-4) ensures that each sleeve is identical, an important 
aspect in this instrument. 
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ti.g.8-4 
The sleeves were kept sterile 
in an alcohol-hepatane solution 
in small pill bottles, from 
which they could be slipped onto 
the guide stubs without conta-
mination. For procedures 
requiring greater sterility, 
they could be pushed into place 
using a sterile glove or 
alcohol swab, while in other 
cases the sleeve was long 
enough to be handled at both 
ends without contaminating the 
hole through which the needle 
passes. 
Threading the needle was also found to be less of a problem than 
initi lly expected. What was awkward was ensuring that the 
bevel l ed ei ge was up, since the needle has to be sheathed in the 
guide sleeve during the vessel search. All needles, especially 
thin ones, should in any case have a bevel mark on the head for 
doctors with poor vision. 
The sliding mechanism which guides the needle functioned well, 
but incorporation of PTFE bearings rather than nylon would make the 
slide smoother. Since nylon is extremely hygroscopic, the 
possi bility exists that it could swell . up and cause the slide to 
seize. 
That there i s room for improvement in the electronic system is 
without question. Perhaps the most disturbing feature of the 
prototype is the whistle that was described earlier and which 
manifests itsel f from time to time. Noise reduction would improve 
the instrument at low signal levels. For detecting venous flow 
the gain usually has to be turned up a little higher than for 
arterial blood flow. The lower 3dB cut-off frequency of the 
band-pass filter may also be a little too high, particularly for 
venous blood flow detection. 
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An independent attenuator, reducing the gain for shallow vessels 
and allowing it to rise for deep vessels could readily be controlled 
by the position of the transducer transport bars, and should be 
conside red for inclusion in future models. 
While the built in loudspeaker is excellent for ·demonstrations 
and eliminates the additional operation of fitting an ear-piece, 
there are circumstances under which the use of an optional ear-
pi~ e would be desirable. It will be shown later that the patient ~ 
could be distressed by the sound of his blood flow. There are 
also particularly noisy wards (especially where there is an 
abundance of ventilators), where private heaiing is essential. 
One neat solution might be to have a clip on the end of the instru-
ment which would hold a stethoscope bell over the loudspeaker cover. 
Since all doctors always seem to carry stethoscopes, it would 
eliminate the hygiene problem and the possibility of losing the 
earpiece. 
Range 
In lin e with information obtained from doctors (Appendix 3-2), 
the angle of the needle was made variable from 5° to 35°. · It is 
not ne cessary, however, for the instrument to lie flat on the skin, 
since it can be tilted so that the needles can be inserted at any 
0 angle up to 90 . The distance between the skin incision point and 
the transducers can be varied from 4mm to 15mm, which is again 
in line with information obtained from doctors. Having said that, 
however, it should be no ted that because of physical constraints on 
moving the transducers ~lose together, the minimum distance of a 
vessel from the t ransducers is about 10mm. This is theoretical. In 
practice vessels much closer than this can be identified through 
the side lobe s of the beams. One can also lift the transducers 
from the surface of the skin for very superficial vessels, provided 
that there is sufficient coupling gel . We should menti on that the 
geometry of the t~ansducers may not be ideal, and that a scheme 
should be devis ed for effectively bringing the sound sources closer 
together. 
The maximum depth of a vessel that the mechanical system can deal 
with is 55mm with the present transducer geometry, but this 
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can be increased if necessary by changing the angles of the 
transducers. The limitations on range are more likely to result 
from attenuation of ultrasound at 9 MHz. For deeper vessels a 
lower frequency should be used. 
7.e chn. i.. ca€. 
The ease with which the instrument opens and the accessibility 
of the various parts proved to be very useful during the final 
stages of development and testing, and especially for the transducer 
alignment procedure. 
The question of slack in the system is less serious than was at 
first supposed. For paediatric work, however, it would have to 
be desi gn ed out of the system. The slack is largely due to an 
accumulation of small tolerances, necessary for smooth operation. 
It is essentially a design fault and cannot be blamed on poor 
craf tsmanship. 
While the mechanism does not jam, there are unnecessarily high 
forc es between the guide rail and transport bars, especially when 
angle ~ is large. While the design allows both the guide rail and 
the ne edle axis angle to be driven with considerable mechanical 
advan tage , there is no such advantage from the guide rail to the 
transducer transport bars. This could have been remedied by, for 
exampl e , attaching a friction wheel to both control shafts in order 
to "sweep " the transport bars in the required direction. 
§8 .2 CLINICAL TRIALS · 
The following section is a report on initial clinical trials, the 
difficulties that were encountered and how these difficulties were 
addres sed . The t rials are expected to continue until sufficient 
information beco me s available for a final design to be proposed. 
After transducer alignment was completed, the instrument was 
taken to a senior anaesthetist who had earlier expressed a willing-
ness to help with the testing. His initial concern was about the 
difficulty one might experience in keeping the instrument steady, 
particularly if the doctor has a tremor, as is not uncommon during 
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opera tions. I pointed out that the instrument was rather heavy 
and that the inertia may, in fact, damp out any minor tremor. 
He t hought that there was little point in trying the instrument 
out on animals, since it could do no damage to the patient. 
7h~ ti~~t t~~t was done on a young cardiac patient prior to surgery. 
A 20 gauge teflon catheter/needle was to be inserted into her 
radial artery. The vessel was healthy and the pulsations were 
stro~g. Unexpectedly it was suggested that I locate the vessel. 
I had an t icipated that the anaesthetist himself would operate the 
devi ce . There was little difficulty in finding the artery, and the 
needle was gradually and successfully pushed in by the anaesthetist 
at the first attempt. This led to considerable excitement in the 
theatre. Since I was responsible for guiding the needle, this 
was effectively my first vessel puncture. It is interesting to 
note that the needle guide enabled a complete novice to effect 
such a puncture successfully. 
i ~ 
7h~ ~~con d was on the radial artery of an elderly female 
cardiao patient, also prior to surgery . The pulse was weak and I 
was told that this was to be a difficult one. Inspired by the 
previous success, we approached the vessel as before. Although 
the doppler sounds were clear, we missed the vessel. This experi-
ence was sobering and led to a re-examination of a number of 
aspects. Th e following factors were thought to have contributed to 
this failure : 
1. The vessel was very small, estimated by the anaesthetist 
to t a v e been similar in size to the 20 gauge needle that 
was used . 
2. Because the vesse l was so small, the instrument should have 
been mo re eifectively supported. 
J. We disco vered that the 20 gauge needle used in this test 
was about 20 % thinner than the 20 gauge needle used in 
the first test! Since the guide sleeves were prepared 
for what was thought to be a standard 20 gauge needle, 
there was considerable play between the needle and its 
supports. 
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4. For such a small vessel the skin incision point was much 
too far from the target. 
A special support attached to a clamp was made at the recommendation 
of t h e anaesthetist. The clamp was to be attached to a drip stand 
or s imi lar vertical pole. I was extremely reluctant to clamp the 
ins t r umen t , since it has to be manouvreable when searching for a 
ve ssel . The instrument wa s therefore simply to rest on the 
support . Since the use of the 'support would tend to complicate 
t he preparation before puncture, it should not be used unless 
a bsolutel y neces sary. Anything that complicates the use of the 
guide d e tracts from its value as it would tend to discourage people 
fro m usin g the instrument. 
Tig.8-5 
The n eedle al ignment was checked and was foun d t o be marginally 
out. Ove r t he nex t three days the transducer s were re-aligned. 
A po s si bl e rea s on for the misalignment was that a new guide sleeve 
manufacturin g t e c hnique was employed. It was at this time that 
t h e new ji g had been constructed for manufacturing these sleeves. 
After exhaustive tes t s were carried out in the water-tank, a 1mm 
bore silastic tube was imbedded in a small plate of gelatine. 
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Practice runs were performed on this, and after these appeared 
to be sa t isfactory a further clinical trial was carried out. 
Th e instrument was taken to a consultant in the respiratory unit 
at t he hospital. He was very helpful and arranged for me to have 
acc e s s t o the respiratory intensive care unit. 
~ . J 
7h£ l hind lnial was performed on an elderly, slightly built 
respira t ory patient. A blood sample had to be taken for routine 
bloo d ga s analysis. The stand was not available for this procedure. 
I locat e d the vessel as before, while a young doctor leaned over 
my shoulder t o push the needle home. We lost the doppler sounds 
durin g t h e a t t empt and missed the vessel twice. The attempt was 
t hen a bor t e d. 
It became i mp e rative to find out exactly what was happening to the 
ne edle t o es ta blish the reasons for us missing. Back in the 
workshop a l en g t h of 1mm bore silastic tubing and a 2,5mm bore 
plas ti c tube we re suspended on a specially constructed stand and 
i mmer s ed to 7a r ying dep th s in 2,5 liters of double strength 
gela tine . The gelatine, once s e t, was covered with a little 
wa ter and a we t cloth. Water containing talcum powder was once 
a gain pumped through thes e tubes. The needles that were used were 
fill ed with ink and food- colouring . As the need le was withdrawn 
tig.8-6 
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after a blind puncture attempt through the cloth, a streak of 
clearly visible dye was left behind in the furrow. In this way 
i t wa s possible to examine the path of the needle at leisure 
and without any obstruction. From these tests it became clear 
that the guide was off-centre by about 0,5mm for shallow vessels. 
After very careful examination of the transducers, the two transport 
bars we r e shifted slightly to one side and the transducers were 
care fully re-aligned. Subsequent tests done on the jelly .indicated 
that tie instrument was remarkably accurate when used correctly, 
even w~en the needle and the vessel were not in the same plane. 
Th e fol l owing points emerged and should serve as ground rules for 
using t he instrument: 
1. Whi le s canning for a vessel, side-to-side searches are not 
s u f f icient. Depth searches have to be carried out at the 
same time . If the vessel lies before or beyond the 
triaxial intersection point, lateral scans tend to give 
a s mudged output, and the centre of the vessel is 
difficul t to identify. If, ho~ever, t h e depth is adjusted 
co~rectl y , a very clear and unambiguous peak is obtaine d 
at the c entr e of the vessel. ( If the transducers are ali gned 
i n a wa y such t hat the two ·beams fail t o intersect 
properl y , the same effect is observed.) 
2 . Once th e p eak in t en s i ty ha s been found, t his mus t be main tain ed 
du r ing t he puncture procedure . If the signal fades, it 
mean s that t h e ves se l has been pus h ed aside. One then 
wi thdra·.rn the n eedl e s lightly, re-align s a nd tries again. 
J . If the bevelled edge i s no t held upwards, the needle stands 
a go od chanc e o f pu s hing t he vessel a way and missing the 
lumen all t ogether. In fa c t the needl e should always go 
in bevel up, an d once blood is drawn it should be rotated 
thro ugh 180° to reduce the chance of i t piercing the back 
wall. 
4. Very shallow punctures appear to get deflected easily, . 
although this argument was not supported by the anaesthetis t 
who was working with me. 
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5. The operator of the guide should perform the puncture himself. 
The instrument is not magical and has to be used with 
some sensitivity. 
In all three trials thus far, every one of these rules was violated. 
~ 
7he tou~th ie~i was on the radial artery of the same patient on 
whom the third test had been done. This time no doctor was present, 
but a ~urse supervised the procedure. Although the patient was 
consci ous, a little more time and care was taken than before. 
No moun t ing post for the bracket was available, but the instrument 
rested satisfactorily on the patient 's wrist. The site of the 
radial artery was carefully scanned in both depth and from side-
to-side. When the midpoint of the vessel was found, the sound of 
flowing blood became suddenly so intense that the staff were 
star tled and the patient started to shake with terror. After 
reducing the sound volume, I successfully impaled the vessel myself. 
However , while breaking the guide sleeves, the needle was drawn 
out by the heavy tube hanging from its end. Clearly someone should 
have b~en helpi n g by holding onto the needle. 
This i~cident underlined the need for these tests to be carried out 
in conjunc t ion with an enthusiastic co-worker. Nursing staff in . the 
ICU in ~uestion , while very helpful and friendly, are not enthusi-
astic over t h e instrument . They draw blood from radial arteries 
several t imes a day and thus clearly consider the instrument to be 
redundan t in their circumstan ces. 
By t he time o f writing t here were no further punctures performed, 
altho ugh t her g are two furthe r incidents worth mentioning. In the 
department of radi olo gy , two con s ultants were very enthusiastic 
a bo u t the ins t rument. They thought that it would be useful to 
them personally in two to three percent of femoral artery catheter-
izations, and for students in general. 
The first patient considered for the Femoral trial was suspected 
of havin g an occluded Aorta. Faint blood flow signals were 
detected in the Femoral Artery with the instrument, although there 
was no palpable pulse. A subsequent angiogram obtained after 
Aortic injection of dye confirmed the lesion in the Aorta and that 
Femoral catheterization was therefore contra-indicated. The 
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Femoral blood flow detected earlier on with the instrument was 
found to be entirely due to collateral circulation. 
A second patient was prepared for Femoral catheterization, but when 
I saw the sterility procedure that had been followed, I had serious 
misgiving s about the infection hazard the guide mi~ht pose to the 
patient . The test was called off at the last moment pending 
furt her investigations into this problem. The catheterization was 
done conventionally without the guide. 
v~nou ~ ~eood /low: 
While ultrasonically guided venipuncture has not yet been attempted 
with this instrument , it in fact can detect venous blood flow 
quit e readily . Small superficial veins as well as deeper ones 
suc h as the Femoral can be successfully located. However, since 
venou s flow is extremely slow, augmentation may be necessary in 
the fo~m of deep breathing or localized squeezing of tissue distal 
to the p uncture site . 
The qu estion of sterility cropped up in most discussions with 
medi cal personnel. Most doctors considered that the instrument would 
not pose an infection hazard to their patients. The fact that 
needle entry ~nto the skin takes place at a site some distance 
remove d from ~he t ransducers , seems to reassure most of them. 
One doctor was not reassured and so the depart~ent of Bacteriology 
was approac h e ci . One of the doctors working in that depa r tment was 
very i mpressed with t he instrument and considered it to be safe 
from cross in fect ion, but pointed out that nothing was ever 100% 
safe . He suggest ed that the professor be consulted. The professor 
was available only after the femoral test mentioned earlier had 
been cancelled. He volunteered that he was very impressed with 
the instrument, particularly with the following features: 
1. The instrument was sealed and could therefore be washed. 
He considered that careful washing solved 90% of all 
sterility problems. 
2. The design of the sterile guide sleeves and the proposed 
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method for mounting them on the guide stubs with a 
disposable cartridge, was entirely satisfactory. 
3. The skin incision point was removed from the transducers. 
4. The instrument had a nice finish. 
He r ecommended that we proceed with tests including Femoral 
cathe ~erizations , but that we observe the following precautions: 
1. Keep the instrument clean. 
2. ~ipe the transducers with alcohol swabs before each procedure. 
3. Put an extra sterile cloth down over the area where the 
instrument is to make contact with the patient or other 
sterile objects. This cloth should be removed after the 
instrument has performed its function. 
He promised to arrange a meeting with senior theatre sisters · so that 
a protocol for using the instrument in theatres can be confirmed. 
While dangers of bacterial cross infection were negligible, 
precau~ions would have to be taken against viral cross infections. 
In the unl~£9ly event of the instrument getting contaminated with 
hepati t is infected blood, ~t would have to be fully sterilized prior 
to fur the r use. The solution here is to ensure that the instrument 
is not used on hepatitis cases, or that it is wrapped as far as 
possible in a plastic ba g , or that future models are made from 
materials that are resistant to sterilizing agents such as Gluter-
aldehyde so that it can be effectively disinfected . 
. Finally he suggested that any production mo del should be free from 
cracks, cre v i c es or sharp protrusions where germs and spores can 
lurk . In ot~e r wo rds, every part sh?uld be easily washable . The 
one criticism h e had of the prototype fas that there were too many 
suc h si tes and that the transducer wires and supports should be 
covered. This was, ofcourse, not practical to arrange on the 
prototype since it would have compromised experimental flexibility. 
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Coupling yef_ 
A second problem discussed with various personnel was the use 
of ultrasonic coupling gel. Sterile "Aquasonic 100" manufactured 
by P a r ker Laboratories Inc., is sold in 15gm sachets for about 
R2-0 0 a piece. This is commonly used as a coupling medium in 
ul trasonically guided biopsy procedures. 
Because 11 Aquasonic 11 is so expensive and difficult to obtain in small 
quan tities, consideration was given to using sterile "K-Y" 
lubrica t ing gel, which is much less expensive and freely available 
thro ugho u t the hospital in convenient 2,5ml sachets. Suppliers 
of Ultrasound equipment are reported to discourage people from 
usin g 11 K-Y 11 as it is alleged to damage the epoxy coating on trans-
duc ers . Manufacturers of epoxies, on the other hand, claim that 
t he s e adhesi ves are remarkably resistant to chemicals such as water, 
oils, solvents , detergents etc. 
From the point of view of safety to patients, "K-Y 11 was found to 
consis~ of 10 % glycerine in Hydroxyethylcellulose preserved with 
~e tny l Paraben 65 While one would not inject this into arterie s , 
needles would be wiped clean by passing through the tissue and an y 
contaITijnant in the lumen would be expelled when the first drops of 
bl oo d f lus h it out. So far nobody has objected to the use of 
11 K- Y11 ge l from a clinical point of view. 
Tne composition of Aquasonic could no t be established , but it i s 
!'e rr.a::.·kably lL:e 11 K- Y. rr It is perhaps a little thicker , suggestin g 
that there ~a y well be no gl ycerine in it. 
As wa s explained earl ie r, clinical trials are to be continued 
indefinitely . We will continue trying to evolv e a technique for 
usin g the instrument , un covering its short comings and establishing 
for which pro cedure s th e instrument is particularly suited and 
under what circumstances it should be used. 
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C H A P 7 l R N I N l 
UL7RA9UIDE~ _T_H_E ___ F_U_T_U_R_E_? 
Initial indications are that the instrument would d~tinit~ly be 
usefu _ for routine arterial punctures in obese patients and in 
pati ents with proximal occlusive arterial diseases. It would 
p~oiate y be useful for routine venipuncture in obese patients, 
for deep veins such as the Femoral and in patients with a very 
black skin where veins cannot readily be seen. It would almost 
certa inly be generally useful to inexperienced medical personnel 
and to those doctors that have persistant difficulties in locating 
ves sels . The instrument in its present form is probably not 
useful f or puncturing tiny scalp veins in infants and vessels which 
are ea dy t o locate but difficult to puncture for other reasons. 
It would also not be used routinely by personnel experienced in a 
particular procedure . It would perhaps be most useful to anaes-
thetists in preparing patients for surgery . 
The punctur ing of Subclavian Vein s , as has already been mentioned, 
is not possible with the instrument in its present form. A deci sion 
as to whe ther to desing an i nstrument dedicated to deep vessel 
loca tion su ch as the Subcl avi an and the Ao~ ta, or whether to make 
the present i nst rument more versatile, ha s s t ill to be taken. 
Ther e may be certain advantages in having a lo w-freq uen cy, long 
ran~e instrument , where the needle passes down the length of the 
ultrasonic beam . Bas ed on this principle, ultrasonically guided 
Subclavian puncture has been done successfully before. 
Although we ar e still in the process of evaluating the instrument's 
potential use fulnes s, initial contact with medical personnel has 
been encouraging. Inspite of conservatism normally attributed to 
the medical profession, doctors on the whole have been remarkably 
receptive to the instrument. Thus far everything has pointed to 
a successful future for ultraguide. 
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Tu~ihe~ Develogmeni 
A considerable amount of further development will have to be 
done. On a technical level, the scroll system will have to 
be r eplaced by a simpler one, such as a revolving cylinder 
containing the cam slot for driving the guide rail platform. 
This would reduce the bulk in the mechanical housing, and remove 
the need for one set of gears. The transducer transport bars could 
be driven more effectively by better utilization of the mechanical 
adva~tase afforded by the control knobs. 
Both the size and the weight should be reduced down to 25 to 50% 
of the prototype. 
One of the most important new features that should be considered 
is a full covering of the transducers. There appears to be no 
reason why the transducers and all related moving parts should 
not be fully enclosed in a sturdy, drop-proof shroud. The ultra-
sonic beam could be passed right through the base of the cover, 
which could be made of "pc" rubber, i.e.: rubber having a 
chara cteri s tic acoustic impedance approximately the same as that 
of p hysi ol ogical tissue. This would make the instrument very 
m ch easie r to clean, would enable it to be gas-sterilized and 
would ensure that the transducers are protected from damage. 
In addition , friction and sealing problems associated with 
transducer movement would be completely eliminated. Finally, the 
instrument could be made to look a lot more s treamline. 
A dyn2mic triangulation diagram appearing under a transparent 
rnac~anical housin g cover, wo uld be a simple feature to include 
and would pro ~ide the operator with useful dep th and range 
information . 
Further development should concentrate not only on building new 
found requirements into the guide, but should also attempt to 
reduce the mechanical complexity in order to make it economi-0al. 
If the instrument is to be sold as a general purpose tool, it 
should be within the general-purpose tool price-range. 
At this stage it is difficult to see why a perfected needle guide 
should not one day, indeed, be found in every theatre , ICU and 
in every ward where vessel punctures are performed. 
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APP~~\rDTX 1-1 
Comments on the proposed needle guide from various medical Doctors 
A summary of comments from medical personnel on the proposed needle guide is listed belo#. 
All the interviews were recorded, and in the order in which they took place. Since many of 
the interviews were fairly casual and no warning was given that they would be quoted , it was 
decided not to mention the names of the people interviewed. 
Anaest.::.1e7-ist 
Ha sa~d ~hat it can take from five minutes to half an hour to find an artery. Hi would 
like to be associated with the project and would certainl~ use the needle guide. 
Paediatrician (~e gistrar) 
He ad~itted to having trouble in finding the radial artery. Arterial blood samples ~re 
usually obtained by locating the artery by trial and error. He would use the n6edle guide. 
M. D. (DVT Clinic) 
3e r a rely does any puncturing. As a houseman he used to do about five or six per we~~. hut 
he usually found the irtery fairly quickly. He would not need a needle guide. 
M. D. (Angiography) 
Suppli e d estimates on time taken for various percutaneous puncture procedures: 
In te r ~al Ju gular Vein 
Subcla.vian Vein 
Femoral l,r te ry 
Fe:mors.l Vein 
>}hour 
2 hours+all day 
3 minutes ave. 
20 minutes a:ve. 










:!e has :l.one about 15C Jugular veins and estimates that 3 % still give him trouble,i.e: 
take lon be r than half an hour. When questi oned he said he would use a needle guide 
for t hose diff!cult ones provided it wa~ not too co!!lplicated 0r expensive . 
~~o P~cdiatricians ( Re gistrars) 
They were both ?e ry enthusiastic about the proposed needle guide and 3aid . they would use 
it in at lJast 50% of their cases . It would he particula~ly uso~ul for collecting 
:::u J.tiple sa::iplez cf a rterial blood, since n rteries b ec orns in~rea;;ingly hard to find 
as tte nu::ibe r of a?ai lable puncture sites d e creases. 
:n~y were also ve ry enthusiasti c about t~e guide and said that they had just been 
~iscussine t he po3sijilities of obtaining such a device be~ore I arrived . 
? acdi ~trici a n (3a~i o r Consultant) 
He conridercd hic self to be an expert in venipuncture although he had not h~d to do any 
for over a year . Ee thought the guide might be "nice to :iave around" but not really 
terribly useft:l . He was worri ed t!:a t it might prevent younger doctors from getting 
experience. 
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Paediatrician (Experienced Consultant) 
According to him, they had some 10 000 children per year with intravenous drips iz.i the 
oupatient diarrhoea room alone. However, he did not think that a needle guide would 
be useful in Haematology, since there were so many punctures performed that the technique 
was mastered relativel y quicklj. He thought, however, that ~t might have potential as 
a training device for inexperienc ed doctors. It might also he useful to general 
practitioners who do not perform venipuncture on a regular basis, in general surgery 
and in wards where non-routine punctures are performed. 
~ Anaesthetist 
~e ~as not only very enthusiastic about the proposed need:e guide, but he was also 
c~:7i nced that all sixty four anaesthetists in the departaent would support the project. 
He fe lt that the guide would be particularly useful on cardiac patients where the set-up 
ti~e averages about one hour. 
Se ~ior Anaesthetist 
Fully endorsed the views expressed above . 
Anaesthetist 
He described the idea as "fantastic" and was convinced that it would be very useful. 
Anaesthetist 
He described the propos ed guide as a "reasonable thing" and superb for infants. 
Anaest!-ietlst 
Expressed enthusiasm for the idea. 
?rof.(Clini ca l Sciences) 
Ee !ij n :: th in:.; that there 1,1as a ne ed for such a device, but ile would give the project 
tis full support if othe rs thought there was. 
Consul t ant (Coronary Care Unit) 
He did no t ~hink the &ttidc was a necessity, but he would certainly find use for it 
if i t turned out to be a npretty sli~k device". 
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APPENDIX 2-2 
Summarv on survey of percutaneous puncture (Scale. 3 : 1 ) 
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The Donnler Principle 
Consider a stationary source of sound waves s and a target R moving at 
ve locity u away from the iource. 
wavelength of transmitted wave 
frequency of transmitted wave 





The wavelength as seen by the target is 
equal to the wavelength transmitted+ the 
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Now let a stationary observer record the frequency reflected off ta:.e target. 
The ~a7ele ts are separated in time by 
1 
17 
Si~ce t~e second wa velet is given off a 





• f 1 
(u + c) 
fz , ?c - ul lo C + u) whe re th"l target 
fz f 





fro21 the source 
travels towards the source 
and 
The doppler be~t frequency is given by the difference between f 2 and fo 
t,f = 2. u • fo 
( C t u} (where u is n egative when the target moves towards the 
source) 
When the velocity of the target is not in the direction of the 
propagating waves, then that component or the velocity which is 
~· must be substituted for u. Thus ) ) ) 0 





Directivity and impedance functions for a circular piston 
Oirrct,h·ity Fuurtion~ ln,r,cdnncc Functions 
(.t - kn ~i11 8) (z - ::?ka) 
-- --
-- 1 
:s l'rt'="-"'"'r lntcn~ity Itr,;.iMlanr~ Rcactance 
:U,(r) [2!~x)r R,(z) X,{:a:) 
I % - ' 
o.n I . OOflfl 1.0000 0 . 0000 0 .0000 
0.2 0.!l!l.'>0 0.9900 o.oo.,o 0 .0847 
0.4 IJ . !1811:! 0 .9608 0.0198 0.16811 
O. fi 0 . !);}.')7 0 . 9134 o . rM43 0 . 248/l 
0 . 8 0 . 9:!:!l 0 . 8503 o.on!I 0 . 3:!53 
1.0 0 . 8SOI 0.7746 0 . ll!l!I 0 .39G!l 
I. 2 0. 8.10;; 0 . 68!17 O. IG!la 0.46:!4 
1.4 0.7H3 0 . 59!)5 0 . 2:!.";7 0 . 5207 
I. 6 0. 7124 0 . 5075 0 . 287G 0 . 5713 
1.8 0 . 6461 0.4174 0 . 3539 O. GJ3-i 
::?.O 0 . fiifi7 0 . 3326 0 . 4:?33 0 . f>-tf,8 
2.2 0 . 50."i-l 0 . 2554 0 . 4946 O. ti7Il 
2.4 0.4335 0 . 187!1 0.5fifi5 0 . GSft:? 
2 . fi 0.3ti:!:? 0.1326 0.f",378 0.6!J:!,'l 
::? . 8 0. 29:!7 0 .0857 0 . 7073 0 . 6903 
3 . 0 0 . 22fi(l 0 . 0.511 0 . 7740 0.C.81~1 
3 . 2 fl . 1r.:J3 0.0267 O. S.'!r,7 O. f,6:!:l 
3 . 4 0 . 10.54 0 .0111 0 .&146 0 . 63RI 
3 . 6 O. O;i30 0.0028 0.9470 0 . 6081 
3 . 8 +0 . 0068 0 .00005 0.9932 0 . 5733 
4 .0 -0. 0330 0.0011 1.0330 0 . 534!1 
4 . 5 -0. 1027 0 . 010-l 1.1027 0.4:!'J3 
5 . 0 -0.1310 0 .0172 l.1310 0.323:! 
5 . 5 -0 . 124:! 0 .01.H l.12-12 0 . 22'.l'J 
6.i'l -0 . 0!)22 0 .008,i I . O!l:!2 0.159-1 
6 . 5 -0 . 0473 0 .0022 l.0473 0 . 1159 
i .n -0 . 0013 0 .00000 1.0013 0.0989 
; _5 I +0 . 0361 0 .0013 0 . 9f,39 0.1036 
8 .0 j 0 . 0 .'>87 0 . 003-i O. !lt13 0 . 1219 8 . 5 0.0643 0 . 0041 ·0 _93:,7 0 . 1457 
!I. 0 I 0 . 0545 0 .0030 0 . 9.\ .; ,; 0 . 1663 
I 
9 . 5 
I 
0 . 033!) 0 . 0011 0 . 9661 0 . 178:? 
10 . 0 +0 . 0087 0 . 00008 0 .!)!113 0 . 17S-I 
I 10 . :; -0 . 0151) 0 . 0002 1.01,~1 I 0 . 1668 11 . 0 -0 . 0321 0 . 0010 t.(l:l:!1 0 . l4fit 
1 1. 5 -0 . 0397 0 .0016 1.03!17 0 . 1216 
12 .0 -0 . 0372 0 . 0014 1.037:! 0 . 0073 
12.5 I -0.0:!G.; 0 . 0007 1.0265 0 .0779 
13 . 0 
I 
-0. 0108 0 . 0001 1.0108 O. OGr.:? 
j~ . A +o . oo.,6 0 .00003 0 . 99-14 O. OG-11 
H.O O. Ol !ll 0 . 0004 0 .11809 0 . 0fi7ii 
14 .5 I 0 . 0 2fi7 0 . 0007 0.!1733 0 .0770 
15.0 
I 
o.o~n IJ . 0007 0 .97:!7 I 0 . 08SI) 
J.5 . 5 0 . 0211; 0 . 000.; 0 .978-i 
I 
0 . 0973 




Program to generate field intensity patterns for U.S.transducers 
?he following Co mputer prograr.1 plots t he field pattern of a circular transducer 
of r a dius a and operatine fr equency t , both parameters having to be entered. 
The hi ghest inten s ity ratio relative t o I o must also be entered as well as the 
n u=ber of -5dB plots required. 
For the plots in chapter four: 
a = 1 
t = 9, 1 and 5,0 
I/Io 10 
Numbe r of plots 6 
Scale Factor . = 1 . .__ 
C PLO f sour-m I!-lTE!·J'.3 I T'i O I S rF: I E:UT I 0 :-J FOR U. S . TRt,t·l:30UCER 
(I Ii'1E t-~:3 I0t·J t~ < 'l-5; , OF ( 4 5 l , ',' (-.?" , ·15 ;, :< ( 45 ~ 
OF , 1 l = l . 00 
[•F < 2 l =. 995 0 
DF\ 3i=. 980 2 
DFi 4i = . 9 557 
OF ,5 l =. 922 1 
OF (-:-i"'. $80 1 
OF< 7 i =. 8 :3G5 
OF \ 8) =. 77.f3 
0F (9l'-' . 7 12·1 
GF( i O l = . ,.::A,:, l 
DF( t 1 l'"-' . 57/,7 
DF i L: ; = 50!::i 4 
OF l l ::: i = ,:r :;:33 
OF\ 1 4 l .::: 3,:02:Z 
[IF ( 15 ) =. '2. '?27 
OF ( U:,) =. ·22,'.:.G 
DF ( t7l = 
[iF f 1 E ) -" . t 05•1 
DF ( t '? ; = . 0 5:::0 
OF< 20 ) ;,_ OC:,,.::: 
OF < 2 1 i -= 0 :3:::0 
(!Fi .22) = t Cc7 
OF !"23l=. t :3 10 
DF-i 24 l = t 2 ,l ·2 
[!f!" ( ·2~: = \_1 ·.• .t..a::. 
OF ( ·:::,:.; =. 0·1 7 ::: 
OF ( ·2:: i "' GO l ::: 
DF ( ·.,:::: i =. c:::,,. t 
GF ( ·2·:.-1 i -= . \J5::, , · 
C• F \ .~:-:-; ) :: .;::.-·-,.-i ::: 
OF<3 1 ) .-= ;:;~·t3 
OF< :3 ·2 i •= G::::::·? 
[iF \ 331 .=. GG:~: 7 
Dr" \ ::: ·1 I === ·J l ~·} 
OF i ::=::, l '" · G:,:·2 1 
OF< .;::~ i =. G"2 r:.~ 
DF \ :3·-) ; :-. . 0 10 8 
OF< ·lG ) :.: _ 0(:5,S 
f1 F / 4 1 i =. 01 ·=.> 1 
DF < ·l ·2; -=- 02,:,7 
DF ( :13 l ·"' · ,_, .:. : .3 
OF( ·H i = 0·2 1,'.:. 
OF i 4'.J) 00 • 01 t:3 
~I( 1 j =O 
DO 4 [ = t, :20 
~I( I+t i4J( I j+ _ 
4 COt·JT I l·JIJE 
DO 6 I " ·21 , ·H 
l·J< I+ t j = ~I ( I j + 5 
b COi-Jr I MUE 
7 f't'FE ' ENTER F:AOIUS OF OI :;c Ct1M)' 
F:E;. D < 1 L t o :; i h 










T't'PE · HITEi': :::C,; LE FACTOR ' 
READ( 11 . 105 ; :;F 
·? TYPE "E,-iTEi': 1::: T HJTE!-JSIT'f R,,Tro (FROM 10. DOl-Ji-0 ' 
REAOC1t . t 05 1AIPAT 
TYPE ' ENTER ~ JMSER OF PLOTS (UP TO 7J' 
REAO ( 1 L l 1 3 H1F HJ 
INITIALIZE PLOTTER 
CALL PLOT~:;r;, G, 0) 
cr,LL F,,CTOF: ( :;F) 
CALL PLOTl-1 . ,A,3) 
CALL PLOT(O. ,A,21 
CALL PLOT !O ,-A,2) 
C.:.LL PLOT( -1 . • -~. 2 1 
DEFINE CONSTANTS 
PI =4 . ,•ATAt·H 1. I 
ALAMO= 1500 / F / 1 OGO. 
AK~2 •PiDA/ALAMD 
AAt-:2-= Af.::,,.;,·2. 
XM IM=Ai•.:.IAL.i'.', MD 
WRITE( 1:2, 10G ; A, F, SF, ALAMO, Al '., A !RAT, AA!.:2, :<MIN 
PLOT FAR FIELD/l·lEt,R FIELD EOUt·;DAR'i 
(IIJMX=XM !i-J- :,: 
DIJMY=A- -l 
CALL PLOT COUMX,A,31 
CALL PLOT C/ MIN,A, 2J 
CALL PLOTC XMIN,DUMY,2} 
CALL PLOT( DUMX,-A,31 
CALL PLOT (XM IN,-A,21 
CALL PLGTCXM I N, -DUMY, 2 1 
CALL PLOT < 0. , 0. , 3) 
:START Or c.;LCULATIONS AHO PLOT:~: FOP. 71/10 FACTf"!RS 
00 70 M=t, :-1~ IN 
SQRAT=SrR T 1 AIRATi 
DO 10 I =- 1 , .; 5 
THET =A:':: z ~-! I t, i { I j .,.-,=.,~ I
R=AAt:2~D~ i I~/SQRAT 
X < I i =R';.Co·:::: ;_ THET ) 
Y(l , I) =P,, ::::: rr .J(THET) 
Y<:2, I j =- ·,· .: i, Ii 
1v CONTINUE 
l·JR I TE < l: . : ;:,GI { X ( I ) , Y < 1 . t I, I = L 10: 
1~;:: I TE ( t:. t ·~,;:; > , :< < r > • ..- < 1. r >. r -= 11 • zo > 
l,JF: ITE ( 1 :.:.. L ,(, i ( X ( I I, Y< 1. Ii. I "21. :30; 
I-JR I TE < 12, 1 ·: '0) < X, I ) , Y < 1. I l. I -':3 1 , •Vii 
l·i .. rTE( 1:2. L:. ,) i < X·: I l, Y( 1. Ii, I =4L 4 5) 
00 .-:-0 J~t , :2 
00 ,:,,:; I= 1 , .: 5 
IF ,;.:i ih!:;F LT. :;:O. )GO TO 15 
:< \ I ; =30. /SF 
G 1:t T O ~ i') 
15 IF I I . EQ IIGO TO 5 0 
CALL PLOY ( X C I i , Y ( J, Ii, :2 i 
GO TO ,.:,.:,; 
30 CALL F'LC,H:<, Ii,Y(,.J, Il,3) 
,:,(I COt·JT I NUE 
AI R~T=A!~~T ~SQRT C10 ) 
70 COt-JT I NUE 
TYPE " MOF E~ No ~o. FULL RUN-' i, 
REA D< 11 , 11 5 i MORE: 
IFI MORE. =n ! IGG TO 7 
IFCMOREEO. 2)GO TO 9 
STOP 
103 FORMAT<Ft O ~) 
100 FORM~T!: 1:.:::=10. 5," ff"ll 
1 1 ::, FOF:M; , Ti 11 i 
120 FORMA Tl :!:.:.~1 0 5," ff"l/l 
Et-JD 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Scroll form s the link between the needle axis angle 8 a·nd the angle 11> the 
guide rail makes with the x-axis. The scroll a nd guide rail mechanism is illustrated 
in Fig: Fig: is a diagram r e presenting the geometry or the system. 
The Scroll rotates about it's centre O, · while the guide rail .platform rotates about C. 
As tho scroll rotates , D slides along the spira l groove, turning th~ guide rail platf orm 
about C. 
Definition of Ter~s : 
6, a, ~ and w ~ere defined in Chapter 6. The relevant diagrao is repeated here. 
J[ 
------\1----··Q_ _fl • 0 'Z \ . . 
: ; 
, 1 I 1 
I . 






-···-!·-----·-·-' ... -' . 
.,. ., . 
.. .. -
-185-
8 0 is the minimum value of 8 
n is the angle through which the disc rotates from its zero p~sition. The gear 
ratio between the two sets of gears on the angle drive shaft Tl!SRAT is pre-
defined, Therefore n = Tl1SRAT•(6 - 8 0 }. 
is the angle between the zero axis of the disc and line OD. It is numerically 
equal to n when D is at A or B, but takes into account the curvature 
of the path of point D as it moves between A and B. 
wo is the angle ljl when 8 · = 80. 
¢ 1 max is the angle ljl when D coincides with A, 
6n is the step increase in n between successive points calculated along the spiral, 
A,B are the limits of D, 
Calculation 
The following quantities are fixed and must be defined for a particular scroll: 
Angles: 
Le n g ths: 
o, <!>, 60 
/!.~ OA, OB 
6n is t~e angular step length and establishes the coarseness of the groove. 
AB 
2't 
Ii, 1 oa x 
sin ( IJI , ~ax) 
2 . arc sin(~!) 





= arc tan [ sin <I> 
sin 60 
tan o sin(<!>-60) 
tan ljl 
I max ) -2-
AB 





= arc sin ( ~B sin wo) 
) 
These quantities are all constant for a particular scroll. 
-186-
Since the following expressions arc all functions of O they have to be eva
luated 
for all values of e . 







T~r SRA 'i'" ( 6 - 8 O ) 
arc tan [ 
l!to 
( ,6 2 + ,:. 2 
arc sin 
w - Wo 







2,u cos(A _ "'I)) i 
r sin(>..-- 11> 1 )) t 
(Cosine Rule) 
The spiral is described in polar coordinate s by J.. and t. 
A computer program was written in FORTRA N to generate a table of carte sian coor
dinates 
for the spiral . This data was punched into a Numerically Controlled (N.C.) mi
lling 
machine. 
The s ymbol s u sed in the analysis above were converted into FORTRAtl variables acco r
din g 
to the foll owing table: 
S vmbol Fortran S;i:mbol Fortran 
]t R o (deg) ASIG 
,6 s o (rad) SIG 
AB AB e o (deg} ATH¢ 
OA OA e (rad) TH 
OB OB 80 (rad) TH¢ 
h H M(deg) ADTJ-l 
t T M(rad) Tl-ID 
1j, (rad ) PSI 4> (de g } I.PHI 
1!1 • (rad ) PSID 4> (rnd) p 
~1 1 ma x ( r) ?SID:·! w (rad) OMEG 
1!10 (rad ) !'SI¢ tllo(rad) , OMEG¢ 
T) (deg ) AET A (rad) BL 
. T) (rad) ETA ( (deg) AXI 
t.n(d ce) ADET ~ (rnd} XI 
-187-
fQRTRAN Progra~ for Calculatin~ the coordinates of the Spiral groove forming the scroll 
When the Program runs it asks for 80, a,~ and ~n. These have to be entered, each 









PROJECT . SCROLL FOR ULTRAGUIDE 
TH IS F'ROGRo'.',M -CALCUL. o'.', TES :<. ·,' COC:RD !r-JA TES GF GROOVE IN THE SCROLL. 
F:EF ER SECT I Oi-l. 
*****************~***** 
1 WRITE(IO, 1001 
READill,200)ATHO,ASIG,APHI,AOET 




t•JR ITE I 1 :2 , :::oo; 
WF:ITEC 12,310 ) 
PI-=4 °.f ATAN( 1. ; 
FACT=-PI /1SO. 
S IG=F ACT •AS I G 
P=FACT;•APHI 
T!·K'-"F ACT .;;/HHO 
A!::=OB-OA 




H-=AE:/2. /TAt~C PSIDM/2. I 








ADTH=.;DET /Tt-J'.:::R.; T 
CALL PLOTS( 0,0,01 
CALL PLOT ( 12. , 12. , - :3 I 
CALL Ft,CTOR ( . 5; 
XCGRD=-S~•cosco,1E60~ 
YCORD~S*S1N(0MEG0) 
CALL S'i'l·ff:GLCF:, 0. , 2. , 10, 0 . , -1) 
CALL 3YMBOLiXCORD,YCORD, 1. , 5 , 0 . ,-li 
CALL S'i'MBOL(Q ,Q ,2. ,3,0. ,-11 
[liJ 1 G I= 1 , 360 
ETA~TNSRAT~<TH-THOi 
B3 ~STN( THl/SINIP-THl 
F'SI =,:,T,:,N ( E:1 '.fl::3 I 
PS I D~P!:; I-P~; I i) 
T~SORT(U-V#COSCBL-PSID)l 
OMEG ~~S IN IR/ T*SINIBL-PS!Ol) 
[t L -01·1-:. ,_,- ,)Mc.Gv 
XI '-'ETo'.',+D Z 
A X i ~x i ./ F.:.c, 
;',ET ~ETA./F ,;er 
AP::; r ~P::; r /FACT 
:<=T',C0:3( XIi 




[F[ I . NE. 1 IGO TO ,:,•.:. 
CALL PLOT(X,Y,31 
GO TO 67 




TH=TH+,;[ITH'-< F ,,CT 
IF(T. LT. OAJGO TO 12 
,:,.;=1 
IF<(AA/ 5 . -I/51. LT. 0011t.JRITE(12,318i 
COMTINUE 
1-Jr:::ITE, 12, 3151 
CALL PL0T, O. ,0. ,31 
TYPE ' MORE~ YES=l 
REAtl (11,660) MORE 
IF <MORE EQ. l)GO TO 1 
ST;JP 
100 FGF~MHT\ / Tl G, "THETA G
11 ./TtG, "S1GM,;''.fT1V, 1· rHI"./TlV, "DEL EiH•.1; 
150 ·r or.t·i; T\./T1G, "F:'' ./Tt O, ''OA"..i il Ci. •'GE ''IT10. "Ti4:3RAT.'/) 
£Vv FORMAT(3(F1 0. 2/)FlO. 21 
2~0 FORMAT(3( Fl0. 2 /) FtO 6) 




+"X" , T67, 11 'i 11 i 
FOFMHT< r,;; , ,.:.s< ''* 11 i li 
FORMAT\ / T6,65{ 11 ~'1 ) //) 
FGr=:MHT\ i 
FOF:MAT(./T20, "THEH'10"-'", FlO. 2/T:20, ":3IGMA =",·FlO. 2/T20, "PHI 
+,F10. 2/1 
330 FORMA T\/T20, '' R ='',F10. 3/T20, ''OA =", FlO. 3,(T20, "OB 
+ , F 10 :3.//T·zo, "TN·=:F. ,;T.:: .. , F1 G. i::.. ~ ~: 
35b FORMAT i 4F1 0 . 2,3F10. 3) 
660 FGRMAT(Ili 
END 
OUTPUT FROM PLOTTER 
Guide Rail 
Pivot 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































, '° 0 I 
' -191 .. 
The x-y toordinates generated by the FORTRAN program were used 
by Mr.A.Sass of the Depa rtment of Mechanical Engineering at U.C.T., 
to _pro gram a numerically controlled milling machine . The followin g 
is a li ~ting of the program: 
!·12:·~1 1.r:. .. _,.~ . c~:~ . ·2 
:r:ir l : .. -~ . Sf·:: 0:· 
\. 1 'i • 11 7 ;; ':" ; • ~ l I' 
~~ i 'l .. ,·1 13 ,_,. ! .. ~ 3 ! 
r. 1 L! • 17 ~ ·: 1 • '..:,.'i 3 
.r: 1 /1 . ·: ;:'-· .. ~ . ··s~~ 
., 1 /! ~ 1 ) ::,~· 2 • S ~j 3 
~. 1 LI • r ' / ;',"'( 3 • r; 3) 
• .. 1 3 • ) ~ r I~·-=· 3 • s 5 .~) 
I 1 3 • 7 ~ 3 -~; .f ~ e :: /1 ? 
.. l 3 • ::) '~ 3 Y '! .' 5 J ;") 
,(1 3. ~ J 3 ,· :.:• • •13 f; 
. : 1 J • .. · : ']' ...... '" . l.'\:2 
:\ 1 2 • 7 '? (1 ··~· 0 • 3 :) 0 
. { l 2 • :~ ~ J "--! C) • °j I, '""' 
, : i ~ . ~"\ ~ '(·./' 7 • <..' ? .. '~ 
. l i > J 7 ' . '/ • rj Y ·; 
.... 11. ",71·~-~ . 111 
, , 1 1 • ? :: : : " i • : • 1 r;• 
, , 9 • ? S ? : · -:- • ') ') 1 
f\. ·? • :J ('"~ 7 -:' l :,, .. 3 ;: (. 
. . 9 • l -.. ~) ·:· ! ~ . , : ~ '? 
.1{8" . ? ) ·1 ! 1 ·i .- :' 5 .-'i 
~3 • 3 ) l -! .. l • ;> /~ 5 
~ ,,, 
• •. J ... ; 
, ~ 7 • : ~- 7 '.' 1 1 • ? : 9 
.l .. 7 • ·; I) .' ! 2 • G ~-'. ~ 
":c, • ;")] '7 ~1· 1 ? • ~ /t .3 
. , '> • 1 : 1 ~ 1 '; • .'t ::; 3 
...... :=: . 7 1 'i\" ! ~ . ~\li-} 
j' ... :; 0 ~ '1 • .• ..._ ... : .. " .. s " 11 
·',.., , . ) . 
,. ) . \.., . 
~;) ·::' l :J . '1 l1<; 
· l ·:,. ! ... s· • • .. "'\ "' .. 
.. :r . .... , , : 1 3 • ·, ~) 1 
.. ! . :: ' ' . 1 : • -~ -~ -. 
.. 1. J-::, :1,.::·t') ·~ 
:: - :' .1 3:"Yl3 • 533 
:·{ - ? . 6~~c _,, 1 J . 1192 
~· ~ :- 1 • t ~ 7 ': 1 3 • /4 ~ 7 
- ! • .5 9 1 ': I .1 • 3 -'l t: 
;: - ~ . ,: 7 C- ." 1 .3 . 2d 3 
~< - 2 • :, ,.'{ '; ·: 1 ~ • 1 2 ~'! 
: {- 3 • (j 1 ;~ \ 7 1 2 • CJ.~ ? 
:< - 3 • ~~ 7 lt -.~- I < • ~-) 3 ~: 
:.-: - 3 ~ ';129\" l ~ •- ()GC 
" ( - '! • 3 ? () ·: 1 2 • '! 7 l 
~,. - ·1 . C I tl''! (~ • ~ 6 S 
. : - : • 2 !i 3 -~, 1 2 • 21 3 
~~ - ::; • 6 6 3 '( l ! . 3 r 3 
, .: - :') • 07::. .'l ! 0 5:"· l 
. {- 6 • 11 ,., ) ·-:· 1 l • -~ 3 2 · -
;··. - ~s . 8 5 :: -:' ! :J • J ::> "> 
:.: - 7 • ? ;, ) ;' l C • ? C'; C 
4 : - 7 • 3 .:; 0-~- 1 :"" • 3 '3 3 
.1 ~ - .? • 9 '< ()'! 1 2 • ~ $ ~ 
I :,.~ - 3 . r: ()•)~:·9 . ? ~/l 
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An expression is to be obtained for determining the maximura distan ce from the centre 
c,f a rod supported at both ends by ring s , such that slipping will still occur, when the 
applied force is not parallel to the axis of the rod. 
b 
At the point of slipping : 
IFx 0 
F + w sin 1j, = F ( 1} X! X2 
IFy 0 -
d 
F + F w cos ¢ (2) y1 y2 
C 
FY1 = JJF (3a) Xl 
F = JJF (3b) Y2 X2 
£Mo 0 
w cos l!!(b+a/2) F a y1 = F XI d + w c sin ¢ (4) 
~ from ( 1) -F + F 
XI = X2 w sin 111 
from (2 )&(3) JJF + X1 JJFX2 = w cos ¢ 
JJFXI + JJFA2 IJ w sin l;I 
therefore 2u F Xl = W(cos ¢-µ sin ¢) 
F = w (cos 1i> -u sin ¢) XI 2u ( 5) 
froc ( I,) w cos t;J ('t:+3./2) JJF a X1 F X1 d + w sin ti• C 
subs t ( 5) w cos l!J (b+a/2) - ( J.Ja t d) }i_ • 2µ ( cos l!; - µ s.in Ii•) 
= C W sin I!; 
(b+a/2) '•/ (c - {µa d} V. ) w cos 1/1 - cos v(ua+d)k- = sin ¢ w t- 2 .µ 
((b+a/ 2) 1-(ua 2µ .. d)) w cos w= (c ua - . d/2) w sin ~ 2 
(b - a + a gµ) = (c - ua d ) tan l!J 2 2 2 2 
b = d + (c E d ) tan wj 2u - 2 2 
As ¢ increases from 0 to sor.ie critica l valu e·, F decrease :; unti l it is zero, Thereaftor Xt Thereafter F in creases 
X1 frol!I zero on the radially opposite side of the shaft. At this 
moment of "flipping" : 
F X1 F Y1 0 
l\' 
X2 
w sin ¢ If -cos I), 
tan ¢ = 1/µ 
From (4) w cos w (b+a/2) C W sin l!J 
Therefore b C i.an 1(1 - n/2 = c/p - a/2 
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